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Starr Aghedo starraghedo@g

mail.com 
We live in Founders Reserve community and would like to keep our High School as Hickory Ridge. 
Many of us already have our children there. Our vote would be Hickory Ridge Middle and High, 
and also Harrisburg Elementary school. 

Kindle 
Goodson 

kindlegoodson
@gmail.com 

Realignment Committee Members ‚Äì In concert with the rest of the Skybrook Cox Mill Elementary 
School (CMES) impacted families, writing to implore the committee to keep planning blocks 69, 70, 
and 71 while rezoning planning blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83.  In doing so you realize the following:1. 
Maintain mature planning blocks that will not put CMES at risk of overcrowding unlike the 
planning blocks we suggest be rezoned that already have plans for significant growth2. Reduce 
potential adverse impacts to the Mandarin program where one fifth of Skybrook students are 
currently enrolled (without transportation, students may no longer be able to attend)3. Ensure 
continued long vested interest in the success of CMES.  Many of the students in the suggested 
Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83 will be new to CMES.  In keeping planning blocks 69, 70, and 71, 
the continued success of CMES will be maintained as will the continuity for children of Skybrook.  
This also aligns with matriculation plan going into Harris Rd and Cox Mill High school where not 
all of the suggested planning blocks for rezoning will attend.Thank you in advance for your 
consideration. 

Lorraine 
Manion 

lmanion1130@g
mail.com 

We have lived in the Cox Mill HS school district for 10+ years and a few years ago sold our home in 
the Farm Subdidivision.  We spent 2 years looking for land inside the Cox Mill High School district, 
as we refused to choose anywhere else. We finally found land and built off of Shiloh Church Road.  
As the current rezoning maps are showing, we would be redistricted to Northwest High School as 
we are north of Hwy 73.  If there is anyway West of 85 and south of Odell School Road can go to 
Cox Mill High School- that would be our vote. 

Naveen 
Chelasani 

naveenbabu@y
ahoo.com 

We disapprove the proposed Option#3 for rezoning and request to not move or split Winding Walk 
neighborhood from Cox Mill Elementary School. We, as a community, helped build CMES to an A+ 
school over the last 6+ years and we have close ties and deep roots at that school. Thanks. 
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Nicolas 
Khouri 

khouri.nicolas@
gmail.com 

I am writing in opposition to realignment option #3, which proposes to move Winding Walk out of 
the Cox Mill Elementary school district. Our community has contributed significant time and 
resources to Cox Mill Elementary and is highly involved with the school in different ways. Winding 
Walk is an established neighborhood and the number of kids attending elementary school will 
remain static over time. I think that newer neighborhoods, such as the Skybrook Apartments, Edison 
Square townhomes, and Lantana, which are still developing and have no roots in Cox MIll 
Elementary should be rezoned to Odell before Winding Walk is. Thank you for your work and 
consideration. 

Nicolas 
Khouri 

khouri.nicolas@
gmail.com 

I am writing in opposition to realignment option #3, which proposes to move Winding Walk out of 
the Cox Mill Elementary school district. Our community has contributed significant time and 
resources to Cox Mill Elementary and is highly involved with the school in different ways. Winding 
Walk is an established neighborhood and the number of kids attending elementary school will 
remain static over time. I think that newer neighborhoods, such as the Skybrook Apartments, Edison 
Square townhomes, and Lantana, which are still developing and have no roots in Cox MIll 
Elementary should be rezoned to Odell before Winding Walk is. Thank you for your work and 
consideration. 
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Melissa 
Nereim 

melissanereim
@yahoo.com 

Please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Consider an alternative that keep Skybrook 
Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83, 
these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction 
and Odell is better suited to handle this growth. Based on the data in Cropper&#39;s study, 
Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the forecasted attendance numbers will decline in the years 
to come. This will create capacity within Cox Mill Elementary in a very short period of time.Keep 
&quot;Old&quot; Skybrook at Cox Mill Elementary. We are not affiliated with any of the other 
neighborhoods that share our name, such as Parkside and North. We do not have the same HOA, do 
not have the same amenities and do not have any shared access points. Please support Option 4 for 
Skybrook to remain at Cox Mill Elementary. This option provides the greatest relief from 
overcrowding at all surrounding schools, now and in the future. The immediate relief provided to 
Cox Mill would be 100+ students. Please consider that more than 1/5 of the students are enrolled 
into the CME Mandarin immersion program. These students will continue to go to CME regardless 
of the realignment; , and having their older siblings attend the same elementary school just makes 
sense. It relieves parent stress, gives more cohesion to the school with support from families to one 
school, instead of the possible arrangement of three. Lastly; our neighborhood is already fractured 
by the mecklenburg/ cabarrus county split. We ask that you consider keeping our small corner of 
Cabarrus County with the original school that we have devoted funds, time, energy and heart into. 
We love Cox Mill. Thank you so much for considering this for my family; and our Cox Mill family. 
We are a unit of One. 
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Amal Khoury amalkhoury@g

mail.com 
I am writing in opposition to option #3, which proposes to rezone Winding Walk from Cox Mill to 
Odell. Winding Walk has been a vital part of Cox Mill Elementary for over 12 years. Our community 
is deeply and heavily invested in Cox Mill Elementary and parents are actively involved in the 
school on different levels as teachers, PTO members (a high percentage of  the board is always WW 
residents), volunteers, proctors, etc. Geographically and financially, it is illogical to rezone Winding 
Walk to Odell. In addition to buses crisscrossing paths, it will lead to heavier traffic on Harris Road 
as well as to an increase in gas usage for the county. As a community, we have built our work 
schedules, child care, activities, etc around Cox Mill&#39;s school hours and schedule. Changing 
schools would deeply impact our lives as well as disrupt and stress the kids by separating them 
from their friends and activities as children strive on consistency. As an alternative, I think that the 
new developments and communities, such as Skybrook Apartments, Edison Square town houses, 
and Lantana (as well as newer developments in the future) should be rezoned to Odell. They have 
no roots or links to Cox MIll, they are still developing and will have more children attend 
elementary school. We want to stay in Cox Mill and have been part of its growth to an A+ school.  
We, like many residents, have bought in Winding Walk because of Cox Mill Elementary. Thank you 
for your consideration and time. 

Alicia Maydak johnmaydak@a
tt.net 

Highland Creek Dominion Hills neighborhood needs to remain at Cox Mill district 
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Matthew 
Nereim 

mbnereim@ms
n.com 

Please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Consider an alternative that keep Skybrook 
Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83, 
these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction 
and Odell is better suited to handle this growth. Based on the data in Cropper&#39;s study, 
Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the forecasted attendance numbers will decline in the years 
to come. This will create capacity within Cox Mill Elementary in a very short period of time.Keep 
&quot;Old&quot; Skybrook at Cox Mill Elementary. We are not affiliated with any of the other 
neighborhoods that share our name, such as Parkside and North. We do not have the same HOA, do 
not have the same amenities and do not have any shared access points. Please support Option 4 for 
Skybrook to remain at Cox Mill Elementary. This option provides the greatest relief from 
overcrowding at all surrounding schools, now and in the future. The immediate relief provided to 
Cox Mill would be 100+ students. Please consider that more than 1/5 of the students are enrolled 
into the CME Mandarin immersion program. These students will continue to go to CME regardless 
of the realignment; , and having their older siblings attend the same elementary school just makes 
sense. It relieves parent stress, gives more cohesion to the school with support from families to one 
school, instead of the possible arrangement of three. Lastly; our neighborhood is already fractured 
by the mecklenburg/ cabarrus county split. We ask that you consider keeping our small corner of 
Cabarrus County with the original school that we have devoted funds, time, energy and heart into. 
We love Cox Mill. Thank you for considering our proposal. 
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John Bevenour john.bevenour

@suntrust.com 
Please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Consider an alternative that keep Skybrook 
Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83, 
these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction 
and Odell is better suited to handle this growth. Based on the data in Cropper&#39;s study, 
Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the forecasted attendance numbers will decline in the years 
to come. This will create capacity within Cox Mill Elementary in a very short period of time.Keep 
&quot;Old&quot; Skybrook at Cox Mill Elementary. We are not affiliated with any of the other 
neighborhoods that share our name, such as Parkside and North. We do not have the same HOA, do 
not have the same amenities and do not have any shared access points. Please support Option 4 for 
Skybrook to remain at Cox Mill Elementary. This option provides the greatest relief from 
overcrowding at all surrounding schools, now and in the future. The immediate relief provided to 
Cox Mill would be 100+ students. Please consider that more than 1/5 of the students are enrolled 
into the CME Mandarin immersion program. These students will continue to go to CME regardless 
of the realignment; , and having their older siblings attend the same elementary school just makes 
sense. It relieves parent stress, gives more cohesion to the school with support from families to one 
school, instead of the possible arrangement of three. Lastly; our neighborhood is already fractured 
by the mecklenburg/ cabarrus county split. We ask that you consider keeping our small corner of 
Cabarrus County with the original school that we have devoted funds, time, energy and heart into. 
We love Cox Mill. Thank you 
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Lori Colburn 
Bevenour 

lacolburn1990@
gmail.com 

Please keep Skybrook assigned to Cox Mill Elementary. Consider an alternative that keep Skybrook 
Planning Blocks 69, 70, 71 with Cox Mill Elementary and rezone Planning Blocks 10, 68, 76, and 83, 
these neighborhoods are currently experiencing a tremendous amount of residential construction 
and Odell is better suited to handle this growth. Based on the data in Cropper&#39;s study, 
Skybrook is a mature neighborhood and the forecasted attendance numbers will decline in the years 
to come. This will create capacity within Cox Mill Elementary in a very short period of time.Keep 
&quot;Old&quot; Skybrook at Cox Mill Elementary. We are not affiliated with any of the other 
neighborhoods that share our name, such as Parkside and North. We do not have the same HOA, do 
not have the same amenities and do not have any shared access points. Please support Option 4 for 
Skybrook to remain at Cox Mill Elementary. This option provides the greatest relief from 
overcrowding at all surrounding schools, now and in the future. The immediate relief provided to 
Cox Mill would be 100+ students. Please consider that more than 1/5 of the students are enrolled 
into the CME Mandarin immersion program. These students will continue to go to CME regardless 
of the realignment; , and having their older siblings attend the same elementary school just makes 
sense. It relieves parent stress, gives more cohesion to the school with support from families to one 
school, instead of the possible arrangement of three. Lastly; our neighborhood is already fractured 
by the mecklenburg/ cabarrus county split. We ask that you consider keeping our small corner of 
Cabarrus County with the original school that we have devoted funds, time, energy and heart into. 
We love Cox Mill. Thank you 

Jose Garcia jag8236@gmail.
com 

Why was option 4 changed from the June 26th meeting? The July 24th meeting has option 4A and 4B 
but are different than the original option 4 from the June 26th meeting. The option 4 from the June 
26th meeting is the only option that allows the Glengrove Community to stay at Hickory Ridge 
MS/HS. That option also had the lowest number of impacted students at the Middle school level. 

Tonia 
Fairbanks 

Ctf021498@aol.
com 

Option 4 lets all organized neighborhoods stay aligned and is the best option. It reduces pinning 
neighborhoods against each other and balances enrollment numbers nicely. Thank you for 
considering my comments. 
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Jason And 
Stefanie 
Martin 

martinta3@yah
oo.com 

The core communities need to be kept at Cox Mill.  You need to look at taking the apartments at 
Skybrook, Lantana and the Edison Square townhouse and put them at Odell.  These families are not 
100% vested in Cox Mill yet and do not have the roots that the other major communities 
surrounding them do.  Please consider this when rezoning. 

Carrie 
Ferguson 

fergusoncarrie
@yahoo.com 

Please keep Skybrook (PB 69, 70, 71) in Cox Mill Elementary School.  Skybrook is a well-established 
community that is a founding neighborhood of CMES.  All of our time and money have helped 
build the school into what it is today.  In addition, 20 percent of our population is enrolled in the 
Mandarin Immersion Program.  Skybrook is not affiliated with any other Skybrook neighborhoods 
(Parkside, Skybrook North and Skybrook Apartments) so we do not wish to be aligned with them.  
Please keep PB 69, 70 and 71 in Cox Mill Elementary School and consider rezoning PB 10, 68, 76, and 
83.  Thank you for your time. 

Charles 
Fairbanks 

Ctf021498@gma
il.com 

Elementary Option 4 is the best choice.  It allows all organized neighborhoods to stay at Cox Mill 
Elementary and doesn&#39;t cause Skybrook, Winding Walk and Christenbury neighborhoods to 
battle against each other.  It also balances the attendance numbers nicely. 

    Elementary: Harrisburg (8/10 greatschools.org rating)Middle: Hickory Ridge (8/10 greatschools.org 
rating)High School: Hickory Ridge (7/10 greatschools.org rating) 

Eric Peterson epete60@yahoo.
com 

Dear Realignment Committee, I am a resident of Winding Walk subdivision and am writing in 
opposition to ES Option 3.  Winding Walk is a subdvision that has been a part of Cox Mill 
Elementary School since the subdivision&#39;s inception.  The majority of residents in WW are 
heavily invested in Cox Mill with our time and resources.  ES Option 3 would split our subdivision 
into 2 elementary schools.  This does not make sense geographically and would have a negative 
effect on the relationships our children have formed with other students within our neighborhood.  
Most of the residents of WW moved to the subdivision specifically to attend CMES.  Winding Walk 
is also an established neighborhood with no new construction so the enrollment in the future will be 
stable.  I encourage the committee to avoid moving the established neighborhoods out of Cox Mill 
Elementary (Winding Walk, Christenbury, and Skybrook) and instead, look to new neighborhoods 
that have no history with the school to be realigned out of CMES.  These established neighborhoods 
have helped build Cox Mill into the school it is today and should be taken into consideration during 
the realignment process. 
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Heather 
Peterson 

hpeterson@linc
olnharris.com 

Option #4 seems like the most logical option as a dividing line for Cox Mill. 

Steve Stum SSTUM@NASC
AR.COM 

really like Option 4.  seems to be least disruptive to everyone at this point. lets keep families and 
kids together and no have them bused all over the place.  we moved into this school district for a 
reason and love the school and the spirit. 

Brianna Testa brianna.testa@y
ahoo.com 

For the new elementary school several people including myself prefer option 3 which keeps 
Harrisburg elementary school keeps on the same side of 49-where kids have stayed together for 
school already. This would keep abington/magnolia springs in the district!! I am in shock that this is 
the only option that has 49 as a border to be honest!! 

Melinda 
Howard 

snippysnook@g
mail.com 

I spent a lot of time looking at homes when we moved years ago. The main reason I am in Cedarvale 
Farms is because I wanted my kids to go to Hickory Ridge Middle and High School. My request is to 
leave the neighborhood going to the same schools they are right now. Bethel Elementary, Hickory 
Ridge Middle, Hickory Ridge High. 

Lindsay 
Kotheimer 

lindsayecu@gm
ail.com 

My husband and I moved over the summer solely with schools in mind. Please keep cedarvale farm 
zoned for Hickory Ridge! 

Cheryl Walker Cherylwalker19
87@yahoo.com 

We bought in this neighborhood for the schools.  Hickory ridge middle and high school are great 
schools.  Please don't change us.  My address is 11494 Cedarvale Farm Parkway midland NC 28107.  
We live in the cedarvale farm subdivision 

Kevin Brown brown_kevin@
bellsouth.net 

My wife and I moved to Cedarvale Farm to attend Hickory Ridge Middle and Hickory Ridge High 
school. These two school are two of the best school in this area and we prefer to stay in this school 
district. We see that Cabarrus County is building a Hickory Ridge Elementary off of Hickory Ride 
Rd. We have a 6 year old son and we would love for him to attend this school when it open as well. 
Thanks! 

Ralph Grady Ralphlouisgrad
y@gmail.com 

Cedarvale development in Midland must stay in the Hickory Ridge school zone! I just relocated my 
family here for exactly that reason!! 

Erica erica.blazer@ya
hoo.com 

Please keep Cedarvale Fams neighborhood with Hickory Ridge schools.  It&#39;s the number one 
reason we chose to move/build there. 

Natasha 
Arnold 

anatasha908@g
mail.com 

Requesting to keep HRMS and HRHS to stay within the Cedarvale  Farms realignment zone. 
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Kimbery 
Smith 

ksmith@tricona
h.com 

Please keep both sides of Cedarvale Farms subdivision in the Hickory Ridge School District. We 
moved from Harrisburg this year and our entire home purchase was based on our children staying 
in the same schools. 

Melissa 
Congdon 

disneyfanz4life
@gmail.com 

Please do not rezone Cedarvale Farms schools- it&#39;s the reason we moved to that neighborhood. 
Thanks 

Josh Jackson jkjackson@road
runner.com 

I would like my child to stay in the current school system. Hickory ridge middle and high. 

Jo Burney joburney1@yah
oo.com 

Please keep Cedarvale Farms in the Hickory Ridge high school and middle school district- we 
moved to this area because of the high quality schools my kids would attend! Thank you! 

Jennifer 
Brackett 

Jennbrackett12
@gmail.com 

Please keep Cedarvale Farms neighborhood and Morrison road in the Hickory Ridge middle and 
high school district please! 

Chris White hrbands@gmail
.com 

I currently live in the Cedarvale Farm community in Midland. I would like to request that our 
community continue to be aligned in the Hickory Ridge MS and HS zone. It's the main reason I 
purchased property in this neighborhood. 

Amber Todd todd.amberm@
gmail.com 

Hello, I am writing to request that Cedarvale Farm subdivision stay in the HR Middle and HR High. 
I moved to this neighborhood for the schools. I do not want my children to be re-zoned. Thank you 

John Simulcik jsimulcik@msn.
com 

Moved here 3 months ago for Hickory Ridge Middle and High School after moving from Union 
County they realigned and moved schools around yearly- I live in Cedervalle and hope for the 
schools to remain as is. 

Karla Cornell karla.Cornell@g
mail.com 

Please keep Cedarvale Farms at Hickory Ridge Middle and High. 

Kris Andrews krisandrews16
@gmail.com 

We want to keep schools the same as they are currently.Bethel Elementary, Hickory Ridge Middle 
&amp; Hickory Ridge High School. 

Ronda Young Rky@mindspri
ng.com 

Requesting that Cedarvale Farm subdivision remains in Hickory Ridge Middle and High School 
district. 

Steve Lehman lehman526@aol
.com 

I am requesting that Cedarvale Farms Development remain with Hickory Ridge Middle School. 
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Cynthia 
Autenrieth 

cjautenrieth@g
mail.com 

I live at 11454 Cedarvale Farm Parkway, Midland, NC.  I purchased my home in the Cedarvale 
Farm neighborhood due to the schools our neighborhood attends.  I would be highly upset if the 
elementary, middle school or high school would change after investing in my community.  Please 
keep the Cedarvale Farm development in the area served by Bethel Elementary, Hickory Ridge 
Middle School and Hickory Ridge High School.  Under all the options presented, Bethel Elementary 
and Hickory Ridge High School would not change but under Option 1 and 3, the current Middle 
school would change from Hickory Ridge MS to CC Griffin MS.  This is unacceptable.  According to 
Great School Ratings CC Griffin MS is ranked as a 5 and Hickory Ridge MS is ranked as an 8.  
Students in Cedarvale Farms are attending Bethel Elementary, ranked as a 4 per Great School 
Ratings, and at least when going to Hickory Ridge MS they have a chance to improve before moving 
to high school.  If the Bethel Elementary children are sent to CC Griffin, I believe they would be 
behind by the time they moved to Hickory Ridge HS.  Also, if the schools change I believe my 
property value would be changed because the children would no longer attend a highly rated 
middle school.  Thank you for your consideration! 

Sara Kell saramichellekel
l@yahoo.com 

Hickory Ridge Schools PLEASE!! 

Leyila Rogers Leyila.rogers@g
mail.com 

We request that Cedarvale Farm neighborhood remain districted for hickory ridge middle and 
hickory ridge high school. 

Jason 
Kotheimer 

ecujak@gmail.c
om 

We moved here solely with schools in mind. Please keep our Cedarvale Farm neighborhood as 
hickory ridge. We sacrificed everything we had to move here in order to place our children in good 
schools (Hickory Ridge Middle School and Hickory Ridge High School). 

Tracie 
Apthorpe 

TracieApthorpe
@yahoo.com 

I believe it's in the best interest of the children in the Cedarvale Farm community to attend Hickory 
Ridge Middle School instead of CC Griffin. They will have a harder time fitting in and making 
friends if they don't enter in the Hickory Ridge School system before High School. 
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Laura Foor LFOOR@CHA

RLOTTEUSA.C
OM 

I&#39;ve written several times, but I&#39;m very passionate about my children&#39;s education.  
We moved to the Rocky River Crossing neighborhood specifically so our children would be able to 
attend Hickory Ridge Middle and High School.  Our neighborhood has a very strong and 
established relationship with Hickory Ridge Middle and High.  These are our home schools.  All 
options have our children attending Hickory Ridge Middle and JM Robinson High School.  I would 
love the rationale behind these options. It is not fair to take children that have gone to school 
together from Kindergarten through the 8th grade and then send them into high school with an 
entirely new group of kids.  Hickory Ridge Middle and High are literally across the street from one 
another.  It makes no sense to send these kids to JM Robinson High.  Our children deserve better 
and I urge you to reconsider and put the Rocky River Crossing neighborhood back with its home 
school, Hickory Ridge High. 

Steven G 
Ecenbarger-
Carey 

Scareyfamily@a
tt.net 

Being new to the State of North Carolina in 2016, My wife and I were exceptionally judicious and 
deliberate about choosing a place for our family to live. We had many qualifiers and disqualifies 
that went first into deciding on a community to join. Once this was decided, we chose a 
neighborhood, and eventually, a house. This is no short process and an amazing investment. Now, 
the first and foremost decision, made before all else, at the very top of our 'decision tree' was 
choosing a school system. This process came before all else and laid the groundwork for everything. 
The decisions made in choosing the school system went through more scrutiny than those in 
choosing our house. We certainly are against any forced movement of our children, twins, who will 
both be entering 7 th grade this fall, from having to move out of Harrisburg schools at any point 
during their remaining time prior to graduation from High School. 

Cynthia 
Gibson 

Cindy_miscg@
outlook.com 

Requesting the Cedarvale community off Morrison Rd be kept in the Hickory Grove school zone. I 
reside at 495 Iron Horse Lane Midland, NC 28107 
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Regina 
Seymour 

mreseymour@c
arolina.rr.com 

In these drafts, Rocky River Crossing and Timber Ridge neighborhoods are attending Harrisburg 
Elementary, Hickory Ridge Middle School, then switching over to JM Robinson HS. These are the 
only areas making this switch at the HS level, for this area. These children will be going to a high 
school with students they have never gone to school with. These two neighborhoods should 
continue on to Hickory Ridge HS. Another option that is not in any of these drafts is for these two 
neighborhoods to stay at PSRES, as they are now,  then continue on to Winkler MS and Robinson 
HS. 

Sarah 
Ecenbarger-
Carey 

sarah.ecenbarg
er.carey@gmail.
com 

After much research, my husband and I chose to buy a home that would allow our children to 
attend Hickory Ridge Middle and High School when we moved from Michigan. The Hickory Ridge 
campus is just 4.7 miles from our home, and the bus schedule allows transportation with a 
reasonable length of transport time. Our children are well acquainted with the staff, and will be in 
the 7th grade this year. 

Peter Sabo sabop1998@yah
oo.com 

As a member the Cedarvale Farms community, we specifically bought in this neighborhood to be 
part of the HRMS and HRHS system.  Having spent 29 years in the Army, we researched where we 
wanted to retire and discovered that HRMS and HRHS is where we wanted our child to attend his 
years in school.  After changing schools 4 times up to 6 years, we wanted continuity for our child 
and felt we found it here.  Please keep Cedarvale Farms Community in the HRMS and HRHS 
systems.  Thank you. 

Carrie Fried cfried725@aol.c
om 

LIve at 7431 Dover MIll Drive SW Concord, Would love option 3 or 4 

Melissa Smith melissaitz@yah
oo.com 

I live on Stallings Road, right near Rocky River.  It looks like with the 5 options my children, one 
starting kindergarten this fall could go to any of the 3 surrounding elementary schools.  I would 
very much like them to go to Harrisburg Elementary; and that is one reason I moved here when he 
was 6 months old. 

Sarah Press Sarahspare@hot
mail.com 

We picked our home based on its schools, particularly Hickory Ridge Middle and High.  Our 
children's education came first in our decision to move here just one month ago. 

Jeff Miller Jeffmiller8452@
gmail.com 

Please keep my neighborhood cedarvale farms in the hickory ridge schools. We moved here to 
remain in this school district                       P 
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Samantha 
Price 

samanthaprice2
602@gmail.com 

request that Cedarvale Farm subdivision stay in the Hickory Ridge Middle and High school zones. 

Keith Maletta munsonpug@y
ahoo.com 

Options 1 and 3 put Porter&#39;s Landing at CC Griffin instead of HRMS, which means our rising 
7th and 8th graders will leave their cohorts for 1-2 years before rejoining them at HRHS. 

Jennifer 
Sweatmon 

jenjenhuynh@g
mail.com 

I would like to express my concern for option #3 for the Cox Mill Elementary school district from a 
Highland Creek resident. This option would split up 2 subdivisions...Winding Walk and Highland 
Creek (where some of the subdivision would go to Odell while others stay at Cox Mill).  In addition, 
this will impact the most number of kids in our current zone (over 200 -vs- the other options at 
100+).  Option 3, overall, for Cabarrus County would place 4 elementary schools over 100% 
enrollment capacity, including Odell at 105% with this move.   Aside from the statistical data, our 
friends live in the community and neighboring areas.  One of the reasons we moved here was due to 
being zoned to Cox Mill Elementary and being able to go to schools, attend events, sports, and just 
overall community living ‚Ä¶  with those friends.  We have invested time, money, and fostered 
many relationships at Cox Mill.  Highland Creek was one of the first subdivisions to attend Cox Mill 
(and help shape it to what we know it as today) and should be grandfathered in.  In proximity, aside 
from the schools on Cox Mill Road, we are the closest subdivision to the school.  We want nothing 
more than to be able to continue attending Cox Mill Elementary with neighbors on the other side of 
our street.  Our neighborhood should not be split up, displaced, or penalized due to new 
subdivisions coming in to the area. 

Robert 
Andrews 

coatingchemist
16@gmail.com 

Realtor.com lists CC Griffin Middle School as a 4 ranking; Hickory Ridge Middle School is listed as 
an 8. By changing students in my neighborhood to CC Griffin, my house values would drop 
considerably - right now, we are selling homes in the &gt;$300K value.  This would SERIOUSLY 
affect our values in the CEDARVALE FARMS home area.I DO NOT want my students to change 
middle schools. 

Devarshi Patel Chaku04@gmai
l.com 

Stay hrms please. Best for our kids 

Jennifer 
Burbas 

Jennsana102000
@yahoo.com 

Do not remove kids from hickory ridge high 
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Donya 
Larouss 

dlarousa@gmai
l.com 

I live in Harrisburg in Rocky River Crossing. We purchased our home in this neighborhood so that 
my children could go to HRHS.  This is a Harrisburg address. 

Joni Honyoust jdhonyoust@g
mail.com 

We would appreciate consideration of allowing the children of Cedarvale Farm neighborhood to 
attend Hickory Ridge Middle and Hickory Ridge high schools respectively. Our family moved from 
out of state 3 yrs ago ensuring we moved in a district that ur children would have the utmost talent 
of education in Carrabus County. With that said, we were drawn to our current neighborhood due 
to the references and school rating of such schools. If we wanted Concord schools we would had 
moved to Concord however, we chose the better side of the pond which we was Harrisburg shools. 
We as residents in this community live 7 mins from HRMS and HRHS  it would be injustice to bus 
these children across town not to mention tax money!! As a family with 2 small children potentially 
impacted by this decision will ultimately sacrifice their education due to this rezoning decision. 
Please reconsider not to penalize these children out of a great education. We appreciate your utmost 
consideration in keeping these children in the current district - thank you! 

Cascia Snow casciasnow@g
mail.com 

After carefully reviewing the rezoning options I DO NOT support option #3. We moved to the 
Highland Creek neighborhood so our children could attend Cox Mill Elementary. I currently have 
two children enrolled in the school and or very happy with the teachers and education they have 
been receiving at CMES. We do not wish to change schools, and I believe there are better options 
then rezoning &quot;Dominion Hills&quot; neighborhood which is a small portion of the Highland 
Creek neighborhood. It does not make sense to move on small section away from its current school, 
there are other neighborhoods such as Skybrook which are much closer to Odell Elementary then 
we are. 

Rachel 
Swanson 

rswanson801@g
mail.com 

I live in Highland Creek. One of the main reasons we purchased this home was because it is in the 
Cox Mill district. It is not right to move part of our neighborhood out of the district for new builds, 
particularly apartments. If apartments are redistricted, it is easier for a renter to move. But as a 
homeowner, it is extremely difficult. It doesn&#39;t make since for school buses to drive right by 
homes that would now be going to a different school. Plus once part of HC is redistricted it will 
make it a target for future redistricting. 

James Todd Jamest@purdye
nterprise.com 

I live in Cedarvale Farms Subdivision. I moved there because of Hickory Ridge Schools.  I want my 
2 children to attend Hickory Ridge. Thank youo. 
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Tom & Alesha 
Russom 

ajrussom@gmai
l.com 

We chose to build in Cedarvale Farm as it is zoned for the Hickory Ridge Middle and High. Please 
continue to retain! 

Sharisse 
Johnson 

Sjohnson.2010@
yahoo.com 

I moved here specifically for the school district. I am asking that Cedarvale Farms stays in the 
current school alignment. 

Larry Johnson Seebee1@aol.co
m 

I am requesting Cedarvale Farms remain in the current school assignments. We moved here 
specifically for the schools. Anything other schools would not be acceptable. Thanks 

Casey 
Manuszewski 

cmanuszewski
@yahoo.com 

Keep All of Highland Creek with Cox Mill Elementary. This is why we moved in this neighborhood 
for the good schools. 

Liz Altschuler llizbound@gma
il.com 

This section of HIghland Creek backs up to the Cox Mill Elementary property. Want to save money 
on busses? Build a walkway through the preserve for this neighborhood to walk to school.  Don't 
take HC kids and ship them to another school.  That doesn't make sense.  Keep the neighborhood at 
the neighborhood school. 

Caitlyn Peters Caitlyn.peters3
@gmail.com 

As a winding walk resident I oppose option 3 rezoning cox mill elementary school. I feel that the 
school boundaries should be made based on geographic logistics Harris rd should be the dividing 
line it is the only thing that makes sense. Dividing neighborhoods and making choppy lines to send 
buses all over and through neighborhoods not attending cox mill would make absolutely no sense. 

Christine M 
Ricart 

cmricart0815@g
mail.com 

Please DO NOT change our Middle and High Schools. There is little to NO numeric advantage in 
this change, by District statistics. Our kids belong close to home, at Hickory Ridge Middle and High 
schools, not at Central Cabarrus. Thank you for this opportunity. 

Jeremy 
Brackett 

jkbrackett@gma
il.com 

My family lives in the Cedarvale Farms community off of Morrison Road in Midland. We would 
very much like to remain in the Hickory Ridge Middle and High School District. My wife is 
employed at HRHS and would love our kids to be able to attend school there as well. We chose our 
neighborhood based on the fact it was located in that district. We would not like to see that change! 

Ray Means br.means@gmai
l.com 

For the Cox Mill Elementary options is there anyway to keep Elrond Dr at Cox Mill? It would be the 
only street that is part of Highland Creek to get separated. I feel that one street should not be 
combined with the Winding Walk neighborhood. I do still feel it's in the best interest to keep 
neighborhoods together. With that being said, it makes more sense to pull Skybrook out and leave 
Highland Creek and Winding Walk together at Cox Mill Elementary. 
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Angela Lee acmiles.lee@gm

ail.com 
Hello - when/where do you post meeting minutes? Thank you. 

Angela Lee acmiles.lee@gm
ail.com 

Hi,Can you provide information on who selected the committee members and the breakdown of 
where the community members reside? Thank you. 

Lana Cuzzen lcuzzen@winds
tream.net 

Zone 3 please!! I have lived in the Mount Pleasant area my whole life.  Bought a house in the city 
limits to make sure that my child would go to MPES but have been planning to move to HWY 200 in 
the summer of 2019 after my son is out of 5th grade to live on family farm land with intentions that 
my child would continue to go to Mount Pleasant schools.  With all other options you are putting 
my child as well as many others that are in that same Mount Pleasant area in schools completely out 
of their area and zone. 

Joy Bruce joybruce@caroli
na.rr.com 

I live in the Cedarvale Farm neighborhood and would like to request that my kids stay aligned in 
the Hickory Ridge schools. 

Lisa Owen lisaowenmoore
@gmail.com 

It is absolutely absurd to take small sections out of Highland Creek and Winding Walk and rezone 
themto Odell. The added cost of busing alone should be enough to rethink this. 

Raymond 
Rodriguez 

raymond_rodri
guez_269@msn.
com 

option 1 

Robert Brown Bigrb499@yaho
o.com 

We live in Cedarvale Farms and would like to stay in the Hickory Ridge middle and high school 
district. Thank you. 

Persephone 
West 

persephone@ap
laceforstuff.co
m 

Please PLEASE don&#39;t choose Option 3. I am just getting to know my Kindergarten friends from 
two streets over, if you force me to move schools I&#39;ll be isolated in Dominion Hills and lose all 
my friends.No to option 3! 

Allison Wang allisonwang12
@gmaill.com 

is there a reason that only my part of highland creek has to go to odell. my brother is starting 1st 
grade next year and it would be beneficial if he was across the street from me if anything happens 
because the world is so chaotic now. i dont see the point in transferring students that already are 
enrolled into Cox Mill Odell. With all due respect, this is dumb. 

Ganesh 
Sridhar 

sganesh.tech@g
mail.com 

Hello,We would prefer to be in the zone for the below schools:Option 1:Elementary: Harrisburg 
Middle: Hickory Ridge High School: Hickory Ridge 
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Sandy Lin sandylin168@h

otmail.com 
I understand that we need to balance the schools out, but i dont see why the county has to take 
people already enrolled into Cox mill to transfer to Odell. i like how the county isnt taking Lantana, 
a new neighborhood, but taking dominion hills thats been here for a long time now. why not take 
the just the new neighborhoods and leave us be. we like Cox Mill not saying Odell is bad or 
anything its just were more familiar with cox mill since my two daughters went there. Just take in 
consideration about how we feel about this. 

Paul & Kristin 
Huonker 

kristin421@gma
il.com 

We&#39;ve live in Winding Walk and have for the past 6 years.  We are currently expecting our first 
child and one of the main reasons why chose this neighborhood was because of Cox Mill.  Education 
is extremely important to us and we have heard nothing but great things about the Cox Mill school 
district.  We are very disappointed to hear about the possibility of Winding Walk being rezoned out 
of Cox Mill (option #3) and are strongly against this change.  Please consider all of us families that 
chose this area for the school district and are now facing the possibility of that changing and the 
impact it will have on us and the kids.  Thank you. 

Marlay 
Manopaseuth 

marlay.manopa
seuth@gmail.co
m 

My family and I recently moved from Charlotte NC zoned in a Mecklenburg County School system 
truly due to the school system/zone that Cedarvale Farm is currently zoned for. We favor keeping 
our community for our children to attend Bethel Elementary, Hickory Middle and Hickory HS. 

Jennifer 
Sombutmai 

jen.l.sombutmai
@gmail.com 

As a voting citizen, I want my subdivision, Wellington Chase, to remain assigned to Cox Mill High 
School. The school is rated higher than Northwest, and as a smaller division, we don&#39;t have a 
large impact on the school&#39;s crowding. However, reassigning us to Northwest would have a 
huge effect on our students&#39; experience and our property values. 

Nabin Khanal knabin@hotmai
l.com 

Based on the realignment map, I would strongly recommend the community of Founder&#39;s 
Reserve for Options 1 or 2 (ES- Harrisburg, MS- Hickory, HS- Hickory). Option 4 is also 
considerable as Founder&#39;s Reserve is a new community with about 58 homes with 
predominantly kids of ES and MS age, who will find Harrisburg ES and Hickory MS as better option 
to travel and study. 
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Michelle 
Rudicil 

Mrudicil1@yah
oo.com 

We are in Wellington Chase across the street from the elementary, intermediate, and middle school. 
It seems crazy that we would be redistricted to schools not anywhere near our neighborhood. Our 
kids have had so many changes with the schools it seems hardly fair that the school that they attend 
would change again. We are an upper class neighborhood. We do not want to move to NW 
Cabarrus schools! 

Anu Kashyap anukashyap@h
otmail.com 

Hello Sir/Maam,I live in the Wellington Chase community and our current high school is Cox Mill 
High. I would request you to not change our high school to Northwest. We do not want this change 
to fluctuate prices of our neighborhood property prices. Also for the most important reason my son 
will be affected with this change and I request you to not go forward with this change. Thank you. 

Karen Smith Karenbeth.walk
er@gmail.com 

It would be a shame to rezone our children who go to elementary and middle school with students 
and then attend a separate high school. The appeal to the area is the schools and remaining 
consistent is important. The natural route is Harris Road to Cox Mill. If you plan on rerouting Harris 
Road middle to various high schools you should just build a brand new high school on 73. 

Jason Smith Gov.smith@gm
ail.com 

Rezoning Wellington Chase away from Cox Mill HS would be a mistake for multiple reasons. The 
top two are the following: 1) Cox Mill HS is the closest school given the traffic patterns and the 
proximity to I-85. 2) The kids should stay with their classmates as they progress from Middle School 
to High School. If unable to accommodate the numbers, another HS should be built closer to Odell 
ES and Harris MS. 

Amanodal 
Pqngborn 

NCapangborn@
gmail.com 

I currently live  in the Wellington Chase Neighborhood and do not feel that rezoneing this 
neighborhood out of the Cox Mill School district is something I personally could  support as one of 
the reasons for purchasing in this neighborhood was to keep my children at Cox Mill High school. 
My children have IEPs and moving them would not be best for there education as Cox Mill knows 
my kids and there struggles and have worked very hard to get their IEP where it is needed to keep 
them thriving in their educatio. They do t do well with change and moving them away from the 
teachers and staff they feel comfortable with could slow or stir the process we have made. 

Keith 
Cartwright 

keith.cartwrigh
t@hotmail.com 

I am a new resident in Wellington Chase, I purchased my home in order to be in the Cox Mill HS 
school district. I strongly urge the committee to allow Wellington Chase to remain in this district in 
order to have continuity for our students and community. 
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Susan 
Bessellieu 

suelindy3@aol.
com 

My reason for moving to Concord and the location I chose to purchase my home was based on the 
schools . Once someone has purchased a home based on school assignment, it represents a breach of 
trust to the homeowners to now change their school assignment. This change will negatively impact 
home values and potentially cause an increase in home sales and people moving out of school 
district which will impact your tax base. 

Susan 
Bessellieu 

suelindy3@aol.
com 

As a resident of Wellington Chase it is distressing to see that you would be willing to move our 
development from a highly rated high school to a high school that while stellar in 2010 has shown a 
steady decline and in 2017 posted it&#39;s worst scores. My home was purchased based on school 
assignment. Imagine that the kids who will now have to go to a lower ranked high school due to 
some committee&#39;s random decision we&#39;re yours. Maybe the better option would be to use 
your resources to improve your poor performance schools rather than use redistricting as a bandaid 
fix at the expense of homeowners. 

Carolyn And 
Jeffrey Phillips 

Carolynfranzes
ephillips@gmai
l.com 

Our family lives in Wellington Chase.  We specifically bought 9 years ago in order for our future 
children to have a great education.   We now have 3 boys and it would be very disappointing to be 
redistricted to another school besides the ones we are assigned.   We had this dream for our kids and 
we do not want that taken away.  We are very active parents and enjoy our current Odell Primary.   
I would want our sons to stay with their peers and not have longer trip to a school further away.  I 
did that as a child ms do you know what I remember from middle school? The bus ride.  Please 
reconsider.   Thank you for your time 

Sarah Perdue Sarah.e.perdue
@gmail.com 

My family and I live in Wellington Chase. The reason we bought our house, last year, was because 
of the schools. I am a former employee of Cabarrus County and know teachers that work at Cox Mill 
HS, which made us very happy and comfortable to live in a neighborhood where our children 
would be going to that school. They are now at the primary school. Please do not reassign our 
neighborhood's high school and take away our reason for choosing this home. Please do not punish 
homeowners in this neighborhood. We are so excited for our children to go to Cox Mill HS, and 
even those homeowners with no children, fear a loss in their home value if we are shifted to a 
different high school. I know that population changes bring difficult decisions and some 
realignment, but please do not adversely affect any of the neighborhoods. We are depending on 
you. Thank you. 
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Jessie Romero jessielromero@

gmail.com 
I live in Dominion Hills in Highland Creek. Thank you for considering the following 
feedback:Option 3's treatment of Dominion Hills in Highland Creek and a portion of Winding Walk 
(Planning Block 77) is highly inefficient with respect to busing and transportation. Odell buses 
would have to come south of Poplar Tent on Harris/Eastfield only for us, while Cox Mill buses 
would be going right by us. Poplar Tent/Harris is a highly, highly congested intersection at rush 
hour, and adding more buses and parents to pick-up and drop-off at Odell would only make it 
worse, particularly since that&#39;s the only route via which our neighborhood can access 
Odell.&#160;Option 3's treatment of Planning Block 77 fails with respect to the committee's goals of 
contiguity. We would be totally cut off from the rest of the Odell Community by wooded areas and 
Poplar Tent. There is a small planning block (PB 76, Northchase) just north of us, on the south side 
of Poplar Tent, but there are only a few children there and we are separated by woods and a creek; 
our only connection to that neighborhood is the heavily trafficked Harris/Eastfield Rd.&#160;In 
addition, while Dominion Hills does have a thoroughfare to Winding Walk, we are part of a 
separate subdivision and would be isolated from our neighbors in Highland Creek.The realignment 
criteria specify using major roads and natural boundaries as divisions. Option 3's treatment of 
Planning Block 77 draws an arbitrary line through the middle of two neighborhoods.  Option 3 
leaves Cox Mill under capacity and Odell over capacity, so there is room to allow Planning Block 77 
to remain with Cox Mill. 

David Levitt Dlevitt1641@g
mail.com 

Please leave Wellington chase neighborhood with cox mill high school. This was one of the main 
reasons for us moving here. Don&#39;t uproot our lives over rezoning to nw cabarrus. 

Joy 
Bronkhorst 

joypoelma@gm
ail.com 

Thank you to all the realignment committee members.  This is a huge task!  I have a question that 
I&#39;m hoping someone can answer.  How were the zones created that are being used as dividing 
lines for including or excluding different areas?  For example, I live in an area divided off by dotted 
lines that is indicated as PE 77 (199).  In option #3, PE 77 divides the Winding Walk community in 
half, and separates one small portion (Dominion Hills) of Highland Creek from the rest of the 
Highland Creek community.  Buses from Cox Mill would come down Clark Creek Parkway to pick 
up kids in zone PE 78 and PE 73 and then literally skip Elrond Drive on their way to pick up kids in 
Winding Walk (PE 72).  Busses from O&#39;dell would then drive through Winding Walk cutting 
through neighborhoods to Highland Creek to pick up students living off of Elrond Drive. 
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Maria Grey mariagrey79@y

ahoo.com 
We live in Bridge Pointe and current zoned school is Harrisburg Elementary. When my son was 
entering kindergarten he got into Patriots via the lottery. We were confident the STEM model would 
be perfect for him and it has been. He has far exceeded our academic expectations at Patriots and in 
the AIG program. When it was time for our daughter to enter school she was automatically accepted 
being that she was a sibling. Let&#39;s fast forward to the proposed time of realignment my son will 
be entering 5th grade and my daughter will be entering 2nd grade. I cannot imagine pulling my son 
out of the only school he has ever known, away from the familiarity, and bonds he has made since 
kindergarten. The transition to middle school is hard enough. If this realignment doesn&#39;t allow 
siblings of 5th graders that are grandfathered in for their last year this is what will have to happen. I 
can&#39;t have my daughter that will be forced to go to HarrisburgES for 2nd grade and my son 
that gets to stay at PatriotsES for 5th grade. We as parents made the choice to send our children to a 
STEM school for reasons. Could all the students that got into these schools via lottery just stay there? 
The lottery for Patriots ended a couple of years ago so these students will filter out soon after the 
realignment. My concern is I will have 2 students in 2 different Elementary schools or be forced to 
move my 5th grader to a new school at such a crucial time in his academic transition. 
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Mei Olson muse19@gmail.

com 
I am opposed to Option 3 of splitting Highland Creek and removing Winding Walk from Cox Mill 
Elementary.  Option 3's treatment of Dominion Hills in Highland Creek and a portion of Winding 
Walk (Planning Block 77) is highly inefficient with respect to busing and transportation. Odell buses 
would have to come south of Poplar Tent on Harris/Eastfield only for us, while Cox Mill buses 
would be going right by us. Poplar Tent/Harris is a highly, highly congested intersection at rush 
hour, and adding more buses and parents to pick-up and drop-off at Odell would only make it 
worse, particularly since that&#39;s the only route via which our neighborhood can access the 
school.Option 3's treatment of Dominion Hills in Highland Creek and a portion of Winding Walk 
(Planning Block 77) fails with respect to the committee's goals of contiguity. We would be totally cut 
off from the rest of the Odell Community by wooded areas and Poplar Tent. There is a small 
planning block (PB 76, Northchase) just north of us, on the south side of Poplar Tent, but there are 
only a few children there and our only connection to that neighborhood is the heavily trafficked 
Harris/Eastfield Rd. In addition, while Dominion Hills does have a thoroughfare to Winding Walk, 
we are part of a separate subdivision and would be isolated from our neighbors in Highland 
Creek.Option 3's treatment of Planning Block 77 draws an arbitrary line through the middle of two 
neighborhoods. 

Monica  Able budingem@yah
oo.com 

I live in Wellington Chase and I do not support changing HS from CMHS to NW Cab HS. 

Krystyn 
Grosso 

Krystyn84@gm
ail.com 

Please do not reassign Wellington chase neighborhood to nw cabbarus hs. There is nothing but 
negative information about he school and the ratings are horrible. The reason we lived here is to be 
in the cmhs zone. Unless you can show proof of nw having better teachers/academics and full 
program overall we will be fighting this as a neighborhood. 

Eve Theriault theriault.eve@g
mail.com 

I think that all the children from one middle school should go to the same high school. Sending the 
children from HRMS to NWHS would mean that they would not know anyone there. Wellington 
Chase children should go to Cox Mill so they can continue to be with children they have known 
since kindergarten. The Middle School for the neighborhood should not be Harris Road MS if it does 
not feed into CMHS. 

Danielle 
Taperman 

danielle42886@
yahoo.com 

Would like to request Hickory Ridge Schools stay for the Cedarvale Farms subdivision. 
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Joseph 
Taperman 

TapermanJ@gm
ail.com 

Requesting Cedarvale Farms subdivision schools remain Hickory Ridge Middle &amp; High. 

Caspian West caspian@aplace
forstuff.com 

NO TO OPTION 3!I want to go to Cox Mill Elementary like my cusins and sister!I makes no sense 
that my friend from down the street would still go, but I would not.NO TO OPTION 3! 

James Perdue jperdue@ganas
si.com 

To Whom it may concern,Approximately 8 months ago, we moved from Mooresville to Concord. 
We were moving from a wonderful school district, so school choices were the number one priority 
for us when it came to choosing a development. As such, we choose Wellington Chase for the Odell 
Elementary and Cox Mill schools. They were very highly rated, we have friends who have children 
attending them, and we know teachers who work in that district. The all have high praise for the 
schools. It was the correct choice for us, but we paid a higher price for our house because of it. On 
top of having us re-zone to another school, which would be MUCH farther from our neighborhood, 
our property value would be GREATLY reduced, practically overnight, since Cox Mill is so highly 
sought after. I think this is extremely irresponsible for the County to impose this on us. It shows 
poor planning. We pay far higher taxes for the area we live in, and now there is the possibility we 
will not even be in the school district we planned years for.I urge you to reconsider the rezoning for 
Wellington Chase. We have a wonderful, highly sought neighborhood. One of the nicer 
neighborhoods in the area. If property values are torpedoed, we will undoubtedly see a great 
change in our wonderful community. Please take this, along with the input from all of my fellow 
neighbors, and make the correct decision to not re-zone Wellington Chase.Sincerely,James 
Perdue9682 Jamestown RoadConcord, NC 

Rob Nutter rob@nutterwest
.com 

No Option 3It makes NO sense to split up the school district in such a way that some of Highland 
creak is in and some is out. If you really want to remove Winding Walk, then remove it, but leave 
Dominion Hills (part of Highland Creek) inside the school district. Let my sisters kids go to the 
same school as their Highland Creek friends. Option 1 or 4 are better for your coverage anyway. 
You know option 3 is NOT the right choice, so don&#39;t make it. 
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Hanna Nutter hanna@nutterw

est.com 
NO to OPTION 3!Please please please don&#39;t make my cousin, who is just starting her school 
life, be separated from her friends doors away. The amazing connections she&#39;s made with other 
Highland Creek kids from down the street will be torn apart by YOU forcing her into a school miles 
away.Any of the other options are better than cutting out the closet subdivisions to COX Mill. 
Highland Creek is a family and we need to stay united with our friends and family all going to the 
same school!NO to OPTION 3! 

Alex Nutter alex@nutterwes
t.com 

OPTION 3 IS TERRIBLE! NO OPTION 3!My Cousin just moved to Highland Creek, she just toured 
Cox Mill Elementary, and she just got super pumped for the future of her schooling. AND YOU 
WANT TO TAKE THAT AWAY FROM HER? I want my cousin to have the same amazing time I 
did, no to option 3!Keep in mind the family members of those you are effecting in Highland Creek 
could be turning voting age soon! 

Sharan Kripak sharan.kripak@
gmail.com 

Please retain the Wellington Chase neighbourhood (Planning Block 48) within the Cox Mill High 
School district. Thank you for your time and effort. 

Anusha 
Yalavarthy 

anusha.yalavart
hy@gmail.com 

We opt for the below optionElementary: HarrisburgMiddle: Hickory RidgeHigh School: Hickory 
Ridge 

Naveen 
Kumar 
Sankranthi 

sankranthinave
en@gmail.com 

We opt for OptionElementary: HarrisburgMiddle: Hickory RidgeHigh School: Hickory Ridge 

Mara Levitt maralevitt2@g
mail.com 

We live in Wellington Chase and purposely moved here to be in the zone for Cox Mill High school. 
We would be extremely disappointed if we were re-zoned to NW Cabarrus High school. If that were 
the case we would seriously consider private high school, which would be a big financial burden to 
us. 

Jessie Romero jessielromero@
gmail.com 

Hello, I have submitted previous feedback about planning block 77 in option 3. I have an additional 
comment/question--why is it that one street of Highland Creek is being included in a planning 
block with Winding Walk? Who designed those blocks, and was it before the subdivisions were 
fully established? Elrond/Rivendell/Elven should be treated as part of Highland Creek. Thanks you 
for considering this question. 

Gregory 
Heiler 

greg.heiler@liv
e.com 

I don&#39;t want to be rezoned because of the property values and the quality of children&#39;s 
education. 
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Aimee 
Mackall 

akmackall@hot
mail.com 

We live in the Wellington Chase Neighborhood where all the proposed options, except one, have us 
staying at Odell Elementary, Harris Rd. Middle but moving to NW Cabarrus HS (vs. staying at Cox 
Mill HS).  As a parent who moved to Cabarrus (from CMS, where we attended a magnet school) and 
this particular neighborhood last year so that my children could go to school with 
neighborhood/area kids that they&#39;ll stay with throughout their secondary school education, 
I&#39;m disappointed to see that there is a high probability that they will likely be split up/moved 
away from many of their classmates when they reach HS, a very difficult time in the life of any 
child.  For this reason, I would like to see Wellington Chase remain zoned for Cox Mill HS. IF the 
neighborhood has to be rezoned to NWC HS, I ask that the committee do everything possible to 
ensure the smooth transition for the children who will have to be moved to the new HS, including 
keeping as many together as possible and offering &quot;get to know you&quot; type of events 
leading up to the new school opening so that kids moving from Odell/Harris Rd to the new school 
can start developing new friendships/connections before the transition. 

Nimrata Singh nimrata_singh2
@yahoo.com 

We moved into the Wellington Chase community based on the excellent reviews and course 
offerings at Cox Mill High school. Please retain the Wellington Chase community within the Cox 
Mill High school district.Thank You! 

Nimrata Singh nimrata_singh2
@yahoo.com 

We moved into the Wellington Chase community based on the excellent reviews and course 
offerings at Cox Mill High school. Please retain the Wellington Chase community within the Cox 
Mill High school district.Thank You! 

Anthony 
Phillips 

tp278@aol.com Please allow us to stay in the Hickory Ridge Middle &amp; High Schools 
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Bryan 
Menosky 

bmenosky@car
olina.rr.com 

I live in and recently moved to the Cedarvale Farm neighborhood for the sole reason of getting my 
son into the Hickory Ridge schools. I do not feel it would be fair to him or anyone in this 
neighborhood who are not only moving here but having brand new houses built here to be robbed 
of the opportunity to attend these schools. I am aware that options 1-4 do not change the high school 
he would attend but I would hate to have him start at Hickory Ridge middle school this fall, get not 
only accustomed to the school environment but the school staff and students, only to have him have 
to switch schools in 7th grade. This is a hard enough time for parents and kids this age as they 
transcend into the teenage years and having to make new friends and be new at a school 2 years in a 
row would not be benificial to their development as teenagers and students. I would suggest if 
either of the middle school options that would transition this neighborhood to CC Griffin are 
implemented that those students who currently are students are grandfathered and are allowed to 
continue their education at Hickory Ridge Middle School and the boundary change becomes a 
rolling change starting with new 6th graders. 

Jennet Carter Jamanique@ctc.
net 

I live in Canterfield Estates. We currently go to Hickory Ridge Middle and High School. We pay 
Harrisburg city taxes to have the best opportunity for our kids. If we go to CC Griffin Middle 
School, this will significantly hurt our kids educational opportunity by moving to a lower rated 
school and directly impact our community by hurting our home values due to a lower rated school 
for middle school. 

Jennet Carter Jamanique@ctc.
net 

I live in Canterfield Estates. We currently go to Hickory Ridge Middle and High School. We pay 
Harrisburg city taxes to have the best opportunity for our kids. If we go to CC Griffin Middle 
School, this will significantly hurt our kids educational opportunity by moving to a lower rated 
school and directly impact our community by hurting our home values due to a lower rated school 
for middle school. 

Chastity 
Harper 

chastityharper
@hotmail.com 

I think it would be a terrible/aweful idea to rezone the Wellington Chase Community  to another 
high School.  Our community is smaller but we have numerous students who attend or will attend 
Cox Mill High School.  To change our community to another high school would not beneft the 
children who attend Cox Mill.  Families moved to our community thinking that their child(ren) 
would attend Cox Mill.  Please don&#39;t not rezone Wellington Chase 
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Mary Ulrich meu4321@aol.c

om 
Northwest School is an embarrassment to Cabarrus County. It&#39;s facilities are OLD and do now 
serve the 2018 students and next generation. To realign our neighborhood and force us to go to this 
school will definitely HURT our property values. We bought our property thinking our children 
would go to Cox Mill. Unless you are going to tear down and build a new high school, we want to 
stay at Cox Mill. Our children are our future. 

Kevin Vinson Kevingvinson@
hotmail.com 

The children who are moving to Allen Mills are currently attending Allen Mills and considering Cox 
Mill is in walking distance to Cox Mill, it makes complete sense to include Allen Mills in the Cox 
Mill school district. 

Ka Lee ka_yang_lee@y
ahoo.com 

4b 

Theresa Russo Treerusso18@g
mail.com 

In 2016 we were rezoned and had to move our son to Odell. He had a good year but his best friend 
struggled with the changes and subsequently was diagnosed st 11 years old with an eating disorder. 
This was very difficult for my son to deal with. Less than a year later and my 11 year old son is 
dealing with suicidal thiughts. He is now going to counseling regularly. The change did not cause 
this BUT  it was a factor. The lack of control over the situation (changing schools)  and the 
uncertainty adds a lot of stress to our children. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE do everything you can to 
impact as few children's lives and livelihoods as you can. They need stability and familiarity and 
having the children have to change schools again will be so hard for them. It is impacting their 
MENTAL health. This matters. Please do not rezone Wellington Chase to a new school. Not only 
does this impact our children's mental health it can impact the value of our homes. 

Chris Rudicil Rudicilc@gmail
.com 

We picked this neighborhood because it is so close to Odell elementary.  We have special needs kids, 
with IEPs and know all the teachers.  This decision would make us have to move again., which 
doesn't seem fair, considering we are across the street from the schools and teachers we love. 

Anagha Khot Anagha25@gm
ail.com 

We are in Wellington Chase community and would want to be in Cox Mill High school zone. 

Manish Khot Manish.khot@g
mail.com 

We live in Wellington chase. We prefer that our high school remain to be cox mill high school. We 
brought this house 3 years ago assuming cox mill high as our home high school 
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Donna 
Kurlander 

donnakurlande
r@yahoo.com 

I appreciate you taking the time to consider my feedback on the realignment proposals. I am a 
resident of Skybrook Main in Cabarrus County, but I&#39;m also part this tight-knight community 
that includes Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury. The residents of ALL of these 
communities have worked together over the years to help make Cox Mill Elementary the best school 
possible for all of our children. The feedback submitted by residents of these communities shows 
that we would all like to keep our children at Cox Mill Elementary. Some members of the Cox Mill 
Elementary community have chosen to express their displeasure with Option #3 by submitting 
emotional/negative feedback with the hope their &quot;pushiness&quot; or childish name-calling 
(spoiled residents of Skybrook) would sway the committee&#39;s thinking. I prefer to highlight the 
benefits of keeping these neighborhoods together at Cox Mill ES as proposed in Option #4.  All four 
of these neighborhoods are completely built out and have no room for expansion - our numbers 
should remain steady in the years to come. I can say with certainty, that Skybrook Main in Cabarrus 
has less than 100 children at CMES and is 100% completely built out just like the other four 
neighborhoods.  The parents in these four communities have all contributed in one way or another 
to the growth and positive culture of this school ‚Äì whether it was through starting the PTO, 
volunteering in the classroom or events or through monetary donations via the Invest in Your Child 
campaign. We all have a stake in this school and want to continue that tradition as a community.  It 
is important to call attention to the confusion re: the 'Skybrook' neighborhoods. There are two 
'Skybrook' communities on Poplar Tent road that are not completely built out and NOT in any way 
associated or connected by any road with Skybrook Main. The homes in The Villages at Skybrook 
North and Parkside at Skybrook North in Cabarrus County should continue the tradition of 
attending Odell as they have for the past few years.  As mentioned, Skybrook Main in Cabarrus has 
a strong bond with the communities directly adjacent to us. I also ask that you please take into 
account the impact that switching elementary schools will have on any family regardless of what 
subdivision they currently live in.  Any child who has already started at Cox Mill who then has to be 
moved to Odell Primary and then again to Odell Elem will be impacted, perhaps negatively. Some 
children deal well with change, some children (and parents) do not handle change well at all.  I 
request that the committee choose a solution that will have minimal impact on our community. 
Based on the public information I've read thus far, Option #4 would be the most logical solution for 
all involved. I hope you will consider keeping our tiny section of Skybrook AND Winding Walk 
AND Highland Creek AND Christenbury at Cox Mill Elementary School.  These decisions can be 
difficult, but should made based on the facts and data. The fact is these four communities have a 
long history at Cox Mill and their student numbers are not predicted to grow at nearly the rate they 
did 10 years ago. For the good of this community, I respectfully encourage you to select Option #4 
in your necessary rezoning efforts. 
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Aaryn Nutter acc@aarynnutte

r.com 
As a resident of Elrond Drive in the Highland Creek community, I am opposed to Option 3 for both 
practical and personal reasons.The map of Option 3 makes far less sense than all the other options, 
particularly Options 1 and 2.  It appears to be the equivalent of educational gerrymandering. It's 
hard to fathom why neighborhoods further away from Cox Mill Elementary are being kept in favor 
of geographically closer communities, especially from a bus route standpoint. Maybe they are 
making the most noise? Maybe they just know the right people?It seems more sensical to give 
preference to more established communities such as Highland Creek instead of the newer 
community of Skybrook. Furthermore, it doesn't make sense to include Elrond Drive and Elven 
Lane into option 3, becoming the only portions of Highland Creek to be excluded from the school's 
district.  We are being lumped in with the Winding Walk neighborhoods, causing an undue 
separation from the rest of our Highland Creek family and friends.Lastly, the quality of Cox Mill's 
reputation and educational standards was THE biggest factor in why we relocated our family from 
California to this very neighborhood. We chose our exact house for the schools our children would 
attend. We even declined enrollment at the Mallard Creek Stem Academy for our rising 
kindergartener during the upcoming school year ONLY because we had automatic enrollment into 
Cox Mill Elementary. Had we known there was potential to lose our enrollment at Cox Mill we 
probably would have chosen the Stem Academy. The timing here is extremely unfortunate. 
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Charlene 
Kozloff 

ckoz218@att.net I am vehemently opposed to Option #3 for Cox Mill Elementary, as it treats Dominion Hills and 
Highland Creek inappropriately, with respect to this plan&#39;s highly inefficient manner of 
looking at busing and transportation, in addition to splitting our established Dominion Hills 
neighborhood from the rest of our Highland Creek neighbors. My understanding is that the Odell 
buses would have to come south on Poplar Tent on Harris Road only for us, while Cox Mill buses 
would be going right by us. Option #3 fails every aspect of decent treatment for an established 
neighborhood and fails with respect to the committee&#39;s goal of continuity in addition to 
contiguity. Our neighborhood is totally and completely cut off from the rest of the Odell 
community. If you need to rezone winding Walk, that makes more since, however just because the 
fire department made our subdivision connect for another outlet to the main Eastfield Road, this is 
no reason to have to connect Dominion Hills to your abhorrent Option #3. We are a separate sub of 
our larger subdivision with absolutely no affiliation with Winding Walk except this one road as an 
outlet.It is my understanding also that the realignment criteria specifies using major roads and 
natural boundaries as divisions. Option #3 without question does not take this into consideration for 
our subdivision. It draws a complete arbitrary line through the middle of not one, but two 
neighborhoods. Please, at your next meeting eliminate Option #3 as it is completely and irreversibly 
the worst of all four of your realignment plans. 

Natasha 
Phanelson 

natasha.s.phane
lson@gmail.co
m 

My family resides in Cedarvale Farms on 11442 Cedarvale Farm PKWY in Midland, NC 28107. We 
are currently zoned for Hickory Ridge Middle and Hickory Ridge High School. We moved in this 
neighborhood due to the great schools and education provided in this neighborhood. Please do not 
change the schools zoned in the neighborhood, this decision greatly impacts our children. We want 
to continue our neighborhood school zone Hickory Ridge Middle and Hickory Ridge High School 
and hopefully Hickory Ridge Elementary in the future. Thank you in advance for you time and 
consideration in this important matter.Sincerely,Natasha Phanelson 
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Torrey 
Phanelson 

Torrey79@hotm
ail.com 

My family resides in Cedarvale Farms on 11442 Cedarvale Farm PKWY in Midland, NC 28107. We 
are currently zoned for Hickory Ridge Middle and Hickory Ridge High School. We moved in this 
neighborhood due to the great schools and education provided in this neighborhood. Please do not 
change the schools zoned in the neighborhood, this decision greatly impacts our children. We want 
to continue our neighborhood school zone Hickory Ridge Middle and Hickory Ridge High School 
and hopefully Hickory Ridge Elementary in the future. Thank you in advance for you time and 
consideration in this important matter.Sincerely,Torrey Phanelson 

Amanda 
Ayers 

aayers@highlan
dcreek.com 

I live in Dominion Hills Highland Creek.  I can not even fathom why this one neighborhood in 
Highland Creek is being considered for Rezoning while all our other neighborhoods will be 
attending Cox Mill Elementary.  Our Cox Mill Buses already come to our neighborhood, you are 
talking about adding more buses to our already busy mornings.  Our Domininon Hills 
neighborhood would be completely cut off from the rest of the Odell Community as we are so far 
away and a small portion of a part of a large neighborhood already attending Cox Mill.  We are not 
a part of Winding Walk (even though there is a connecting road).  We have no room for future 
development.  We are an established neighborhood.  It makes no sense why you would send 
Dominion Hills to a different school while keeping a portion of Winding Walk that is right next to 
us in Cox Mill. No Sense! Option 3 makes absolutely no sense and I implore you to keep Dominion 
Hills Highland Creek in the schools we have known and loved for years.  We belong to Cox Mill! 

Jennifer 
Lazarus 

jenlaz11@yahoo
.com 

I have been thinking about the realignment for the new high school and I am very concerned on 
how the neigborhoods are divided.  We live in the Woodlands and I don&#39;t see where it makes 
sense that we would go to Robinson over West Cabarrus.  Carriage Downs, which is directly across 
from us as well as Freedom Acres, are both going to the new HS.  I don&#39;t see why we are 
excluded and I don&#39;t appreciate it. Please review your district lines again and note the concerns 
of the neighborhoods.  My child goes to Winkler and watches the HS being built.  The majority of 
his friends are in the other neighborhoods going to the new school.  We are closer to the new HS 
than we are to Robinson.  Please reconsider. Thank you. 
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Jerad Romero jeradromero@g

mail.com 
Rezoning Dominion Hills (Highland Creek) and Winding Walk to Odell Elementary would 
significantly increase the traffic at the already-congested intersection of Harris Rd and Poplar Tent 
Rd. And it doesn&#39;t make any sense to send Odell buses south on Harris when the Cox Mill 
buses would already be going right by us to the other section of Highland Creek. It especially 
doesn&#39;t make sense with respect to Dominion Hills, because we would be the ONLY section of 
our subdivision, Highland Creek, zoned for Odell, isolating the few elementary-age children in our 
neighborhood from their neighbors, not to mention we are geographically isolated from the rest of 
the Odell community. Thank you considering this feedback. 

    As a Highland Creek resident, I&#39;m surprised to see that one of the realignment options 
involves moving one small neighborhood (Dominion Hills) in Highland Creek to Odell Elementary. 
Considering the amount of growth in the immediate area (including the apartments at Skybrook, the 
townhouses at Edison Square and the new neighborhood, Lantana), it makes much more sense to re-
zone those areas to Odell versus affecting families in Highland Creek. Highland Creek is an 
established neighborhood and randomly selecting 3 streets from the community to move to a new 
school makes zero sense. Please consider other options. 

Maria Huber mariat26@msn.
com 

As a resident of Highland Creek, I&#39;m writing to offer my feedback regarding the realignment 
options for elementary schools. With all of the new development in our area, it seems to make zero 
sense to consider having the Dominion Hills neighborhood within Highland Creek chosen as a 
possible option to be realigned to Odell. Highland Creek is an established neighborhood with a long 
history at Cox Mill. Making this change will cause many families great emotional stress due to 
relationships they have developed with Cox Mill over the years. Edison square, the new apartments 
at Skybrook, and Lantana (new development) as well as other newer subdivisions should be 
considered before Highland Creek. 
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Andrew & 
Allison Coore 

allisoncoore@y
ahoo.com 

I am writing in reference to PB#168As background we are a planning block of 4, soon to be 5 homes. 
Only one of these homes would NOT have school aged children impacted by these decisions.I have 
previously expressed my social concerns but as additional maps have come out I feel the need to 
express additional thoughts and concerns. I am trying to keep my desires related to the tasks you've 
been chosen to address in making these decisions.Below are the options shown for us-#1. Bethel, CC 
Griffin, HR High#2. Bethel, HRM, HRH#3. HRE, HRM, HRH#4. Bethel, HRM, HRH*Close 
Proximity/Maximize transportation-Only one of these options (#3) makes sense for our planning 
zone for proximity and maximizing transportationELEM‚Äî- Bethel- 10 minutes, 6.7 miles, three 
(longer way) or five street turns, crossing into Mecklenburg county, passing a closer Mecklenburg 
county elementary school, further than our current school of Patriots vs.HRE- which is 3 minutes, 
2.5 miles, one street turnMIDDLE‚Äî-CCG- 8 minutes, 5.6 miles, 3 street turns vs.HRM- 8 minutes, 
4.2 miles, 1 street turnOptions 1, 2, and 4 would put my children in schools 20 minutes and 10 miles 
apart for three years (all of our planning block would also have this impact for 3-5 years). Option 3 
would put them (my children and all neighbor children during those years mentioned above) about 
2 miles apart or less. Option 1 also places my children an additional three years in schools 10 
minutes and 4 miles apart when the other options would place them walking distance between 
HRM and HRH.As a two parent working home, sending our children to a school in Midland would 
increase the need for our family to adjust work hours or possibly having to change jobs if they are 
car riders. As bus riders, my children are sure to have lengthy (and expensive for the county) rides 
in both the mornings and afternoons.*Clear feeder patternsPatriots students should not be 
transitioned to Bethel with unfamiliar faces only to return later (as all options do) to Harrisburg 
schools. If Hickory Ridge will be their high school they should be coming from harrisburg area 
schools. Option 1 also sends us Bethel to CC Griffin before going back to Harrisburg schools. This 
does not create a clear feeding pattern and only delays the building of social relationships for the 
high school experience.I am concerned that even though 100% of my planning block has reached out 
to provide feedback with our concerns, and same desires, that we will not be heard because our 
group is small and not a part of a subdivision.Planning block #168 requests Option 3.Thank you for 
our time and consideration. 
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Nicole Kikta Nkcole05@gma

il.com 
I have tried to look at the preliminary maps, but am having a lot of trouble seeing the roads. My kids 
will be attending Cox Mill High School this year and I'm trying to see if my son will continue his 
career there. Our address is 4004 Donahue Place Davidson. Our development is Sunset Ridge. 
Thank you. 

Elizabeth 
Bujold 

ebujold26@hot
mail.com 

In looking at Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, I am very upset that the county might split 
Highland Creek and Winding Walk students into two different elementary schools while leaving 
Skybrook, which is geographically farther away from the school, in Cox Mill&#39;s district. It will 
also be more expensive to run buses to two different schools in the same neighborhood. I think 
using clear boundaries such as Ellenwood and Harris Rd. to create district lines makes a lot more 
sense. I think Dominion Hills should stay with the rest of Highland Creek! 

Chelsea 
Edward 

cedward79@gm
ail.com 

I would like to make sure the home middle and high schools for Cedarvale Farm Pkwy are Hickory 
Ridge Middle and Hickory Ridge Highschool.  These are the middle and high schools I want my 
daughters to attend when they are age appropriate. 
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Kawandi & 
Tyler Coleman 

knjc@windstrea
m.net 

Our family lives in the Cedar Hills Subdivision on Addison Drive. We have lived here for 11 years 
and have 7 children. Our oldest child graduated from Hickory Ridge High this past school year. We 
just happened to go to the district website to see if there were any updates about Hickory Ridge 
elementary school to see if our children would be affected by redistricting, only to find out all our 
children may have to move for middle and high school which is very troublesome for us. I am also 
very disappointed because I am a teacher in the Cabarrus county school district and was not aware 
until this weekend of these possible changes to our children&#39;s zoned school. As many updates, 
letters and connect ed calls as we receive from each our children&#39;s school and as a CCS 
employee, it is sad that we haven&#39;t received a letter, connected ed call or e-mail informing us of 
these possible changes and how we can have a voice in the process of the decision that will affect 
our family tremendously. We don&#39;t just have one or two children that this will affect. This 
redistricting will affect 6 children in our household alone. We would like for our children to remain 
zoned for Patriots elementary, Hickory Ridge Middle School and Hickory Ridge High School. Our 
family has established a rapport and educational path for our children. To alter the schools that they 
will attend will fracture the challenging educational experiences and bond of friends, teachers, and 
administration that our family has built over the years. We specifically chose this neighborhood 11 
years ago for these specific schools and educational plan in mind for each of our children. Looking 
at the redistricting map the only option that seems to keep our children in their current schools is 
Option 2 and possibly Option 4, if we are zoned for Hickory Ridge High on that option as well. We 
respect the need to address overcrowding and new student enrollment over the coming years but 
please recognize the impact that moving students from their current school families will have on 
them and our family of 9 in the Cedar Hills subdivision. Thank you. 

Ana Ulrich Apms2001@hot
mail.com 

We would lime to remain  Cox Mill High School assignment. Ask this has been the main reason why 
most Wellington Chase residents have purchase their property in the area. 

Jaime 
Critchelow 

little3fan@aol.c
om 

Why was my subdivision North Chase not mentioned on the subdivision concerns handout yet my 
feedback was listed in the full study feedback spreadsheet?  Have the concerns been taken into 
consideration for Northchase and an adjustments been made as a result? 

Kellie 
Cartwright 

kdw2759@hotm
ail.com 

I am a resident of Wellington Chase and would like for my children to remain assigned to Cox Mill 
High School 
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Sarah 
Mastrofski 

Sarah.mastrofs
ki@gmail.com 

I would first like to thank members of the committee for their time. I understand this is not an easy 
process by any means. With that being said, I recently saw a released chart based on subdivision 
polling and wants/concerns of that particular neighborhood. I was very concerned to see that of all 
the neighborhoods listed, only 4 did not have an option of keeping their communities with the 
school they are currently assigned to. I live in Glengrove and not one option the committee has 
provided has our community staying at Hickory Ridge MS/HS which is what we prefer. Why are 
certain communities being targeted if this is a fair process across the board? I understand schools are 
at capacity but all options are clearly not being looked at if there are certain neighborhoods not 
getting the chance to stay where they are. 

Heather 
Farnham 

Heatherdfarnha
m@gmail.com 

Glen Grove should stay with Hickory Ridge middle and high school. We would be the only 
subdivision currently aligned for Hickory Ridge High that moves to West Cabarrus. 

Jamie L 
Lawrence 

jamielawrence
mk@gmail.com 

I wish to vote for keeping the Wellington Chase neighborhood assigned to Cox Mill High School as 
it currently is. Please keep into consideration these kids have been together since Kindergarten 
which builds strength in the community as well as confidence for these young adults. Like many 
family&#39;s in the Wellington Chase neighborhood, we moved from Moss Creek to the Wellington 
Chase neighborhood because it was in the Cox Mill HS district. As parents, it is an important part of 
settling in so your kids can build community with their classmates /neighbors at an early age and 
follow them through to graduation. Thank you for your consideration. 

Justin 
Lawrence 

jrl579@aol.com I wish to vote for keeping the Wellington Chase neighborhood assigned to Cox Mill High School as 
it currently is. Please keep into consideration these kids have been together since Kindergarten 
which builds strength in the community as well as confidence for these young adults. Like many 
family&#39;s in the Wellington Chase neighborhood, we moved from Moss Creek to the Wellington 
Chase neighborhood because it was in the Cox Mill HS district. As parents, it is an important part of 
settling in so your kids can build community with their classmates /neighbors at an early age and 
follow them through to graduation. Thank you for your consideration. 

Ashlee Ibanez Ashlee.Ibanez1
@gmail.com 

I moved to the Wellington Chase Neighborhood 5 years ago solely based on Cox Mill being the 
zoned HS. Now to find out we will possibly be rezoned to NW Cabarrus infuriates me. Please keep 
Wellington Chase at Cox Mill HS 
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Douglas 
Cremer 

Dcremer1@yah
oo.com 

To whom it may concern, We are residents of Winding Walk and woul like to voice our concern 
over proposed realignment plans whic has my twin boys potentially going to Odell.  By looking at 
the proposed maps, it seems logical to create a plan to send new communities to this school instead 
of moving families from Winding Walk, Higland Creek, or Skybrook that are already established.  
This will keep this close knit community together and allow us to hold onto our property values as 
we have worked very hard to get into Cox Mill.  Our community has signed a petition and is willing 
to do what it takes to ensure we stay together.  Please strongly consider this proposal.  Thank You 

Angela 
Decarlo 

Angeladecarlo2
8@yahoo.com 

I live in the mills at rocky river and I am in flavor of option 3 or option 4 
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Becky Ernst beckylee44@ya

hoo.com 
I am writing regarding option 3 which proposes moving a part of Highland Creek from CMES to 
Odell.The reasons Highland Creek should stay at Cox Mill Elementary:1. Close proximity:  If 
Highland Creek is moved to Odell, Parents will leave Highland Creek/Dominion Hills in the 
morning and pass by 5 neighborhoods that will remain at Cox Mill.  Yes, there are 5 community 
entrances that are closer to Odell than Highland Creek.  The communities include  all of Winding 
Walk, The Townhomes at Edison Square, Lantana, Skybrook, and the new Skybrook apartments.  
2.Maximize busing efficiency:  Cox Mill buses will drive several miles past Highland 
Creek/Dominion Hills to pick up children in Skybrook.  They will be driving past our 
neighborhood causing their routes to be longer.3.Minimize student impact: Moving a portion of 
Highland Creek to Odell will split children from their neighborhood and cause them to drive 
further to a new Elementary School than they currently do. This will have a considerable impact on 
the children and families in Highland Creek.4. Use major roads and natural boundaries when 
feasible:  This is not being considered at all in Option 3.  Harris Road is a major road that would put 
Skybrook and the new apartments at Odell.  Skybrook is the closest community entrance to Odell by 
several miles (compared to Highland Creek) and their community would remain together.  Option 3 
splits two neighborhoods in half which makes no sense.5.Balance school facility utilization:   Cox 
Mill will become overcrowded and Odell has empty classrooms.  However, passing 5 communities 
on your way into Highland Creek and randomly picking up one of the Highland Creek villages 
does not make any sense logistically, financially, or emotionally for the families involved.  In 
conclusion, it is very clear that Highland Creek moving to Odell makes the least sense from the 
options presented.  If Cabarrus County is willing to randomly pick up a neighborhood when there 
are 5 other communities closer, when busing will be more expensive and confusing, and choosing to 
not use major roads and neighborhoods as boundaries, the reasoning behind this decision is 
questionable.  While everyone would love to keep all communities at Cox Mill, it is very apparent 
that there are neighborhoods that should be moved to Odell before considering the Highland Creek 
neighborhood. If in the future if Highland Creek needs to be moved, it should absolutely not 
happen until the 5 communities which are closer are moved.  I&#39;m shocked that Highland Creek 
is being considered for Odell and strongly feel they should be removed from Option 3.Thank you 
for your time and consideration. 
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Dawn Cremer Dawnbucolo@h

otmail.com 
I really don't understand why Cabarrus County would decide to divide Winding Walk into 2 
different schools. These are neighbors who work together to make Cox Mill Elementary the school 
that it is. This is dividing neighborhood kids that play together. This is displacing children at such 
an important and critical learning point in their education. Winding Walk residents have bought 
their houses knowing their kids were zoned for CMES. These families have lived here for years and 
have sent older siblings through the school and have made CMES part of their family. Why doesn't 
the county simply place new developments and apartment complexes that are being built at Odell. 
Therefore, no children will be affected by having to switch elementary schools? As a Winding Walk 
resident, I am very concerned for my 3 children that attend CMES! 

Linda Wheeler Linw1320@gma
il.com 

As a Winding Walk resident, I am not sure why the realignment plan has an option to divide a 
neighborhood that has been in existence for many years. Why not realign the new apartment 
complexes and developments that are being built to Odell. This seems like an easy solution that will 
keep a community of kids learning and playing together at their home school of CMES! This would 
allow for a minimal number of students to be displaced. Please consider this as an option for 
rezoning. 

Lorraine Sago lorrainesago@a
ol.com 

We currently live in the Founders Reserve community (Founders Way in Harrisburg). We would 
like for our children to remain zoned for Hickory Ridge High Schools. All 4 options currently have 
us zoned for Hickory Ridge Middle School so it would make sense for our children to attend the 
High School directly across the street from the Middle School. We live in the town of Harrisburg 
and would like to have our children attend school in the town we live in. 

Carrie Hanson cehanson@kpm
g.com 

I live in the Canterfield Estates community in Harrisburg and would like to request that this 
development remain in the Hickory Ridge Middle school zone (MS Option 1 on the attendance map: 
http://www.croppermap.com/cabarrus/).  Thank you for your consideration. 
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Michael 
Peacock 

chiefpeacock@g
mail.com 

RE: Hickory Ridge High and Middle School We live in the Glen Grove Community and are 
currently assigned to Hickory Ridge Middle and High. My 1st child a rising 10th grader and my 
next child is a rising 6th grader. We love the experience that we have had with both schools and as a 
resident of this neighborhood for 11 years, we want to stay at that those schools. Our 1st child has 
excelled with the love and attention of these great teachers and staff. We believe that the same 
attention is what our 2nd child needs as well. Going to a new school puts everything in limbo and 
that is not the instability that our family can afford. Thank you. 

Tameika 
Garrett 

tameikagarrett
@outlook.com 

I AM A GLEN GROVE RESIDENT AND PREFER THAT OUR COMMUNITY OUR KIDS NOT BE 
REALIGNED AND THAT WE STAY IN OUR CURRENT HRHS/HRMS FOR THE 
EDUCATIONAL CONSISTENCY AND THE SAKE OF OUR KIDS 

Jason M 
Garrett 

jasongarrett@o
utlook.com 

I AM A GLEN GROVE RESIDENT AND PREFER THAT OUR COMMUNITY OUR KIDS NOT BE 
REALIGNED AND THAT WE STAY IN OUR CURRENT HRHS/HRMS FOR THE 
EDUCATIONAL CONSISTENCY AND THE SAKE OF OUR KIDS 

Terrence Noel tnoel97@yahoo.
com 

I AM A GLEN GROVE RESIDENT AND PREFER THAT OUR COMMUNITY OUR KIDS NOT BE 
REALIGNED AND THAT WE STAY IN OUR CURRENT HRHS/HRMS FOR THE 
EDUCATIONAL CONSISTENCY AND THE SAKE OF OUR KIDS 

Kamoree S 
Baker 

sasha8272@gm
ail.com 

I AM A GLEN GROVE RESIDENT AND PREFER THAT OUR COMMUNITY OUR KIDS NOT BE 
REALIGNED AND THAT WE STAY IN OUR CURRENT HRHS/HRMS FOR THE 
EDUCATIONAL CONSISTENCY AND THE SAKE OF OUR KIDS 

Felicia Bell feliciabell88@ya
hoo.com 

I AM A GLEN GROVE RESIDENT AND PREFER THAT OUR COMMUNITY OUR KIDS NOT BE 
REALIGNED AND THAT WE STAY IN OUR CURRENT HRHS/HRMS FOR THE 
EDUCATIONAL CONSISTENCY AND THE SAKE OF OUR KIDS 

Tloria Perkins Tysmom0805@
aol.com 

I would like for the Glen Grove Subdivision to have the option to stay at Hickory Ridge Middle and 
High School . 
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Lindsey Riley Lindseyriley@k

w.com 
I live on Taranasay Ct in Highland Creek. I am writing to inform you of a concern with two 
Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map.  Planning Block 77 separates one small 
section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots 
Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our subdivision in Highland Creek.  Although 
Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that 
thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. The border between Planning Blocks 
77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding 
Walk) as seen by the red line on the attached map. We are requesting that Elrond Drive and its 
offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek and remain at 
CMES . Thank you, Lindsey Riley 

Jason Riley jbass4string@ya
hoo.com 

My name is Jason Riley I live on Taranasay Ct. in Dominion Hills of Highland Creek. I am writing to 
inform you of a concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map.  
Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of 
Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our subdivision in 
Highland Creek.  Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the 
Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. The 
border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and 
Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are requesting that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be 
included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek. 

Jason Riley jrile016@gmail.
com 

My name is Jason Riley I live on Taranasay Ct. in Dominion Hills of Highland Creek. I am writing to 
inform you of a concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map.  
Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of 
Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our subdivision in 
Highland Creek.  Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the 
Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. The 
border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and 
Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are requesting that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be 
included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek. Thank you,Jason 
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Jessie Romero jessielromero@

gmail.com 
I live on Elrond Dr. in Highland Creek. I am writing to inform you of a concern with two Planning 
Blocks. Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which 
consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our 
subdivision in Highland Creek. Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling 
Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire 
department. The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are requesting that Elrond Drive 
and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek.Thank 
you. 

Jerad Romero jeradromero@g
mail.com 

I live on Elrond Dr. in Highland Creek. I am writing to inform you of a concern with two Planning 
Blocks. Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which 
consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our 
subdivision in Highland Creek. Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling 
Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire 
department. The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are requesting that Elrond Drive 
and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek.Thank 
you. 

Brynn Means blinky613@gma
il.com 

I live on Elrond Drive in Highland Creek. I am writing to inform you of a concern with two 
Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map.  Planning Block 77 separates one small 
section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots 
Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our subdivision in Highland Creek.  Although 
Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that 
thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. The border between Planning Blocks 
77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding 
Walk). We are requesting that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with 
our neighbors in Highland Creek. 
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Ray Means br.means@gmai

l.com 
I live on Elrond Drive in Highland Creek. I am writing to inform you of a concern with two 
Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map.  Planning Block 77 separates one small 
section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots 
Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our subdivision in Highland Creek.  Although 
Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that 
thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. The border between Planning Blocks 
77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding 
Walk). We are requesting that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with 
our neighbors in Highland Creek. 

Jessica 
Baumgardner 

jcmva@hotmail.
com 

As residents of Winding Walk, we vehemently oppose the option that will split our neighborhood. 
We are the only existing neighborhood that is at risk that is all in Cabarrus County. I would like for 
all 4 (WW, Highland Creek, Christenbury and Skybrook) to stay at CMES. If that option isn&#39;t 
possible, then have Harris Road as a natural boundary which would mean Skybrook would join 
it&#39;s other neighborhoods at Odell. Winding Walk is used to our whole neighborhood attending 
the same school as it should. There&#39;s no reason to split it up. We are a diverse established 
neighborhood that has spent a lot of our hours volunteering for our community school (Cox Mill 
Elementary). Cox Mill might be over capacity at first but in the next 10 years the student population 
from our neighborhood decreases. How can you take our neighborhood out but try to put the 
apartments near Walmart back in? One of my children is in the Mandarin Immersion Program, and 
while my child might be able to remain at Cox Mill, I would need to provide morning and afternoon 
transportation. What happens if I can&#39;t? There goes X amount of years in the program. Sure, I 
could utilize Kids Plus but what if I don&#39;t want to use it 5 days a week? What if I would rather 
have a high student. I couldn&#39;t because there would be no way to get home. That would make 
me utilize Kids Plus and what if there aren&#39;t any openings. Traffic going down Harris Road at 
the intersection of Poplar Tent. You would make all of us from our neighborhoods add more traffic 
to an already congested area that won&#39;t get better anytime soon. 
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Jessica C 
Baumgardner 

jcmva@hotmail.
com 

I thought of another reason to not move Winding Walk. If you moved our neighborhood to Odell, 
our children would be isolated from Odell and the neighborhoods surrounding. They wouldn&#39;t 
be able to walk to any of their friends houses that attended Odell. They are separated by a very busy 
and congested road and farmland/woods. We want our voices heard and will do everything 
possible to make sure you hear us when we say WE DO NOT WANT OUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
SPLIT. 

Jennifer King jenking0309@g
mail.com 

We live in the Mills at Rocky River and would like to get reassigned to Hickory Ridge High School. 

Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@
hotmail.com 

Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Pradeep Pola Pradeep.pola@
gmail.com 

AllenMills community is very close to cox mill elementary school and the builder has advertised 
that entire AllenMills comes under cox mill. . I have purchased my home at AllenMills only for this 
reason. It's 'Very unfair' to remove AllenMills from cox mill school. 
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Joy 
Bronkhorst 

joypoelma@gm
ail.com 

I would like to bring a few concerns to your attention that impact Highland Creek.  Planning Blocks 
77 and 78 on the Cabarrus County realignment map separate one small section of Highland Creek 
(Dominion Hills: Elrond Drive, Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our subdivision in 
Highland Creek. I would be happy to provide you with maps and photos that illustrate this concern. 
Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf Rd. in the Winding Walk 
subdivision, that thoroughfare was created to allow access for emergency vehicles. By including 
Highland Creek's Dominion Hills in Planning Block 77, the few CMES kids on our street would be 
sent to Odell ES, while the rest of Highland Creek would attend CMES, separating our children 
from the rest of our neighborhood.  The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should fall 
between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk).  As a solution, I 
am requesting that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our 
neighbors in Highland Creek for these decisions and any future considerations. This makes sense in 
regards to contiguity as it minimizes the impact of change, and it doesn't significantly impact the 
utilization of CMES.  There are less than 30 elementary age students who actually attend CMES in 
Dominion Hills, with very little growth and no room for new developments. In regards to efficiency 
with busing, our homes in Dominion Hills should be accessed from our main entrance off of Clarke 
Creek Parkway, and not from a side street connecting separate neighborhoods. Plan 3 does not make 
sense for our area, as buses coming from Cox Mill Elementary School would pick up all of the 
neighborhood children in Highland Creek and then skip our street (Elrond Drive) to go pick up kids 
in Winding Walk (in all the plans), and also go across Harris Rd to pick up students in Skybrook in 
Plans 3 and 4. Thank you for your consideration.  Please let me know who I can discuss these 
concerns with regarding moving the dividing line between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 to accurately 
represent our neighborhoods. 

Jessie Romero jessielromero@
gmail.com 

I would like to update the committee that after only 2 days we have gathered 180 signatures on a 
petition to keep Dominion Hills with the rest of Highland Creek. I will continue to share updates as 
the process continues. Thank you for your time. 

Gowthami 
Samudrala 

Samudrala.gow
thami@gmail.co
m 

I purchased anew home at AllenMills because of cox mill school. Kindly keep AllenMills under 
coxmill school. 
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Ratnakar 
Reddy Gottam 

ratnakarg07@g
mail.com 

Hi, We are going to move to Allen Mills Community in August because of the Cox mill elementary 
school zone. This was the only reason for me to buy the house at this community, by paying higher 
price comparing to other communities by same builder and same model.We didn&#39;t mind 
paying little more to the builder as long as our kids attend Cox Mill schools.I request you to 
consider keeping Allen MILLS community in Cox Mill school system, based on the proximity as it is 
only .02 miles from the community. 

Kaushik 
Venkatesan 
Sundaresa 

Kaushik_Venka
tesan@yahoo.co
m 

Hi,we have bought an home and moved to Allen Mills community in July 2018 because of Cox Mill 
Elementary School zone (which is 0.1 mile from here).The only reason of buying the house in Allen 
Mills  was to have Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids and proximity to the school.The builder 
Mi Homes marked the community with Elementary school and we felt the price is little higher than 
others in same area.We didn&#39;t mind paying little more to Mi Homes as long as our kids go to 
Cox Mill Elementary School.      Please request the Cabarrus County Administration to consider this 
while rezoning the school district to keep Allen Mills Community for Cox Mill Elementary School as 
it is 0.1 mile from Allen Mill Community.Easier for residents to drop kids in Cox Mill Elementary 
School.Hoping to be favored. 
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Paul 
Bronkhorst 

pjbronk@yahoo
.com 

I am concerned that Planning Blocks 77 and 78 (on the Cabarrus County realignment map) separate 
one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills: Elrond Drive, Rivendell, Elven, and 
Taranasay) from the rest of our subdivision in Highland Creek. Rivendell Road in Highland Creek 
does connect to Falling Leaf Rd. in the Winding Walk subdivision, but that thoroughfare was 
created to allow access for emergency vehicles. By including Highland Creek's Dominion Hills in 
Planning Block 77, the few CMES kids on our street would be sent to Odell ES, while the rest of 
Highland Creek would attend CMES, separating our children from the rest of our neighborhood.  
The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should fall between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) 
and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk).  As a solution, I am requesting that Elrond Drive and its 
offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek for these decisions 
and any future considerations. This makes sense in regards to contiguity as it minimizes the impact 
of change, and it doesn't significantly impact the utilization of CMES.  There are less than 30 
elementary age students who actually attend CMES in Dominion Hills, with very little growth and 
no room for new developments. In regards to efficiency with busing, our homes in Dominion Hills 
should be accessed from our main entrance off of Clarke Creek Parkway, and not from a side street 
connecting separate neighborhoods. Plan 3 does not make sense for our area, as buses coming from 
Cox Mill Elementary School would pick up all of the neighborhood children in Highland Creek and 
then skip our street (Elrond Drive) to go pick up kids in Winding Walk (in all the plans), and also go 
across Harris Rd to pick up students in Skybrook in Plans 3 and 4. Thank you for your 
consideration.  Please let me know who I can discuss these concerns with regarding the dividing line 
between Planning Blocks 77 and 78. 
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Ray Means br.means@gmai

l.com 
Elrond Dr- I am a Highland Creek resident. I actually live on the corner of Elrond and Rivendell. 
Rivendell used to be blocked with metal bars to divide the two neighborhoods (Highland Creek and 
Winding Walk). We moved there in th fall of 2010 and loved the quiet corner since we had a 5 
month old. But then the road was opened for fire rescue. So on the maps it looks like we are part of 
Winding Walk PB 77 when we are not Winding Walk residents. Elrond Dr is the Dominion Hills 
part of Highland Creek. We should stay with PB 78 so all of Highland Creek stays together. I really 
wish the would have kept the road barriers because traffic is really busy at our corner. It makes me 
nervous to have my kids and dog out front because lots of cars do not stop even though it's a four 
way stop. 

Vamsi Pola vamsipola@yah
oo.com 

We bought a basement home at Allen Mills with Cox Mill schools in mind and we are moving in 
March 2019.We paid a higher premium for that subdivision given that its less than 0.25 miles (you 
can actually walk to the school) from school. It will shatter our plans if the school is re-zoned and it 
will be very difficult to go to any other school with the traffic on that narrow road (which is heavily 
congested already).Please consider all the factors and keep the new homes in mind while re-zoning 
the cox mill school district. Request you to keep the Allen Mills in the Cox Mill school district. Thank 
you. 

Sathish Kumar 
Jayavelu 

sathishkr08@g
mail.com 

We would like to not to delist Allen Mills community from cox mill School while rezoning, As we 
have more kids planning to come to school and we have selected allen mills community mainly 
because of near by cox mill school. 
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Wilson, Becky wilsonrlf@aim.c

om 
I am writing to voice my concern for the redistricting of Allen Mills out of cox mill elementary 
school. We have rented a home in Highland creek since moving here 5 years ago and my oldest 
daughter started kindergarten at cox mill elementary school. I now have a rising 4th and 1st grader 
attending cox mill elementary school and we are very involved with the school. 90% of my days off 
are spent volunteering at the school. When they broke ground on Allen Mills my family and I 
decided that it would only make since to move closer to the school that we are already so vested in 
never thinking that the closest neighborhood to cox mill elementary would be redistricted to a 
school located a couple miles away. It does not make since to me to add the cost to the school district 
to bus our children to a school miles away when we are 0.25 miles down the road from a school and 
could walk to it. I know several other families like ours that are currently in other neighborhoods 
but attending cox mill elementary school currently and moving to Allen Mills specifically to be 
closer. These are not families that are just moving from other schools and cities; these are your 
friends and current neighbors whom are involved and heavily support cox mill elementary!In 
addition, by bussing our kids to odell there will be added traffic congestion on poplar tent which is 
already very congested in the mornings and afternoons with school traffic from the international 
school. It becomes somewhat of a safety issue trying to bus our kids to a school miles away through 
heavy traffic. I feel that it is also important to keep kids with in a neighborhood together when 
considering redistricting and that is why I believe option 1 to be a strong option. Half of Skybrook 
already attends Odell elementary and it makes since to keep all of the kids together rather than 
breaking apart 2 different neighborhoods into 2 different schools as in option 3 or sending kids 
whom could walk to a school because they are so close to a school further away. Redistricting is 
never easy and there are a lot of emotions involved but I ask you now to PLEASE consider keeping 
Allen Mills at Cox Mill Elementary eliminating option 4. It only makes since to keep the kids living 
in the closest neighborhood to the school attending the school. 
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Tiffany Hahne thahne0309@g

mail.com 
My name is Tiffany Hahne. I live on Briarcrest Drive in Highland Creek. I am writing to inform you 
of a concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map. Planning Block 77 
separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of Elrond Drive and 
its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of the Highland Creek subdivision. 
Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding Walk 
subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. A that small portion 
of Rivendell is a connecting road, without any houses on it, and there are signs indicating that 
you&#39;ve entered a different subdivision. The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should 
be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are 
requesting that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with their neighbors 
in Highland Creek. 

Rama 
Kandipati 

ramki.soatestin
g@yahoo.com 

My house is planned for closing in December and now I am hearing that the rezoning might impact 
this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone who purchased property in 
Allen Mills community. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill 
Elementary, we cannot even think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away 
from the community. 

Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

Hi, We are going to move to Allen Mills community in September 2018 because of the Cox Mill 
Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill 
Elementary school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price 
is little higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as 
our kids goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community.Thanks,Vignesh 

Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Hi, We are going to move to Allen Mills community in September 2018 because of the Cox Mill 
Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill 
Elementary school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price 
is little higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as 
our kids goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community.Thanks,Valarmathy 
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Aaryn Nutter aaryn@aarynnu

tter.com 
I am writing to express my concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment 
map. Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which 
consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our 
subdivision in Highland Creek. Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling 
Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that connection was created at the request of the fire 
department. The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (Winding Walk) as seen by the red line on the attached 
map. I am requesting that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 so as not 
to separate us from our friends and family in Highland Creek. 

Selvaganapath
y Balaindiran 

selvacts@gmail.
com 

I bought a house at AllenMills site- concord due to CMES ( CoxMillElementarySchool) zoned to that 
area and it should be good for the community in many factors as well. So humble request to Keep 
AllenMills area in Cox Mill Elementary School and Please exclude from the realignment list. Thanks 
for your understanding and consideration!! 

Michael 
Thompson 

Mthompson131
@windstream.n
et 

I think it is rediculous that Dominion Hills might be rezoned and we won't be part of Highland 
creek.We built our home here specifically for our kids to go to Cox Mill schools and be in Highland 
CreekJust because it works on a map does not make right. 

Arathi Bidar arathibidar@g
mail.com 

I am opposing option 4 which will rezone Allen Mills community. My kid will go to Coxmill 
elementary this year and we want to continue with the same school. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Hi, I have bought a new house in Allen mills. I came to know that Cabarrus County School 
Rezoning process might have impact to Allen mills community due to option 4. Our community is 
very close to Cox Mill Schools only 0.2 miles away. So moving it to other school zones will increase 
burden to the kids including travelling time and pick up time. We have invested more in this house 
only because of the school ratings and also having our house near to the school will be convinient 
for kids. We were thinking to buy pre-owned house in Concord with less investment but due to the 
threat that those communities may move out of Cox Mill school zone we have invested more here 
for our kids education and convinience. As this is the new community many of the families in our 
neighborhood may not be aware of this process and everyone is believing that we will be in Cox 
Mill Elementary school zone as the builder sold the lots by showing Cox Mill schools and its ratings. 
As a parent of Elementary school kids, I would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community 
within Cox Mill Elementary School zone. 

Vamsheedhar 
Devarishati 

vdevarishati@g
mail.com 

I recently purchased house in Allen Mills because it was coming under Coxmill elementary School. 
the rezoning will impact us and we do not want to leave cox mill elementary school. I am opposing 
option 4 . 

Abhinav 
Korlakunta 

korlakunta@gm
ail.com 

Hello, For the next school year, I will be moving to the new Allen Mills community which is with in 
the walking distance from Cox Mill ES. I oppose option 4 based on the proximity to the 
school.Thank you. 

Ghulam 
Rashid 

ghulamrashid@
gmail.com 

We have three kids and they go to Queen City STEM School.  We wanted to send them in Cox Mills 
School so bought a house in Allen Mills. We are opposing Option 4 and requesting to include Allen 
Mills subdivision in Cox Mills School.  Thanks for the consideration. 

Navin 
Dundigalla 

ndundigalla@g
mail.com 

I moved from Baltimore for Better schools and I took house in Allen mills and my kids are going to 
Cox mill this year. New rezoning will impact my kids and we would like to stay with allen mills. 
We are opposing option 4. 

Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
om 

We need Cox mills Elementary school zone for Allen mills community 

Vidhya Selvan vidhyaguna84@
gmail.com 

Oppose option 4 
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Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Shiva 
Indrakanti 

sindrakanti@g
mail.com 

Kind Attn: We moved out from Minnesota to NC considering the better school system.My daughter 
excited about Cox Mill school. We bought a home at Allen Mills as  Cox Mill Elementary school 
comes under the same jurisdiction. We oppose option -4. 

Ratna V 
Indrakanti 

ratna_vasundh
ara@yahoo.com 

Kind Attn: We moved out from Minnesota to NC considering the better school system.My daughter 
excited about Cox Mill school. We bought a home at Allen Mills as  Cox Mill Elementary school 
comes under the same jurisdiction. We oppose option -4. 
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Simone Davis sadavis1021@g

mail.com 
I wanted to take a moment of your time to express my deep concern about the Dominion Hills 
Village of Highland Creek being included in Planning Block 77 which would separate our single 
village from all other Highland Creek Villages.  I can easily see how this could have been an 
oversight because from Google maps and other aerial views it can easily be confused as part of the 
neighboring subdivision because there is a small portion of Rivendell Ln that leads into Falling Leaf 
Dr. in Winding Walk. Please note that there used to be a cement separator but it was removed at the 
request of the Fire Department.After taking some time to review the Planning Blocks it seems that 
there has been great consideration to keep subdivision neighborhoods together.  One of My 
concerns about being separated from other Highland Creek  illages is that there is a large possibility 
that other Cabarrus County decisions will be made using these Planning Blocks which would render 
the residents of Dominion Hills voiceless as we are a small group of homeowners that would not be 
included in Winding Walk grievances and/or approvals to Cabarrus County because we are not a 
part of that neighborhood's community meetings. It is my sincere hope that you will take this under 
consideration and re-align Dominion Hills with our Highland Creek Neighbors. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just a mile away from Allen Mills sub division and in walkable 
distance.So please add Allen Mills subdivision to Cox Mill elementary school zone.We do not want 
our kids to travel more miles in morning traffic, though we have great school near by.I might not 
have purchased house in Allen Mills if known that rezoning might happen for this sub division. 

Brynn Means blinky613@gma
il.com 

PB 77 needs to stay at Cox Mill Elementary School. PB 77 consists of half of the Winding Walk 
neighborhood (the rest of the neighborhood is PB 72) and one section of the Highland Creek 
neighborhood (the rest of HC is PB 73, 74, 75, and 78). Taking PB 77 out of Cox Mill Elementary 
would mean that two different neighborhoods would get split apart from the rest of their 
neighborhood. That would be very sad for both Highland Creek and Winding Walk. Harris Road 
seems like a natural boundary that would not separate a neighborhood in half. Can you please look 
at whole neighborhoods instead of these planning blocks. The PB do not display where 
neighborhoods are. It should be important to keep a neighborhood whole at a school. Thank you for 
your time. 
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Lipsarani 
Sahoo 

ranilipsa5@gma
il.com 

Good Afternoon. I have recently bought a house in Allen Mills Neighborhood. For me, this is the 
biggest investment of my life which was out of my scope and budget. The only reason I took this 
risk and called as an investment is that my son can go to cox mill elementary school for his shining 
future. Allen mills is just walking distance from cox mill elementary school and i am very happy 
that my son can spend good amount of time with us rather than traveling. I waited like 3 years to 
get a home in Cox mill elementary school district. It&#39;s a nightmare for me and my family to get 
a notice of rezoning as we just closed our house this month and eagerly waiting for my son to start 
his school this month. I can&#39;t support the option of not including Allen mills in cox mill 
elementary school district. I have the trust my voice will be heard. Thank you 

Paul West paul@aplacefor
stuff.com 

Dear Realignment Board,My name is Paul West I live on Elrond Drive in Highland Creek. I am 
writing to inform you of a concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment 
map.  Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which 
consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our 
subdivision in Highland Creek.  Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling 
Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire 
department. The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are requesting that Elrond Drive 
and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek. Kind 
regards, Paul 

Persephone 
West 

persephone@ap
laceforstuff.co
m 

Dear Realignment Board,My name is Persephone West I live on Elrond Drive in Highland Creek. I 
am writing to inform you of a concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County 
realignment map.  Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion 
Hills, which consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the 
rest of our subdivision in Highland Creek.  Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect 
to Falling Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the 
fire department. The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are requesting that Elrond Drive 
and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek. Kind 
regards, Persephone 
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Caspian West acc@aarynutter.

com 
Dear Realignment Board,My name is Caspian West I live on Elrond Drive in Highland Creek. I am 
writing to inform you of a concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment 
map.  Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which 
consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of our 
subdivision in Highland Creek.  Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling 
Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire 
department. The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are requesting that Elrond Drive 
and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek. Kind 
regards, Caspian 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Komal Kumar 
Kambala 

komalsst@gmai
l.com 

My family and I have been waiting for years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox Mill 
Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking distance 
to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many years to 
come. As we are about 50 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the Option 4 
reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughters and future 
children's school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. Also, 
from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from home. 
This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus rides. 
Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. Once again, 
our family is strongly OPPOSE option 4. 
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Shabana Banu 
Kambala 

banukomal786
@gmail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox Mill 
Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking distance 
to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many years to 
come. As we are about 50 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the Option 4 
reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughters and future 
children's school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. Also, 
from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from home. 
This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus rides. 
Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. Once again, 
our family is strongly OPPOSE option 4. 

Vinay 
Vuttarapally 

vinay.vy@gmai
l.com 

Recently, we purchased home in Allen Mills community which is 0.2 miles from Cox Mill 
Elementary School. And, proximity to CMES is THE primary reason for us to pick Allen Mills 
Community. However, in option 4, Allen Mills is being to assigned to OdellES over CMES, which 
will defeat the whole purpose of our move to Allen Mills.Request you to NOT consider option 4 
altogether as it would jeapordize all our plans. And, do consider proximity as one of the primary 
factor while finalizing the options. 

Chaitanya 
Chennoju 

Chaitu.vinay@g
mail.com 

We live in Allen Mills community which is walkable distance to Cox Mills ES. However, we are 
being assigned to Odell ES as part of option 4, which is very far from our community. Please do not 
consider option 4 as it would lead to daily transportation hassles. 

Dana 
Blackmon 

philnblack@hot
mail.com 

My son attends HRHS as is going into his sophmore year.  Our neighborhood is projected to be 
rezoned (Glen Grove). Will students as juniors and seniors have the option of remaining at HRHS to 
finish? 
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Saujanya 
Aryal 

sajjuaryal@gma
il.com 

Hello,I heard about the rezoning on school district and learned about some really disturbing 
proposals. I heard that instead of building a location centric plan at least one proposal was put 
together from race centric plan. I strongly oppose that. Residents who are spending a lot of money 
in upcoming neighborhoods around cox mill school should be given priority rather than reisendts 
who are further away from the school. I will seek legal counsel if any measure is taken that does not 
take a logical aspect of rezoning. 

Jennifer T  
Scarrow 

jscarrow45@gm
ail.com 

I am writing to inform you of a concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County 
realignment map. Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, 
which consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of 
the Highland Creek subdivision. Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling 
Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire 
department. This road is just a  small portion of Rivendell is a connecting road, without any houses 
on it, and there are signs indicating that you&#39;ve entered a different subdivision. The border 
between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling 
Leaf Road (in Winding Walk)  Also, our children would have to pass Cox Mill High School on the 
way to the new high school.   Our homes are less than 1 mile away from Cox Mill Elem and High 
School.   In fact, at the end of our street (Elrond)  it is a very short WALK to the Elementary and 
High School! Thank you! 
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Mark Scarrow mscarrow@new

pennfinancial.c
om 

I am writing to inform you of a concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County 
realignment map. Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, 
which consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of 
the Highland Creek subdivision. Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling 
Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire 
department. This road is just a  small portion of Rivendell is a connecting road, without any houses 
on it, and there are signs indicating that you&#39;ve entered a different subdivision. The border 
between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling 
Leaf Road (in Winding Walk)  Also, our children would have to pass Cox Mill High School on the 
way to the new high school.   Our homes are less than 1 mile away from Cox Mill Elem and High 
School.   In fact, at the end of our street (Elrond)  it is a very short WALK to the Elementary and 
High School! 
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Jen Scarrow jscarrow45@gm

ail.com 
I do have an additional concern.   My daughter has a disability and her most recent doctor&#39;s 
visit he wrote a letter to the school.  Our doctor actually talked about how critical it was that she 
NOT change schools- and this was before I knew we could be re-zoned!    However, what ever 
decision is made:This will NOT be a problem for my daughter- because I will simply purchase a 
home or townhome across from Cox Mill.   Most people do not have that ability.    To exclude just 
ONE small section of Highland Creek- the section that technically is the closest to Cox Mill seems 
absurd.   You want to take one street from Highland Creek- with 2 small cul de sac&#39;s and 
include them with Winding Walk?   We would have to PASS Cox Mill High School to get to the new 
High School.   Additionally, at the end of our street- you can walk to Cox Mill because it is less than 
a mile! In fact one of our neighbors purchased one of the new houses being built on the same road as 
Cox Mill.  It would take minutes to walk to their house and the Elementary and High School are 
right there!   Concord approved 3 new Townhome and 1 housing subdivisions next to Winding 
Walk.  ALONG WITH THE HUGE NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX NEXT TO SKYBROOK!The 
County literally approved hundreds, maybe thousands of UNITS next to Winding Walk.  One 
Townhome community, that connects to Winding Walk  is almost complete.  The LARGE apartment 
complex is complete and renting.   The Houses in the subdivision across from Winding Walk has 
homes built. AND the County just approved 2 brand new Town Home Communities, on the last 
available land- across from Winding WALK. IF YOU TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE 
CHILDREN WHO ARE IMPACTED- Wouldn&#39;t it make more sense to take the 5 new 
developments bordering Winding Walk- and have those NEW children go to the NEW schools?   As 
opposed to literally breaking up a subdivision that has been around for more than 20 years- drawing 
a line to EXCLUDE a small portion- that literally tears about neighbors, CHILDREN, some who 
have been together since Kindergarten AND EXCLUDING THESE CHILDREN? Highland Creek is 
a community- it has been around for over 20 years.  These children grew up together!  This is my 4th 
home I purchased in Highland Creek, and the first on the Cabarrus side.    I understand the housing 
boom has created a problem.  I listened to the CCS Board meeting had with Cabarrus County - 
where $$$ was discussed.   It was interesting what I did NOT hear-   The COUNTY is the one that 
gave the approval for all the new APARTMENTS, TOWNHOMES (Multi crowded housing 
communities)  WITHOUT collecting the necessary $$ from the developers.    When I worked for 
development company in Illinois, the only way the developer could get the &#39;approval&#39; 
was if THEY paid for  widening the road- adding turn lanes and paying for the traffic lights 
installation.     The taxes were already sufficient to cover the increase in schools. .    My neighbor is 
the leader who is organizing all of Highland Creek to stand together. (My daughter babysit for their 
meeting last night)   When I last checked she had gathered a little over 1400 residents.   I was asked 
to see if my other neighbor will help, (Wendel&#39;s,mom)  What my neighbor has done in just 
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Ram Gutta helloram2011@

gmail.com 
Good&#160;afternoon.&#160;I&#160;am&#160;writing&#160;you&#160;to&#160;express&#160;my
&#160;extreme&#160;displeasure&#160;with&#160;the&#160;recent&#160;realignment&#160;prop
osals&#160;to&#160;remove&#160;the&#160;Allen 
Mills&#160;neighborhood&#160;from&#160;Cox&#160;Mill&#160;Elementary&#160;School.&#160;
Impressed by the CMES school features, programs and ratings we have decided to move from 
Mooresville NC to Concord NC thinking that my kids will have a long association with CMES. This 
was a very big decision for us and having hopes on kids best education we purchased a home in 
Allen mills. You never know how many sleepless nights we had before we took this decicion. As 
you know Allen mills is just 0.2 miles from CMES and so we never expected my kids to attend a 
different school which is 3-4 miles away. we are stirctly against the option#4. 
We&#160;request&#160;that&#160;you&#160;use&#160;all&#160;the&#160;tools&#160;at&#160;yo
ur&#160;disposal&#160;to&#160;keep&#160;our&#160;Allen mills 
neighborhood&#160;at&#160;that&#160;school&#160;and&#160;come&#160;up&#160;with&#160;
another&#160;solution.&#160;This is a new community which is in a walk-able distance and there 
are many new families moving in with high hopes. The community builders and the county officials 
has confirmed that our kids would be attending the CMES and thats the only reason we are all 
moving here. We have invested heavily beyond our capability and so please consider Allenmills to 
be with CMES family. Thank you all in advance. 
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Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Michael Guile mikeguile@gm

ail.com 
We, the unified neighborhoods of Skybrook and Winding Walk implore this realignment 
committee,Cropper GIS, and the Cabarrus County Board of Education to keep our neighborhoods 
together in CoxMill Elementary School. This can be accomplished by implementing ES Option 4 for 
Cox MillElementary School , as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. 
While weunderstand that there will be many more realignment revisions to come throughout this 
process, weurge you to eliminate all other options for our school and consider ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox MillElementary School as the final option presented to the Board of Education on 12 
December 2018.Based on the Cabarrus County Schools body of criteria, here is why ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox MillElementary School works for everyone involved;Balance School Facility 
Utilization‚óè While ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, The 
CropperGIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the 
maturityof the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually 
beunder capacity.‚óè As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are fullydeveloped, there is not much future development that could impact student 
numbers.Account For Future Growth‚óè The Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
CMES are almost fully developed,meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.‚óè All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary 
&amp; Elementary) to capacityimmediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings 
Odell to 92% capacity,creating capacity for the large number of developments under 
construction/in developmentwith the large school footprint.Close Proximity‚óè All neighborhoods 
are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated,suburban area.‚óè The 
neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are allconnected via 
Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of ourneighborhoods 
allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors andcaregivers 
homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of Students‚óè Busing probably couldn't be 
more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3main roads.‚óè Eliminating the 
intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would takesome stress off of the 
already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walkor Highland Creek to Odell 
would create additional congestion onto a road that alreadyexperiences mile-long backups on a 
daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of Continuity‚óè All children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same schoolK-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for 
Highest Grade at Current School Grandfathering‚óè In ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted , thusgrandfathering would not be a significant 
impact.Minimize Impact on Students‚óè In ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would 
only be 40 children impacted . Oneof the lowest number of impacted children of all 
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Kevin Vinson Kevingvinson@

hotmail.com 
As a new member of the Allen Mills community, I want to oppose option 4 as we are in walking 
distance to Cox Mill Elementary. In addition there are kids in this community who already attend 
Cox Mill. My child attends Cox Mill and my son will be attending in addition. From a proximity 
perspective it's reasonable to send Allen Mills kids to Cox Mill Elementary including busing kids to 
a school that is further away from the school that is very close and within walking distance. 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area.My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 
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Swetha 
Konanki 

swetha.k2011@
gmail.com 

Good&#160;afternoon.&#160;I&#160;am&#160;writing&#160;you&#160;to&#160;express&#160;my
&#160;extreme&#160;displeasure&#160;with&#160;the&#160;recent&#160;realignment&#160;prop
osals&#160;to&#160;remove&#160;the&#160;Allen 
Mills&#160;neighborhood&#160;from&#160;Cox&#160;Mill&#160;Elementary&#160;School.&#160;
Impressed by the CMES school features, programs and ratings we have decided to move from 
Mooresville NC to Concord NC thinking that my kids will have a long association with CMES. This 
was a very big decision for us and having hopes on kids best education we purchased a home in 
Allen mills. You never know how many sleepless nights we had before we took this decicion. As 
you know Allen mills is just 0.2 miles from CMES and so we never expected my kids to attend a 
different school which is 3-4 miles away. we are stirctly against the option#4. 
We&#160;request&#160;that&#160;you&#160;use&#160;all&#160;the&#160;tools&#160;at&#160;yo
ur&#160;disposal&#160;to&#160;keep&#160;our&#160;Allen mills 
neighborhood&#160;at&#160;that&#160;school&#160;and&#160;come&#160;up&#160;with&#160;
another&#160;solution.&#160;This is a new community which is in a walk able distance and there 
are many new families moving in with high hopes. The community builders and the county officials 
has confirmed that our kids would be attending the CMES and thats the only reason we are all 
moving here. We have invested heavily beyond our capability and so please consider Allenmills to 
be with CMES family. Thank you all in advance. 

Manjusha 
Korlakunta 

poonati@gmail.
com 

we are strongly&#160;disagree with option4.Allen Mills is 0.2 miles away from Cox Mill Elementary 
School.Kids will miss school and teachers and friends if they go different school. 
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Manas Sahoo Vz.Manas@gm

ail.com 
Good morning, My name is Manas Sahoo, just bought a house in Allen Mills Neighborhood, so that 
My son can get the benefits of cox mill elementary school for his academic career. I dreamt for years 
that my son will have bright academic experience career with a good evening time with me and 
family. Cox mill elementary school is proximity to my place, just 1 minutes drive or 5 minutes walk 
which can be done by my 65 years old parents and they will feel themselves self-dependent and 
confident to drop and pick up their grandchildren. It&#39;s not the matter of school only, it&#39;s 
matters a lot. I can live with one car as my son won&#39;t be dependent on car for his school and 
bus too ( reducing his traveling time will give hime more energy to spend with books and family ). 
So, I can&#39;t agree with your Option 4 of rezoning cox mill elementary school and not including 
Allen Mills. Hope you can hear my voice and inner fear and help us to our well-being. I am writing 
on behalf of my family.Thank you,Manas 

Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

Allen Mills I am voicing my opposition against option 4 which would exclude Allen Mills from Cox 
Mill elementary school. Allen Mills is 0.25mi away from Cox Mill Elementary school. I have trouble 
understanding why it makes since to bus our children  3 miles to odell when they could walk 
0.25mi.  This will increase traffic on Poplar tent rd which is already a very congested 2 lane rd 
during school drop off and pick up hours. I feel this is also a safety risk transporting our children 
further away from their homes. 

Lee Ann Gibbs leeann.gibbsvt
@gmail.com 

-Planning Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists 
of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of the Highland 
Creek subdivision.  -Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding 
Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. That small 
portion of Rivendell is a connecting road, without any houses on it, and there are signs indicating 
that you&#39;ve entered a different subdivision. -The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 
should be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). **We 
have a very strong knit community and cutting such a minimal number of homes from our planning 
block would send less than 30 children to a different school than the remainder of their 
neighborhood.We ask for your thoughtful consideration while reviewing and choosing the final 
plan for realignment. 
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Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

1) Allenmills community which is just next to CMES should be part of CMES school zone. 2) I 
strongly oppose the current Elementary School zone option#43) A lot of residents from other areas 
are moving into AllenMills community just because it is next to CMES and their kids would 
continue to go to CMES as they are now. 4) The number of elementary school kids in AllenMills 
community and in Planning Block3 10 would be more than 50 and the current data as shown in the 
maps is outdated5) Considering safety, traffic congestion and proximity factors, it would be 
appropriate to include Allenmills along with PB10 within CMES school zone. 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

1) Allenmills community which is just next to CMES should be part of CMES school zone. 2) I 
strongly oppose the current Elementary School zone option#43) A lot of residents from other areas 
are moving into AllenMills community just because it is next to CMES and their kids would 
continue to go to CMES as they are now. 4) The number of elementary school kids in AllenMills 
community and in Planning Block3 10 would be more than 50 and the current data as shown in the 
maps is outdated5) Considering safety, traffic congestion and proximity factors, it would be 
appropriate to include Allenmills along with PB10 within CMES school zone. 

Pradeep Pola Pradeep.pola@
gmail.com 

I strongly oppose Option 4. AllenMills is very close to Cox Mill elementary school (0.25 
miles)AllenMills should be included in cox mill elementary 

Nizamuddin 
Mohammed 

nizamfantic@g
mail.com 

We put in all our savings and dreams to have a home close to school and hence went to Allen Mills 
which has neraby COX Mill Elementary school. With school in the walkable distance not being 
given preference and asking the parents and the kids to drive all the way till the school which is on 
the other side of the city. We wanted to have a nearby school as we can pick and drop school to kids 
due to our nature of work and this helps us in balancing kids school and our work/life. With us 
moving to different school is a demotivating step for us. Except option 4 presented in the planning 
we should be good with other options. I understand if the schools is not nearby and the planners are 
asking us to shift to another school but which is not the case at all in our situation as we have school 
next door. 

Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

I am from Allen mills community and we bought the house in considering cox mill school and my 
kid is 6 yr old. We feel happy if cox mill school is not removed for Allen mills community. Please 
consider this and do the needful. I am opposing option 4 which is not favour  for us. 
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Ram Gutta helloram2011@

gmail.com 
Good&#160;afternoon.&#160;I&#160;am&#160;writing&#160;you&#160;to&#160;express&#160;my
&#160;extreme&#160;displeasure&#160;with&#160;the&#160;recent&#160;realignment&#160;prop
osals&#160;to&#160;remove&#160;the&#160;Allen 
Mills&#160;neighborhood&#160;from&#160;Cox&#160;Mill&#160;Elementary&#160;School.&#160;
Impressed by the CMES school features, programs and ratings we have decided to move from 
Mooresville NC to Concord NC thinking that my kids will have a long association with CMES. This 
was a very big decision for us and having hopes on kids best education we purchased a home in 
Allen mills. You never know how many sleepless nights we had before we took this decicion. As 
you know Allen mills is just 0.2 miles from CMES and so we never expected my kids to attend a 
different school which is 3-4 miles away. we are stirctly against the option#3. 
We&#160;request&#160;that&#160;you&#160;use&#160;all&#160;the&#160;tools&#160;at&#160;yo
ur&#160;disposal&#160;to&#160;keep&#160;our&#160;Allen mills 
neighborhood&#160;at&#160;that&#160;school&#160;and&#160;come&#160;up&#160;with&#160;
another&#160;solution.&#160;This is a new community which is in a walk-able distance and there 
are many new families moving in with high hopes. The community builders and the county officials 
has confirmed that our kids would be attending the CMES and thats the only reason we are all 
moving here. We have invested heavily beyond our capability and so please consider Allen mills to 
be with CMES family. Thank you all in advance. 
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Swetha 
Konanki 

swetha.k2011@
gmail.com 

Good&#160;afternoon.&#160;I&#160;am&#160;writing&#160;you&#160;to&#160;express&#160;my
&#160;extreme&#160;displeasure&#160;with&#160;the&#160;recent&#160;realignment&#160;prop
osals&#160;to&#160;remove&#160;the&#160;Allen 
Mills&#160;neighborhood&#160;from&#160;Cox&#160;Mill&#160;Elementary&#160;School.&#160;
Impressed by the CMES school features, programs and ratings we have decided to move from 
Mooresville NC to Concord NC thinking that my kids will have a long association with CMES. This 
was a very big decision for us and having hopes on kids best education we purchased a home in 
Allen mills. You never know how many sleepless nights we had before we took this decicion. As 
you know Allen mills is just 0.2 miles from CMES and so we never expected my kids to attend a 
different school which is 3-4 miles away. we are stirctly against the option#3. 
We&#160;request&#160;that&#160;you&#160;use&#160;all&#160;the&#160;tools&#160;at&#160;yo
ur&#160;disposal&#160;to&#160;keep&#160;our&#160;Allen mills 
neighborhood&#160;at&#160;that&#160;school&#160;and&#160;come&#160;up&#160;with&#160;
another&#160;solution.&#160;This is a new community which is in a walk-able distance and there 
are many new families moving in with high hopes. The community builders and the county officials 
has confirmed that our kids would be attending the CMES and thats the only reason we are all 
moving here. We have invested heavily beyond our capability and so please consider Allen mills to 
be with CMES family. Thank you all in advance. 

Mahalaxmi 
Krishnamurth
y 

mailtomaha@g
mail.com 

we purchased our home at Allen mills having in mind Cox mill elementary and high school. that 
was the only reason why we choose this community. we want our kids to attend Cox mill 
elementary and high school. please dont consider this community (Allen Mills) for rezoning. 
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Kaushik V S Kaushik_Venka

tesan@yahoo.co
m 

I moved to Allen Mills in July 2018.My kid is eligible to join Elementary School next year and I chose 
the community becos of its proximity to Cox Mill Elementary School(CMES) and is part of CMES 
School Zone.We were not aware of Rezoning options and only today heard about it.We are part of 
Option 4 (move Allen Mills out of CMES and move it Odell Elementary School).I oppose the option 
due to following :1) Our school is 0.1 from Cox Mill Elementary School and 4 miles from W R Odell 
Elementary School.Please drop option 4 (Move Allen Mills out of Cox Mill Elementary School).2) 
We have paid premium price for Allen Mills Community school due to proximity to Cox Mill 
Elementary School.It will save transportation time for 400 + families in Allen Mills Community.         
Please drop Option 4 and retain Allen Mills Community in Cox Mill Road in Cox Mill Elementary 
School. 

Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e to be close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my daughter to be in 
this school along with her neighborhood friends.With the option #4 our dreams will be in jeopardy 
as we spent so much of money, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL to save time in commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards, create stronger 
connection with the collective neighborhoods and bond among all other children to grow together. 
At the same time being close to school will help me to serve and fell more rooted in the community 
where she is learing. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our community, we 
take our parenting very seriously an aim to contribute to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but 
NOT overrun it. Thank you! 

Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g
mail.com 

Moving to new community Allen Mills for one and only idea and reason i.e to be close to COX Mill 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood 
friends.With the option #4 our dreams will be in jeopardy as we spent so much of money, time and 
resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in commute for my 
daughter, avoid traffic hazards.Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our 
communityas we aim to contribute so much to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. Thank you! 
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Sridhar 
Parepalli 

sparepalli@gma
il.com 

Hello, I&#39;m not in favor of this rezoning, specifically Allen Mills neighborhood kids should 
continue to attend Cox Mill Elementary/Middle/High Schools. It doesn&#39;t make any sense to go 
to a school which is farther from home rather than at a walking distance of the school.Future of our 
kids is much better at Cox Mill rather than at Odell. Given the increasing global competition of 
college education, it&#39;s an unfortunate situation that both parents and kids right from the 
childhood education needed to stay focus on the kids education and the reputation of the school 
they are attending.In other words as a parent I&#39;m obligated to do make sure my kids attend a 
school that challenges and improves the talent. 

Ganashyam 
Dontula 

ghanshyamd@g
mail.com 

Opposing ES Option 4, would like to have Allen Mills be part of Cox Mill Elementary, if school 
district changes, we have concerns for our little kids of K-5 going, such as safety, proximity, traffic 
congestion on popular tent road. 

Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Christa 
Mooney 

christa.mooney
@cabarrus.k12.
nc.us 

I understand the need for realignment, but PLEASE do not take the ONE street from Highland 
Creek (Elrond Dr.) and move them to Odell.  This makes no sense when the entire rest of the 
neighborhood of Highland Creek will remain at Cox Mill.  I am requesting that Elrond Drive and its 
offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland Creek. 
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Girinath 
Managari 

girinath.m@gm
ail.com 

Hello, I would like to oppose Option 3 in rezoning school district as my neighborhood Winding 
Walk will be cut off from natural boundaries linked to Cox Mill. Option 4 is the correct option based 
on all the criteria listed. Please do not consider Option 3.Thanks. 

Sashi Torri sdtorri@gmail.c
om 

I am future resident of Allen Mills Subdivision. I would like to convey my serious concerns with ES 
Option 4. My desire is that Allen Mills Subdivision should stay with Cox Mill ES.While my family is 
super excited about our upcoming move to Allen Mills Subdivision on Aug-30, we are devastated to 
know about school rezoning proposal (CCS Student Realignment) - ES Option 4. It is disappointing 
to see our kids may not able to have the opportunity to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few blocks 
away from home. Instead they need to travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen 
Mills Subdivision with large investment after thorough research solely for the reason that it is in 
very close proximity to Cox Mill schools and our kids can attend  Cox Mill schools for sure, in spite 
of the fact that it is expensive compared to  other communities in the Concord area. Close Proximity 
should be a key criteria for the school rezoning so that students can attend school within least 
possible travel time.Students going to a school in the same community really improves the social 
bonding and neighborhood responsibility as well as safety. Another concern is potential growing 
traffic congestion on Popular Tent Road as well as Cox Mill Road due to the  ES Option 4. Allen 
Mills Subdivision students travelling to Odell school and other communities students coming to Cox 
Mill ES, will create unwanted increase in traffic. The traffic congestion will drastically reduce the 
transportation efficiency for both school buses and car riders.Therefore I sincerely request to drop 
the ES Option 4 and keep  Allen Mills Subdivision under Cox Mill ES zone.Thank you for your 
consideration! 

Swathi 
Dontula 

swathi.dontula
@gmail.com 

Opposing ES Option 4, would like to have Allen Mills be part of Cox Mill Elementary, being house 
wife, it is easy for me to pick and drop the kids by walk to Cox Mills school rather hurdle through 
the traffic to new school and worry about my kid, if kids are not feeling well, I can bring easily and 
stay back. kids are kids from K-5 schooling. 

Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

Hi, I oppose option 4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the 
Cox Mill Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in 
Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids. Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 
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Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Hi, I oppose option 4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the 
Cox Mill Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in 
Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids. Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Ganashyam 
Dontula 

ghanshyamd@g
mail.com 

Opposing ES Option 4, please include Cox Mills ES for Allen Mills community, due to K-5 school 
going kids safety, proximity, traffic congestion. 

Venkat Puram pvnreddyiict@g
mail.com 

opposing option 4 

Srinadh 
Munipalli 

Srinadh.munip
alli@gmail.com 

Oppose option 4 

Ramakrishna 
Kandipati 

ramki.soatestin
g@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to move home near Cox Mill 
Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking distance 
to Cox Mill, we decided to move a home we see ourselves living in for many years to come. As we 
are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the Option 4 reassignment 
plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All neighborhoods that 
reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children there. This creates a 
stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all of our children to 
grow together. I looked forward to being close to my children&#39;s school so that I could serve and 
feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes 
sense to be at a school closer rather than further from home. This means more time spent as a family 
during constructive activities rather than car or bus rides. Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our new community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contributors to 
Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
om 

Oppose option 4 

Arathi Bidar arathibidar@g
mail.com 

currently allen mills is with Coxmill. We are opposing option 4 by which allen mills will impact. 
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Vamsheedhar 
Devarishati 

vdevarishati@g
mail.com 

I am from allen mills and want to stay with Cox mill elementary school.I am opposing option 4. 

Navin 
Dundigalla 

ndundigalla@g
mail.com 

We moved from Baltimore and my kids are going to Coxmill this year. We are in allen mills and we 
want stay with cox mill elementary school. 

Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Hi, I have bought a new house in Allen mills. It would be great if you consider to remove option 4 
from the rezoning list. Our community is very close to Cox Mill Schools only 0.2 miles away. So 
moving it to other school zones will increase burden to the kids by travelling more than 4 miles 
during peak hours in heavy traffic popular tent road. This also makes kids to start from home very 
early to school and evening they will reach home very late. We have invested more in this house 
only because of the school ratings and also having our house in walable distance to the school will 
be convinient for kids. We were thinking to buy pre-owned house in Concord with less investment 
but due to the threat that those communities may move out of Cox Mill school zone we have 
invested more here for our kids education and convinience. As this is the new community many of 
the families in our neighborhood may not be aware of this process and everyone is believing that we 
will be in Cox Mill Elementary school zone as the builder sold the lots by showing Cox Mill schools 
and its ratings. As a parent of Elementary school kids, I would like to request you to keep Allen 
Mills community within Cox Mill Elementary School zone. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Sub Division : Allen MillsOpposing Option 4Hi, I have bought a new house in Allen mills. It would 
be great if you consider to remove option 4 from the rezoning list. Our community is very close to 
Cox Mill Schools only 0.2 miles away. So moving it to other school zones will increase burden to the 
kids by travelling more than 4 miles during peak hours in heavy traffic popular tent road. This also 
makes kids to start from home very early to school and evening they will reach home very late. We 
have invested more in this house only because of the school ratings and also having our house in 
walable distance to the school will be convinient for kids. We were thinking to buy pre-owned 
house in Concord with less investment but due to the threat that those communities may move out 
of Cox Mill school zone we have invested more here for our kids education and convinience. As this 
is the new community many of the families in our neighborhood may not be aware of this process 
and everyone is believing that we will be in Cox Mill Elementary school zone as the builder sold the 
lots by showing Cox Mill schools and its ratings. As a parent of Elementary school kids, I would like 
to request you to keep Allen Mills community within Cox Mill Elementary School zone. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by.I might not 
have purchased house in Allen Mills if known that rezoning might happen for this sub division. We 
are against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 

Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

Hi, I oppose Option 4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the 
Cox Mill Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in 
Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids. Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community which is walking 
distance. 
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Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Hi, I oppose Option 4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the 
Cox Mill Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in 
Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids. Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community which is walking 
distance. 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Anil 
Vupputuri 

ANILVVNN@
GMAIL.COM 

Cox Mill rezoning plan - We are disapproving the Option 3.....it is a displeasure in removing 
Winding Walk Community from Cox Mill Elementary School District. PLEASE DO NOT DO THAT. 
THANK YOU. 

Rojarani 
Aravapalli 

rojaanil14@gma
il.com 

Cox Mill rezoning plan - We are disapproving the Option 3.....it is a displeasure in removing 
Winding Walk Community from Cox Mill Elementary School District. PLEASE DO NOT DO THAT. 
THANK YOU. 

Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
om 

Please assign to Cox mills school to Allen mills community and opposing option 4 

Gowthami 
Samudrala 

Samudrala.gow
thami@gmail.co
m 

I oppose option 4.AllenMills is very close to coxmill school and it should be in included in coxmill 

Ratnakar 
Gottam 

Ratnakarg07@g
mail.com 

Hello my name is RATNAKAR GOTTAM, purchased house in Allen mills thinking my kid can go 
to cox mill elementary school, but now it looks like with rezoning option 4, allen mills will b out of 
cox mill elementary school zone, to which we oppose option 4, because allen mills is like.2 miles to 
cox mill elementary school, and moving allen mills community to Odell school will increase the 
traffic on poplar tent road. Please consider this while rezoning. Me and my family strongly oppose 
option 4. 
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Kulbhushan 
Singh 

Singh_ku@hot
mail.com 

We are staying at Allen Mills community and we prefer that our kid will go to Cox mills elementary 
school in second grade. This school will very good for safety of our kid because we have have to go 
through lot of traffic if goes to any other elementary. We would reqquet committee to consider my 
feedback and let Allen mills go for CMES.ThanksKulbhushan 

Kevin Vinson Kevingvinson@
hotmail.com 

I oppose option 4 as proximity is one of the primary reasons. Allen Mills should not be rezoned to a 
different school with Cox Mill being in reasonable walking distance. 

Naresh 
Tatikonda 

nareshb.tatikon
da@gmail.com 

Oppose option 4 (Allen Mills and Cox Mill Elementary School)Opposing points - Allen Mills is next 
door to Allen Mills community and moving Allen Mills out of CMES will cause traffic imbalance  
and triple the traffic on an already congested road because Allen Mills kids will be heading north on 
popular tent road while families from neighborhood off harris road will be passing us heading 
south. 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

Purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

I am going to be the resident of AllenMills which is next to CMES.1) my primary reason to move to 
Allen Mills is it is next to CMES.2) i strongly recommend Allenmills and PB10 to be part of CMES 
school zone3) I strongly oppose the current ES zoning option 44) Traffic congestion would reduce on 
the Poplar Tent and CoxMill blvds as many of the Allen Mills kids can just wallAcross to the 
school.5) Considering Pollution, traffic, proximity, and safety factors, Allen Mills subdivision should 
be part of CMES and CMHS 
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Sashi Torri sdtorri@gmail.c

om 
I am future resident of Allen Mills Subdivision. I would like to convey my serious concerns with ES 
Option 4. My desire is that Allen Mills Subdivision should stay with Cox Mill ES. While my family is 
super excited about our upcoming move to Allen Mills Subdivision on Aug-30, we are devastated to 
know about school rezoning proposal (CCS Student Realignment) - ES Option 4. It is disappointing 
to see our kids may not able to have the opportunity to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few blocks 
away from home. Instead they need to travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen 
Mills Subdivision with large investment after thorough research solely for the reason that it is in 
very close proximity to Cox Mill schools and our kids can attend  Cox Mill schools for sure, in spite 
of the fact that it is expensive compared to  other communities in the Concord area. Close Proximity 
should be a key criteria for the school rezoning so that students can attend school within least 
possible travel time. Students going to a school in the same community really improves the social 
bonding and neighborhood responsibility as well as safety. Another concern is potential growing 
traffic congestion on Popular Tent Road as well as Cox Mill Road due to the  ES Option 4. Allen 
Mills Subdivision students travelling to Odell school and other communities students coming to Cox 
Mill ES, will create unwanted increase in traffic. The traffic congestion will drastically reduce the 
transportation efficiency for both school buses and car riders. Therefore I sincerely request to drop 
the ES Option 4 and keep  Allen Mills Subdivision under Cox Mill ES zone. Thank you for your 
consideration! 

Saleem Abdul 
Bakshi 

saleem.bakshi@
gmail.com 

I live at Allen mills community which is walkable to coxmill elementary school,  we are looking 
forward to send our kids to coxmill elementary school, sending them to another school which is far 
from the walking zone is  painful for kids and us, please consider our request. Thank you 
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Ram Gutta helloram2011@

gmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Allen Mills  which comes under Cox Mill Elementary school zone. I 
moved all the way from Mooresville a month ago thinking about Kids education at Cox mill. As per 
countie&#39;s assurance The builder marketed us that every kid part of this community can attend 
Cox Mill Elementary school. By this commitment we were exited and moved to Allen mills which is 
just 0.2 miles away from coxmill.  Soon after closing my house, I am hearing that the rezoning might 
impact this neighborhood. This is of great concern to us and everyone who moved to Allen Mills 
community as they all might be under the same assumption as me.We cannot even think of having a 
different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community.  Talking to few others 
seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we would like to 
request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and address our 
concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any meetings to 
express our concerns in this regard. Any help to assist us with this will be greatly appreciated!We 
are oposing the option 4. PLease look into this as this would increase lot of traffic on the cox mill 
road.Just think about people who are far away from the school attending Coxmill school and Allen 
mills attending Odell school. This literally increases the traffix on coxmill and poplar tent roads.As 
an example think about these. 1. Other far away community residents attending Cox mill and Allen 
Mills residents attending Odell school. This leads to heavy traffic in the already conjested concord 
roads. Both these residents will have to intersect daily on these conjested roads.2. Other far away 
community residents attending Odell and Allen Mills residents attending cox mill school.   This 
makes life like easier for all as the resedents will never intersect on the roads while going to 
schools.Taking these into consideration, we are strictly against the option 4. Hope you will 
understand our concerns and address this. 
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Swetha 
Konanki 

swetha.k2011@
gmail.com 

Hi, I am currently residing at Allen Mills  which comes under Cox Mill Elementary school zone. We 
moved all the way from Mooresville a month ago thinking about our Kids education at Cox mill. As 
per countie&#39;s assurance The builder marketed us that every kid part of this community can 
attend Cox Mill Elementary school. By this commitment we were exited and moved to Allen mills 
which is just 0.2 miles away from coxmill.  Soon after closing my house, I am hearing that the 
rezoning might impact this neighborhood. This is of great concern to us and everyone who moved 
to Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption as me. We cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community.  Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard. Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated!We are oposing the option 4. PLease look into this as this would increase lot of traffic on 
the cox mill road.It really doesnt make sense that people who are far away attending Coxmill school 
and Allen mills attending Odell school.This literally increases the traffix on coxmill and poplar tent 
roads.As an example think about these. 1. Other Far away community people attending Cox mill 
and Allen Mills residents attending Odell school. This leads to heavy traffic in the already conjested 
concord roads. Both these residents will have to intersect daily on these conjested roads.2. Other Far 
away community people attending Odell and Allen Mills residents attending cox mill school.   This 
makes life like easier for all as the resedents will never intersect on the roads while going to 
schools.Taking these into consideration, we are strictly against the option 4. Hope you will 
understand our concerns and address these. 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e to be close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my daughter to be in 
this school along with her neighborhood friends.With the option #4 our dreams will be shattere and 
in jeopardy as we spent so much of money, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which 
will triple traffic on an already congested rd because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent 
while families from neighborhoos off Harris will be passing us heading South, create stronger 
connection with the collective neighborhoods and bond among all other children to grow together. 
At the same time being close to school will help me to serve and fell more rooted in the community 
where she is learing. I VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4 and Please take into deep 
consideration all the feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously an aim to 
contribute to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 

Anusha Karre KARRE.ANUS
HA@GMAIL.C
OM 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e to be close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my daughter to be in 
this school along with her neighborhood friends.With the option #4 our dreams will be shattere and 
in jeopardy as we spent so much of money, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which 
will triple traffic on an already congested rd because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent 
while families from neighborhoos off Harris will be passing us heading South, create stronger 
connection with the collective neighborhoods and bond among all other children to grow together. 
At the same time being close to school will help me to serve and fell more rooted in the community 
where she is learing. I VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4 and Please take into deep 
consideration all the feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously an aim to 
contribute to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 
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Melody 
Forrester 

mforrester71@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Scott Forrester scott.j.forrester

@gmail.com 
Winding Walk Residents, the group that is working on the realignment issue has come up with a 
feedback statement that we feel can represent out neighborhood as a whole. We are asking each of 
you to copy and paste the feedback below into the feedback form to the realignment committee at 
the link below.https://www.cabarrus.k12.nc.us/Page/64860Volume matters, so please have both 
spouses leave feedback and leave it more than once. We need to flood the committee with our 
comments. It doesn&#39;t matter if you have already submitted feedback. You can do it again and 
we need you to even if you do not have children affected. If you have any questions about this, 
please reach out to me and I will be happy to discuss it. WINDING WALK. Please consider moving 
PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the 
Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school with the children in 
our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone 
and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already congested Harris Rd 
and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to 
Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student 
population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where 
they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We understand that 
this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and the number of 
elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you 
have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Jessica 
Baumgardner 

jcmva@hotmail.
com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Venkat Puram pvnreddyiict@g
mail.com 

Allen Mills &amp; Cox Mills Elementary school-- Opposing option 4option 4 will cuase traffic on 
popular tent road 

Susrutha 
Mulamalla 

susrutha02@gm
ail.com 

Allen Mills &amp; Cox Mills Elementary school-- Opposing option 4option 4 will cause traffic on 
popular tent road 

Giri Managari Mgirinath@yah
oo.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Sudha Jajimi Sudhajajimi@g

mail.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Shubhra Tyagi tyagishubhra@
yahoo.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Elizabeth 
Mazzoni 

Eflo323@gmail.
com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns.   If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 
at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years.  Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Kelly Bekker kelly.bekker@g

mail.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3 for at least the following reasons. (1) Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk 
neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school with the children in our 
neighborhood. (2) It also creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill 
zone and farmland.  This does not maximize busing efficiency (goal 4 of criteria) or close proximity 
(goal 3 of criteria) as it would require the busses to pass through Winding Walk in order to pick up 
children from other neighborhoods.  Crossing through a neighborhood to pick up children further 
away from the school should be avoided in keeping with goals 3 and 4 of the criteria.  Additionally 
it is noted that option 3 as currently stands goes completely against criterion 9 of establishing 
contiguous zones. (3)  It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already congested 
Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. Keeping PB 
77 at cox mill will keep our children on smaller local roads that are less congested.  Moving PB 77 to 
Odell would cause our children to be routed onto and crossing over high traffic and heavily 
congested roads including Harris/eastfield and poplar tent.  It is important to note that in addition 
to current traffic on these roads the volume of traffic is reasonably expected to increase due to the 
new office park/medical center currently under construction at the corner of east field and poplar 
tent.  This would easily suggest routing our kids to Odell would cause traffic delays, late arrivals as 
well as the requirement of students to cross major roads. and (4) If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will 
impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To 
offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill 
over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged 
students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this 
project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Steve Bekker vtsteevo@gmail

.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3 for at least the following reasons. (1) Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk 
neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school with the children in our 
neighborhood. (2) It also creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill 
zone and farmland.  This does not maximize busing efficiency (goal 4 of criteria) or close proximity 
(goal 3 of criteria) as it would require the busses to pass through Winding Walk in order to pick up 
children from other neighborhoods.  Crossing through a neighborhood to pick up children further 
away from the school should be avoided in keeping with goals 3 and 4 of the criteria.  Additionally 
it is noted that option 3 as currently stands goes completely against criterion 9 of establishing 
contiguous zones. (3)  It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already congested 
Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. Keeping PB 
77 at cox mill will keep our children on smaller local roads that are less congested.  Moving PB 77 to 
Odell would cause our children to be routed onto and crossing over high traffic and heavily 
congested roads including Harris/eastfield and poplar tent.  It is important to note that in addition 
to current traffic on these roads the volume of traffic is reasonably expected to increase due to the 
new office park/medical center currently under construction at the corner of east field and poplar 
tent.  This would easily suggest routing our kids to Odell would cause traffic delays, late arrivals as 
well as the requirement of students to cross major roads. and (4) If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will 
impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To 
offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill 
over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged 
students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this 
project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Mayank Tyagi mayanktyg@ya

hoo.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@
hotmail.com 

Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 
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Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h

otmail.com 
Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community for 
Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Debra Vecchio debivecchio@li
ve.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Jon Vecchio jon.vecchio@ba
ml.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Brandy 
Hensley 

Brandy_hensle
y32@yahoo.co
m 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Jessica Barton jessicabarton05
@yahoo.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns.   If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 
at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years.  Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 

Swathi 
Dontula 

swathi.dontula
@gmail.com 

Opposing ES Option 4, please include Cox Mills ES for Allen Mills community, due to K-5 school 
going kids safety, proximity, traffic congestion 
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Usha Thota usathota@gmail

.com 
My family will be moving to the Allen Mills community by this month end. We are very 
disappointed and concerned to hear the news about ES Option 4 that excludes Allen Mills 
community from Cox Mill ES zone. Please please do not do it!It is very disappointing to see our kids 
are not able to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few feets away from home, rather they need to 
travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen Mills for only reason that it is very 
close proximity to Cox Mill schools.Close Proximity must be the criteria for school zoning so that 
students can attend school within least possible travel distance. Another big concern is that traffic 
will increase significantly as Allen Mills students will be travelling to Odell school while 
neighborhood communities students will be coming to Cox Mill ES. So assigning schools that are 
closest to home community is best way to avoid traffic congestion.Please consider my request to 
drop the ES Option 4 so that keep the Allen Mills community will come under Cox Mill ES zone. 
Thank you for your consideration! 

Andrea Baum andreanbaum@
gmail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Christopher 
Baum 

cwbaum@gmail
.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores
@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Grace 
Forrester 

Gforce7545@icl
oud.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Joy 
Bronkhorst 

joypoelma@gm
ail.com 

I&#39;m asking the committee to please not proceed with Plan 3 (date 7/26) for the Cox Mill 
Elementary School re-zoning area.  A small portion of Highland Creek community elementary age 
children would go to a different school than the rest of the children in their  close-knit community, 
based on planning blocks that do not accurately represent the Highland Creek neighborhood. Please 
change Planning Block 78 to include the Highland Creek portion of Planning Block 77 (Dominion 
Hills:  Elrond, Taranasay, Rivendell, and Elvin).  Thank you for all the work you are putting into this 
realignment, and the time you are taking to hear and address the various concerns. 
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Garima 
Sharma 

gnsha07@gmail
.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Ankit Sharma ankit2314@gma
il.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 in the cabarrus county schools redistricting plan which would 
prevent the children living in Allen Mills from attending Cox Mill Elementary school. Allen Mills is 
0.25miles away from cox mill elementary school and in order to go to Odell elementary would have 
to travel down both poplar tent rd and harris rd trippling the traffic volume on poplar tent. Families 
dropping their children off at Cox Mill from neighborhoods off of Harris rd would have to drive 
past Allen Mills to get to cox mill elementary. It does not make any since to send our children from 
Allen Mills to a school 3 miles away when they could walk to an elementary school 0.25miles away. 
please do not choose to send our kids away from cox mill elementary school. 

Lois Pena coreynlois@ms
n.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77, because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd. and Poplar Tent Rd. to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell, it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first, but 
we are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over 
the next 10 years.  Thank you so much for the time you have put into this project and thank you for 
your consideration. 
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Corey Pena nj_homes@hot

mail.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77, because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd. and Poplar Tent Rd. to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell, it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first, but 
we are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over 
the next 10 years.  Thank you so much for the time you have put into this project and thank you for 
your consideration. 

Noel Pena noelmrp@yaho
o.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77, because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd. and Poplar Tent Rd. to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell, it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first, but 
we are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over 
the next 10 years.  Thank you so much for the time you have put into this project and thank you for 
your consideration. 
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Heather 
Peterson 

hpeterson@linc
olnharris.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.  If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Eric Peterson epeterson@rous
hfenway.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.  If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Payton 
Peterson 

hpete08@yahoo
.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.  If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Carson 
Peterson 

epete60@yahoo.
com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.  If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Aashrith 
Managari 

Mgirinath@yah
oo.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Anirudh 
Managari 

Sudhajajimi@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Glendie Cobb ineedavw@yma

il.com 
I was born and raised in the town limits of Harrisburg. Not since Central Cabarrus HS opened in 
1966 have Harrisburg residents been allowed to attend a local (within town limits) school for an 
entire school career. Every single time a major redistricting occurs, our town is further split apart. 
We live in Harrisburg Park, where we are currently at Pitts Elementary, HR Middle and HR High. 
My two oldest children were moved from Harrisburg Elem to Pitts. And now my two youngest are 
faced with moving from HR Middle to God knows where and HR High to Robinson. Each move has 
taken my children from their HOMEtown and plopped them into a neighboring city. PLEASE KEEP 
HARRISBURG PROPER LOCAL! 

Jennifer 
Archer 

jhennypher@ya
hoo.com 

Winding Walk Residents, the group that is working on the realignment issue has come up with a 
feedback statement that we feel can represent out neighborhood as a whole.  We are asking each of 
you to copy and paste the feedback below into the feedback form to the realignment committee at 
the link below.https://www.cabarrus.k12.nc.us/Page/64860Volume matters, so please have both 
spouses leave feedback  and leave it more than once.  We need to flood the committee with our 
comments.  It doesn&#39;t matter if you have already submitted feedback.  You can do it again and 
we need you to even if you do not have children affected.  If you have any questions about this, 
please reach out to me and I will be happy to discuss it.  WINDING WALK. Please consider moving 
PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the 
Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school with the children in 
our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  
and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already congested Harris Rd 
and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to 
Odell, it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student 
population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where 
they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We understand that 
this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and the number of 
elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you 
have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Vinay 
Vuttarapally 

vinay.vy@gmai
l.com 

We live in Allen Mills, which is 0.2 miles from Cox Mills Elementary School. Option 4 (moving Allen 
Mills out of CMES) will cause lot of inconvenience. Our kid has to travel 3 miles daily to commute 
instead of 0.2 miles. Please do not consider option 4. 

Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores
@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai
l.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area.  My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community.  Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard. Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Ratnakar 
Gottam 

ratnakarg07@g
mail.com 

Hello my name is RATNAKAR GOTTAM, purchased house in Allen mills thinking my kid can go 
to cox mill elementary school, but now it looks like with rezoning option 4, allen mills will b out of 
cox mill elementary school zone, to which we oppose option 4, because allen mills is like.2 miles to 
cox mill elementary school, and moving allen mills community to Odell school will increase the 
traffic on poplar tent road. Please consider this while rezoning. Me and my family strongly oppose 
option 4. 
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Kessava 
Malreddy Gari 

iamkesava@gm
ail.com 

Hello I have recently purchased a home in Allen Mills community which is just beside of the Cox 
Mill school,  please do not move Allen Mills out of Cox mill school, I have purchased this home 
because of Cox mill school. Thanks for help. 

Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
om 

Please include Allen Mills to Cox mill elementary School and opposing Option 4 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Kiran 
Mahendarkar 
Prabhakar 

Kiran.mahenda
rkar@daimler.c
om 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Julie Hamrick shaneandjulie@
hotmail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Shane 
Hamrick 

jbhamrick3@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Prasanna 
Patibandla 

Patibandla.pras
anna@gmail.co
m 

We are opposing opection 3 

Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 which would keep Allen Mills from attending cox mill 
elementary school. Allen Mills is the closest neighborhood to cox mill elementary school and it is a 
bigger liability to bus our children to a school further away. 

Sriandh 
Munipalli 

srinadh.munipa
lli@outlook.co
m 

Oppose Option 4. Keep communities less than 0.25 miles included.ALLEN MILLS is less than 0.1 
mile away. 

Alisa Evans alisahevans@g
mail.com 

On the neighborhood handout posted on the website, you have not included Hawick Commons. 
Could you please provide the information for the options for 2019-2020 school year? 

Alexandra 
Best 

Frenillos88@gm
ail.com 

I think that Allen Mills should be a part of the Cox Mill school district. 

Brendan 
Mahon 

brendan.e.mah
on@gmail.com 

I am a new resident of Allen Mills, right across from the Cox Mills schools.  I think Allen Mills 
should remain in the Cox Mills school district. 

Lipsarani 
Sahoo 

ranilipsa5@gma
il.com 

Hi. I am a current resident of Allen Mills which is 0.2 miles from Cox mill elementary school. The 
option of rezoning cox mill elementary school and not including Allen Mills is Not Acceptable. 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e to be close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my daughter to be in 
this school along with her neighborhood friends.With the option #4 our dreams will be shattere and 
in jeopardy as we spent so much of money, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which 
will triple traffic on an already congested rd because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent 
while families from neighborhoos off Harris will be passing us heading South, create stronger 
connection with the collective neighborhoods and bond among all other children to grow together. 
At the same time being close to school will help me to serve and fell more rooted in the community 
where she is learing. I VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4 and Please take into deep 
consideration all the feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously an aim to 
contribute to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 

Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g
mail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e to be close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my daughter to be in 
this school along with her neighborhood friends.With the option #4 our dreams will be shattere and 
in jeopardy as we spent so much of money, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which 
will triple traffic on an already congested rd because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent 
while families from neighborhoos off Harris will be passing us heading South, create stronger 
connection with the collective neighborhoods and bond among all other children to grow together. 
At the same time being close to school will help me to serve and fell more rooted in the community 
where she is learing. I VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4 and Please take into deep 
consideration all the feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously an aim to 
contribute to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 

Anandh anandh.v.c@gm
ail.com 

I recently purchased home in Allenmills community near Cox Mill elementary school.Off late came 
to know that option 4 will have AlkenmilkA not fall under Cox Mills elementary school and felt 
very dissatisfied and disappointed. One of the major reason for me to buy home in Allenmills is the 
proximity to Cox mills elementary school and I believe many other families who purchased in 
Allenmills would have the same concern. Please reconsider and rule out option 4 
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Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Sashi Torri sdtorri@gmail.c

om 
I am future resident of Allen Mills Subdivision. I would like to convey my serious concerns with ES 
Option 4. My desire is that Allen Mills Subdivision should stay with Cox Mill ES. While my family is 
super excited about our upcoming move to Allen Mills Subdivision on Aug-30, we are devastated to 
know about school rezoning proposal (CCS Student Realignment) - ES Option 4. It is disappointing 
to see our kids may not able to have the opportunity to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few blocks 
away from home. Instead they need to travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen 
Mills Subdivision with large investment after thorough research solely for the reason that it is in 
very close proximity to Cox Mill schools and our kids can attend  Cox Mill schools for sure, in spite 
of the fact that it is expensive compared to  other communities in the Concord area. Close Proximity 
should be a key criteria for the school rezoning so that students can attend school within least 
possible travel time. Students going to a school in the same community really improves the social 
bonding and neighborhood responsibility as well as safety. Another concern is potential growing 
traffic congestion on Popular Tent Road as well as Cox Mill Road due to the  ES Option 4. Allen 
Mills Subdivision students travelling to Odell school and other communities students coming to Cox 
Mill ES, will create unwanted increase in traffic. The traffic congestion will drastically reduce the 
transportation efficiency for both school buses and car riders. Therefore I sincerely request to drop 
the ES Option 4 and keep  Allen Mills Subdivision under Cox Mill ES zone. Thank you for your 
consideration! 
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Usha Thota usathota@gmail

.com 
My family will be moving to the Allen Mills community by this month end. We are very 
disappointed and concerned to hear the news about ES Option 4 that excludes Allen Mills 
community from Cox Mill ES zone. Please please do not do it!It is very disappointing to see our kids 
are not able to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few feets away from home, rather they need to 
travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen Mills for only reason that it is very 
close proximity to Cox Mill schools.Close Proximity must be the criteria for school zoning so that 
students can attend school within least possible travel distance. Another big concern is that traffic 
will increase significantly as Allen Mills students will be travelling to Odell school while 
neighborhood communities students will be coming to Cox Mill ES. So assigning schools that are 
closest to home community is best way to avoid traffic congestion.Please consider my request to 
drop the ES Option 4 so that keep the Allen Mills community will come under Cox Mill ES zone. 
Thank you for your consideration! 

Wasim Anwar wasim.anwar@
gmail.com 

It makes no sense for Allen Mills to be zoned for any school other than Cox Mill Elementary. It is in 
walking distance to the school and off of COX MILL Road. The traffic will make no sense when 
people from other communities will be passing by Allen Mills to go to Cox Mill and Allen Mills 
residents will be making a left handed turn to go to Poplar Tent Road and a school that is 3 to 4 
miles away when Cox Mills is within walking distance! 

Sreejani 
Jonnalagadda 

sreejanidj@gma
il.com 

1. I will be resident of allan mills community. I moving to this allan mills as it is next to CMES. 2. I 
recommend allan mills along with pb10 to be included in CMES zone. 3. I oppose the current 
schooling zone options number 4. 4. Considering proximity, safety, traffic congestion and efficiency, 
it would makensense to have allan mills be a part of CMES. 

Simona 
Dhungel 

Dhsimona@gm
ail.com 

Hello,We just recently invested almost half a million dollar in Allen Mills community thinking my 2 
boys can be enrolled at Cox Mill and this will be a walking distance. Now I am hearing that is not 
the case as there are thoughts of rezoning schools where the new community does not fall in cox 
mill zone, even though it is within 100 meters of the school. I strongly oppose any such measure. 
Option number 4 also divided the community in terms of race and income..please do not let option 4 
be part of your discussion. 

Valarmathy  
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Please provide cox mill school to Allen mills.we are very near to the school and all the kids will 
suffer.please consider. We are opposing option 4. Allen mills need cox mill school. 
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Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by.I might not 
have purchased house in Allen Mills if known that rezoning might happen for this sub division. We 
are against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 

Prashanth 
Vayilla 

vayilla@gmail.c
om 

We recently purchased a home in Allen Mills. Proximity to Cox Mills schools was a major factor, 
which helped us make this decision. Leaving out Allen Mills from Cox Mill schools, which is less 
than 0.5 mile does n&#39;t make any logical sense to us. We strongly oppose Option 4. We hope you 
would understand our concerns.Thanks! 

Sowmya 
Dudala 

sowmyagoud07
@gmail.com 

We recently purchased a home in Allen Mills. Proximity to Cox Mills schools was a major factor, 
which helped us make this decision. Leaving out Allen Mills from Cox Mill schools, which is less 
than 0.5 mile does n&#39;t make any logical sense to us. We strongly oppose Option 4. We hope you 
would understand our concerns.Thanks! 

Meenakshi 
Loganathan 

mpara302@gma
il.com 

Please dont remove Allen Mills from cox mill elementary and high school as we are moving here for 
this school. 

Paramanandh
am 
Karunakaran 

paramm1206@g
mail.com 

Please dont rezone Allen Mills from cox mill elementary and high school as we are moving here for 
this school. 
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Priya Dinesh dinesh_priya11

@yahoo.com 
Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Bonnie Banse Bonniejbanse@
gmail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Jennifer 
Arroyo 

Jgarroyo@caroli
na.rr.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns.   If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 
at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years.  Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 

Arathi Bidar arathibidar@g
mail.com 

I am from Allen mills and want continue with cox mill elementary school 

Vamsheedhar 
Devarishati 

Vdevarishati@g
mail.com 

I am opposing  option 4 ..please do not rezone Allen mils from Cox mill 

Navin 
Dundigalla 

Ndundigalla@y
ahoo.com 

My kids are going Cox mill this year and please do not rezone Allen mills from Cox mill 
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Ram Gutta helloram2011@

gmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Allen Mills  which comes under Cox Mill Elementary school zone. I 
moved all the way from Mooresville a month ago thinking about Kids education at Cox mill. As per 
countie&#39;s assurance The builder marketed us that every kid part of this community can attend 
Cox Mill Elementary school. By this commitment we were exited and moved to Allen mills which is 
just 0.2 miles away from coxmill.  Soon after closing my house, I am hearing that the rezoning might 
impact this neighborhood. This is of great concern to us and everyone who moved to Allen Mills 
community as they all might be under the same assumption as me.We cannot even think of having a 
different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community.  Talking to few others 
seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we would like to 
request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and address our 
concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any meetings to 
express our concerns in this regard. Any help to assist us with this will be greatly appreciated!We 
are oposing the option 4. PLease look into this as this would increase lot of traffic on the cox mill 
road.Just think about people who are far away from the school attending Coxmill school and Allen 
mills attending Odell school. This literally increases the traffix on coxmill and poplar tent roads. 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Dany 
Vadlapati 

vdanykk@gmai
l.com 

Hi Coxmill Elementary School Team,We are moving to Allen Mills community only to send our kid 
to CoxMill Elementary School. Please have Allen Mills community always fall under CoxMill 
Elementary School zone.Thank you,Dany Vadlapati 
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Sarah 
Thompson 

sewiberg@yaho
o.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns.   If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 
at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years.  Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration.Sarah Thompson 

Wasim Anwar wasim.anwar@
gmail.com 

Option 4 does not make sense for Allen Mills for 2 main reasons. First, traffic flow... turning left out 
of the community on Cox Mill Road will be very difficult to get to Poplar Tent Road. I am sure there 
will be accidents there... be ready for to put up a traffic light there if residents need to turn Left to go 
to Poplar Tent Road. Second, proximity to Cox Mill. The school is within walking distance of the 
community. How can the closest homes to the school be zoned out of Cox Mill? Residents have 
purchased in Allen Mills because they felt that there is no way the closest neighborhood to the 
school could possibly get zoned out of the Cox Mill school zone. 

Kaushik V S kaushik_Venka
tesan@yahoo.co
m 

I moved into Allen Mills (on Cox Mill Road adjacent to Cox Mill Elementary School).I came to know 
about the Rezoning done for Cox Mill Elementary School(CMES).      Option 4 is about retaining 
existing communities (even 4 miles away) in CMES and moving new communities to W R Odell 
School.Please drop option 4 and retain Allen Mills in CMES School Zone.Also,residents of Allen 
Mills community are not aware of the whole exercise this week.For last two community hearing,our 
feedback was not given and not considered.Please consider our feedback and drop Option 4.Please 
retain Allen Mills (Cox Mill Road) in Cox Mill Elementary School zone.The community is less than a 
mile from CMES and transportation/logistics is easy.        Please drop option 4 for CMES and go by 
option1/option2.Retainign Allen Mills Community in Cox Mill Elementary School is need of the 
hour and please go by option 1. 
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Shiva 
Indrakanti 

sindrakanti@g
mail.com 

We moved out of Minnesota to NC last year based on the school system here in Charlotte. Cox Mill 
Elementary is one of the best we thought and bought a home close by. My daughter is excited to 
start here KG here. 

Ratna 
Indrakanti 

ratna_vasundh
ara@yahoo.com 

We moved out of Minnesota to NC last year based on the school system here in Charloote. Cox Mill 
Elementry is one of the best we thought and bought a home close by. My daughter is excited to start 
here KG here. 

Joanna Harris Joannaharris05
@gmail.com 

Waterford neighborhood-Shiloh Church. Would like to stay at Cox Mill HS-option 1. Thank you for 
all your hard work on this! 

Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 in the realignment of Cabarrus county elementary schools 
which would send children living in Allen Mills neighborhood to Odell elementary school rather 
than to cox mill elementary school which is located just 0.3 miles away from Allen Mills. Odell 
elementary is located miles away from Allen Mills requiring our children to be bussed away from 
cox mill elementary to Odell not only increasing traffic on cox mill rd but tripling traffic on the 
already busy and dangerous poplar tent rd. Poplar tent rd is very congested especially during 
school drop off and pick up times due to the international school located on poplar tent rd.  By 
sending Allen Mills children to Odell elementary you will be increasing the north bound traffic with 
busses and cars from Allen Mills while also increasing the southbound traffic with cars and busses 
transporting children from neighborhoods off of Harris rd to cox mill.  Cars and busses transporting 
from Harris rd to cox mill elementary will pass Allen Mills neighborhood in order to get to school; 
this does not make any sence and is a safety issue for our children.  In addition, I feel it is important 
to keep neighborhoods together and by choosing option 4 it would be causing a neighborhood off of 
Harris rd that already partially attends Odell to continue to be split sending some to Odell and some 
to cox mill elementary. Please keep Allen Mills at Cox mill elementary school by voting down 
option 4. Please keep the neighborhood that is located closest to cox mill elementary school 
attending Cox Mill Elementary school. Thank you so much for your attention to this matter. 
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Ram Gutta helloram2011@

gmail.com 
We have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox Mill 
Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking distance 
to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many years to 
come. We closed our dream home last week, we find out about the Option 4 reassignment plan. I am 
DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All neighborhoods that reasonably 
surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children there. This creates a stronger 
connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all of our children to grow 
together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future childrens&#39; school so that I 
could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. Also, from a commute 
standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from home. This means more 
time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus rides. Please take into 
deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our parenting very seriously 
and aim to contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it.'We strictly OPPOSE option 4. We are 
just 0.3 miles away from the cox mill and so dont want to travel miles to any other school causing 
increased traffic. 
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John D Taylor jdtaylor62@caro

lina.rr.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3 for at least the following reasons. (1) Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk 
neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school with the children in our 
neighborhood; (2) It also creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill 
zone and farmland.  This does not maximize busing efficiency (goal 4 of criteria) or close proximity 
(goal 3 of criteria) as it would require the busses to pass through Winding Walk in order to pick up 
children from other neighborhoods.  Crossing through a neighborhood to pick up children further 
away from the school should be avoided in keeping with goals 3 and 4 of the criteria.  Additionally 
it is noted that option 3 as currently stands goes completely against criterion 9 of establishing 
contiguous zones; (3)  It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already congested 
Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. Keeping PB 
77 at cox mill will keep our children on smaller local roads that are less congested. Moving PB 77 to 
Odell would cause our children to be routed onto and crossing over high traffic and heavily 
congested roads including Harris/Eastfield and Poplar Tent. It is important to note that in addition 
to current traffic on these roads the volume of traffic is reasonably expected to increase due to the 
new office park/medical center currently under construction at the corner of east field and poplar 
tent. This would easily suggest routing our kids to Odell would cause traffic delays, late arrivals as 
well as the requirement of students to cross major roads; and (4) If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will 
impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To 
offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill 
over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged 
students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this 
project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Swetha 
Konanki 

swetha.k2011@
gmail.com 

We have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox Mill 
Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking distance 
to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many years to 
come. We closed our dream home last week, we find out about the Option 4 reassignment plan. I am 
DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All neighborhoods that reasonably 
surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children there. This creates a stronger 
connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all of our children to grow 
together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future children&#39;s&#39; school so 
that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. Also, from a commute 
standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from home. This means more 
time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus rides. Please take into 
deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our parenting very seriously 
and aim to contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it.'We strictly OPPOSE option 4. We are 
just 0.3 miles away from the cox mill and so dont want to travel miles to any other school causing 
increased traffic. 

Kevin Vinson Kevingvinson@
hotmail.com 

I just wanted to continually express my concerns about opposition to option 4 to remove Allen Mills 
out of the Cox Mill Elementary school district considering the proximity of the school to the 
neighborhood. Bussing would potentially be an issue as well. 

Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
om 

Opposing option 4 and need to add Allen Mills community to Cox Mills Elementary school 

Srinadh 
Munipalli 

Srinadh.munip
alli@gmail.com 

- proximity (we are 0.3miles from cox mill compared to 3 miles from OdellL- the increased traffic 
this will cause on already busy poplar tent rd especially during drop off/pick up hrs for the 
international school.-bussing our kids further away is a safety issue 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

Purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

1) i am moving to AllenMills primarily as it is next to CMES. Many of these families already have 
CMES going kids.2) i strongly oppose the current elementary school zoning option # 43) 
Considering Proximity, traffic congestion and kids safety factors, i rexommend Allen Mills 
community to be included in CMES zone.Thx 
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John Colvin jcolvin74@gmai

l.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Harjot 
Dhingra 

Mr.harjot@gma
il.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Damanjit Kaur Kaur.d1984@g

mail.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

John Banse jbanse18@gmail
.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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John Banse vokeysand@ya

hoo.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Bonnie Banse bonniejbanse@
gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Bonnie Banse banseb@aol.co

m 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Kiran 
Mahendarkar 
Prabhakar 

Kiran.mahenda
rkar@daimler.c
om 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Michael 
Rosentel 

michael.rosente
l@gmail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration.Sincerely,Michael 
Rosentel 
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Julie Phillips jewelshigg@gm

ail.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

James Phillips munrotc@yaho
o.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Fawzia Anwar Fawzia.anwar@

gmail.com 
Allen Mills belongs in the Cox Mill School district. Allen Mills is right next to Cox Mill, the closest 
neighborhood to the school. The traffic will be horrible if Allen Mills residents need to turn left out 
of the community onto Cox Mill Road, then left onto Poplar Tent Road. With the traffic light there 
and then the international school there the traffic problems will increase dramatically for a road that 
is already congested. It only makes sense to keep Allen Mills in the Cox Mill school district. 

Bibin 
Chirukandath 
Anand 

Bibincanand@h
otmail.com 

My home is at 9590 Mcgudden Lane in Allen Mills Community. I came to know about the CCS 
realignment study and went through the different options. I strongly OPPOSE option4 which keeps 
Allen Mills community out of Coxmill school.Allen Mills is within walking distance from Coxmill so  
it is the best for Coxmill school to have the kids from there reducing the commute needed by kids 
and parents thereby resolving much traffic congestion in poplar tent road for Odell school. 

Anuja 
Rathikrinda 

r.anuja@gmail.c
om 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Sivanarayana 
Kastala 

siva.kastala@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Katye 
Rosentel 

karosentel12@g
mail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration.Sincerely,Katye 
Rosentel 
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Tiffany Flores tiffany.n.flores

@gmail.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
of money, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE 
OPTION #4 and Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our community, we take 
our parenting very seriously an aim to contribute to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT 
overrun it. Thank you! 
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Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai

l.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Sridevi Akula srilaksh@gmail.
com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g

mail.com 
I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
of money, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE 
OPTION #4 and Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our community, we take 
our parenting very seriously an aim to contribute to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT 
overrun it. Thank you! 

Keith Battle keith.battle@g
m.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Stacey Lewis slewis1119@gm

ail.com 
I would like to request that the Wellington Chase Community not be re-zoned out of the Cox Mill 
High School district. We moved here in 2015 and moved into this neighborhood specifically for the 
schools. We have since been through hell and I am not sure that my boys can take anymore change. 
Not only did we buy our home in this school district but our home was burnt down in 2016 after 
only haved lived here for 9 months. My BOYS wanted to rebuild where we were because they loved 
their schools and their friends. Therefore we rebuilt our home in the same spot, knowing that the 
child who burnt our home down could come back. If I had known at the time that re-zoning was 
even an option I would have built elsewhere. Not only do we love our schools but if you do this I 
am going to have 2 high schoolers at 2 different schools. I understand that the growth in this area is 
crazy but we are a small community and feel as though we could be left in the district as in the 1st 
re-zoning plan. Please please please leave us at Cox Mill. 

Sateesh 
Gogineni 

gogineni.satees
h@gmail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Elizabeth 
Battle 

eab317@aol.co
m 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Kelly. Martin drminclt@yaho
o.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Amit Parkar amitparkar@ya

hoo.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Hrutika 
Parkar 

hrutikaparkar@
gmail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Hayley 
Wilson 

hnwilson527@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Steven Wilson stevenschloe@
me.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Vanitha 
Chalsani 

Chalsani.vanith
a@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Kathleen 
Stolle 

Katwvu13@yah
oo.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Trent Ridgley Tridge1010@ho

tmail.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Kat Stolle katwvu13@yah
oo.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Trent Ridgley Tridge1010@ho

tmail.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Kim Titus kimanntitus@y
ahoo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Scott Titus stitus8388@gma

il.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Ajay Nair Andre425@gma
il.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Tim Wiggins wigginstim@bel

lsouth.net 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to! Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years 

Ann Wiggins annwiggins@be
llsouth.net 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to! Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years 
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Vipin Ajmera vipinajmera@g

mail.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Natalie 
Wiggins 

nwiggins6062@
gmail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to! Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years 
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Timothy 
Wiggins 

timothy.wiggin
s@southwire.co
m 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to! Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years 

Ann Wiggins ann.wiggins@w
ellsfargo.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to! Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years 
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Dawn Cremer dawnbucolo@h

otmail.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Douglas 
Cremer 

Dcremer1@yah
oo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Asadullah 
Khan 

khan78@gmail.
com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Linda Wheeler linw1320@gmai
l.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Dave Wheeler Bgfn13@hotmai

l.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Dawn Cremer Dawn.cremer@
cabarrus.k12.nc
.us 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Vijay Almeida almeida.vj@gm

ail.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Doug Cremer Dcremer@charl
ottemotorspeed
way.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Saurav Singh saurav163@yah

oo.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 

Karuna Kc 
Singh 

you_karuna_kc
@yahoo.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Shirley 
Anyang 

shirley.anyang
@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Rajesh Singh rkkhanna74@h
otmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. Sincerely, Winding Walk Owners 
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Jayanti Singh jayantirajesh@y

ahoo.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. Sincerely, Winding Walk Owners 

Aldo Figallo a_figallo@yaho
o.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Susan Sole Slsole54@yahoo

.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Bernadette 
Simpson 

bzellosimpson
@yahoo.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Shawn Kocher shawn.kocher@

gmail.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Susanne Perry susannebperry
@yahoo.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration.Sincerely,Winding 
Walk Owner 
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Sean Perry sgperry2@gmai

l.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration.Sincerely,Winding 
Walk Owner 

Ganashyam 
Dontula 

ghanshyamd@g
mail.com 

Allen Mills to be part of Cox Mill elementary school due to following reasons. (Rejecting an ES 
Option 4)- proximity (we are 0.3 miles from cox mill compared to 3 miles from Odell) - the increased 
traffic this will cause on already busy poplar tent rd especially during drop off/pick up hrs for the 
international school.-bussing our kids further away is a safety issue for our kids. 

Swathi 
Dontula 

swathi.dontula
@gmail.com 

Allen Mills to be part of Cox Mill elementary school due to following reasons. (Rejecting an ES 
Option 4)- proximity (we are 0.3 miles from cox mill compared to 3 miles from Odell) - the increased 
traffic this will cause on already busy poplar tent rd especially during drop off/pick up hrs for the 
international school.-bussing our kids further away is a safety issue for our kids. 
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Anup Vappala anup.vappala@

gmail.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Sajitha 
Pottassery 

vpsajitha@gmai
l.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Rebecca 
Brooks 

rebecca_145@h
otmail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration.Sincerely,Winding 
Walk Owners 

Miah Yost Miahyost@hot
mail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Kathryn 
Strack 

Kmsnewchapte
r@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Sashi Torri sdtorri@gmail.c
om 

I am future resident of Allen Mills Subdivision. I would like to convey my serious concerns with ES 
Option 4. My desire is that Allen Mills Subdivision should stay with Cox Mill ES.While my family is 
super excited about our upcoming move to Allen Mills Subdivision on Aug-30, we are devastated to 
know about school rezoning proposal (CCS Student Realignment) - ES Option 4.It is disappointing 
to see our kids may not able to have the opportunity to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few blocks 
away from home. Instead they need to travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen 
Mills Subdivision with large investment after thorough research solely for the reason that it is in 
very close proximity to Cox Mill schools and our kids can attend  Cox Mill schools for sure, in spite 
of the fact that it is expensive compared to  other communities in the Concord area.Close Proximity 
should be a key criteria for the school rezoning so that students can attend school within least 
possible travel time.Students going to a school in the same community really improves the social 
bonding and neighborhood responsibility as well as safety.Another concern is potential growing 
traffic congestion on Popular Tent Road as well as Cox Mill Road due to the  ES Option 4. Allen 
Mills Subdivision students travelling to Odell school and other communities students coming to Cox 
Mill ES, will create unwanted increase in traffic. The traffic congestion will drastically reduce the 
transportation efficiency for both school buses and car riders.Therefore I sincerely request to drop 
the ES Option 4 and keep  Allen Mills Subdivision under Cox Mill ES zone.Thank you for your 
consideration! 
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Usha Thota usathota@gmail

.com 
My family will be moving to the Allen Mills community by this month end. We are very 
disappointed and concerned to hear the news about ES Option 4 that excludes Allen Mills 
community from Cox Mill ES zone. Please please do not do it!It is very disappointing to see our kids 
are not able to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few feets away from home, rather they need to 
travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen Mills for only reason that it is very 
close proximity to Cox Mill schools.Close Proximity must be the criteria for school zoning so that 
students can attend school within least possible travel distance. Another big concern is that traffic 
will increase significantly as Allen Mills students will be travelling to Odell school while 
neighborhood communities students will be coming to Cox Mill ES. So assigning schools that are 
closest to home community is best way to avoid traffic congestion.Please consider my request to 
drop the ES Option 4 so that keep the Allen Mills community will come under Cox Mill ES zone. 
Thank you for your consideration! 

Krishna Yadla krishnakyadla@
yahoo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Naveena 
Yadla 

naveenau@gma
il.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Mike Mazzoni detroitlion@hot
mail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 

Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

Hi,I oppose option 4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the 
Cox Mill Elementary School zone.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Hi,I oppose option 4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the 
Cox Mill Elementary School zone.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 
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Zelalem 
Tekabe 

ZELALEMFEL
EKE@GMAIL.C
OM 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Angelle 
Griffin 

Angriffin77@ya
hoo.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Raveendra R 
Oruganti 

raveendrao@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

John Archer archerj13@gmai
l.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Sheshasree 
Dronawalli 

Sheshu6380@ya
hoo.com 

We oppose Option 3, taking Winding Walk off from Cox Mill School Zone. We are right behind Cox 
Mill School Zone and bought the house considering cox mill as primary factor. 
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Richard Artale rartale@gmail.c

om 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration.Sincerely,Richard 
Artale 

Amanda 
Artale 

aartale918@gm
ail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration.Sincerely,Amanda 
Artale 
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Pratap Patil pramangal@gm

ail.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Mangala Desai mangala76_pati
l@yahoo.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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David 
Wheeler 

bgfn13@hotmai
l.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.&#160;Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for 
your consideration.Sincerely,David WheelerWinding Walk Owners 

Linda Wheeler linw1320@gmai
l.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.&#160;Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for 
your consideration.Sincerely,Linda WheelerWinding Walk Owners 
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Konark 
Kanagala 

kkonark@hotm
ail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Anjali Nath anjalitewari04@
gmail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Hitesh Tewari hitesh.tewari@g

mail.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Tracia 
Almeida 

tricy.almeida@
gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Basavaraj Patil rajpatil2009@g

mail.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Prathibha Patil prathi38@gmail
.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Koteshwari 
Oruganti 

koteswario@gm
ail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Srinivas 
Kandagatla 

srinu.kanda@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Ramathulasi 
Gandham 

ramatulasi27@y
ahoo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Vivek Pai vivekpai2002@
gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Akshatha 
Vivek Pai 

nayakaks@gma
il.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Dana Bailey djbailey.bus@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Mandy Fisher-
Wesley 

Mandyfisher55
@gmail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns.   If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 
at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years.  Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 

Antwan 
Wesley 

Aawesley@caro
lina.rr.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns.   If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 
at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years.  Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Srinivasa 
Valaboju 

svalaboju@gma
il.com 

: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 
to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration.Sincerely,Winding 
Walk Owners 
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Victoria Adu Victoriaolag@y

ahoo.com 
I live on Elven Lane in Highland Creek. I am writing to inform you of a concern with two Planning 
Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map. Planning Block 77 separates one small section of 
Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of Elrond Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, 
and Taranasay) from the rest of the Highland Creek subdivision. Although Rivendell Ln in 
Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare 
was created at the behest of the fire department. That small portion of Rivendell is a connecting 
road, without any houses on it, and there are signs indicating that you&#39;ve entered a different 
subdivision. The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). I am kindly requesting that Elrond 
Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with our neighbors in Highland 
Creek.Thank you 

Shannon 
Fabin 

shannonfabin@
gmail.com 

We moved to Cabarrus County in summer 2017, specifically to be zoned for Cox Mill High School. 
We have come to quickly love and trust the administration we have found at Harris Road Middle. 
They helped my son Jack (a rising 7th grader in 18-19) find friends, community, and a strong 
academic environment during his sixth grade year. Coming out of a private school background, we 
were nervous about the social change especially. He has made great friends- and if we are realigned 
to NorthWest Cabarrus, he will be forced to make all new friends. Additionally, we bought in the 
Waterford on the Rocky River subdivision because of it&#39;s proximity to our jobs in Huntersville 
and Cornelius. NWHS is the complete opposite direction of where we live life. We would literally 
only head that way for school. The vast majority of students would live in the complete opposite 
direction of where we head for everything we do as a family. Please, I urge you to consider leaving 
Waterford on the Rocky River in the Cox Mill High School zone. Thank you to the team for your 
time spent on this committee. 

Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Please provide cox mill school to Allen mills community. Please consider and do the needful.    We 
are opposing option 4. 
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Siva Kumar enyes@yahoo.c

om 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 

Hamsapriya 
Kumar 

fashionflame@g
mail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Tejaswi 
Belavadi 

tbelavadi@gmai
l.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Sudhir Kalla contactkallas@g
mail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Karla Dowe karladowe@yah

oo.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Joseph Dowe Josephdowe@y
ahoo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 
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Sajid Pasha sajidpasha@yah

oo.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Shahana 
Pasha 

sajidpasha@yah
oo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Arul 
Selvamani 

arulprakasam.s
@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Manoj 
Thakore 

mthakore@yah
oo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Scott Dotson sd113@hotmail.

com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

    WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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    WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 

Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

    WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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    WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 

Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Terra Boddy terraboddy@g
mail.com 

I am writing to you to please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up our neighborhood (Winding Walk).  I would like for my 
son to go to school with his friends in the neighborhood who has been in school with him since 
Kindergarten. As a single mother, I purchased a home in Winding Walk nearly 5 years ago, so that 
my son would be in the same school district as his father, as we share custody. We liked the school 
so much and the neighborhood, we recently moved to a new home in Winding Walk.  The main 
reason we purchased in the same neighborhood is so that my son can continue to attend Cox Mill 
Elementary. We also depend on transportation and aftercare from our close neighbor friends here in 
Winding Walk. This decision to change zoning would really impact our lives negatively, so I write 
to you to please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3.  Kind 
Regards, Terra 
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    WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 

Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Stephanie 
Peluso 

dpeluso@caroli
na.rr.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Hedy Murphy hedymurphy@
gmail.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 

Naresh 
Tatikonda 

nareshb.tatikon
da@gmail.com 

Oppose option 4 for Allen mills &amp; Cox Mill Elementary.Removing CMES out of Allen Mills will 
cause a lot of inconvenience and traffic congestion in the  already busy popular tent road especially 
during drop off/pick up hours.Also bussing our kids further away if a safety issue for the 
kids.Please consider. 
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Chandrasekha
r Polisetty 

cspolisetty@gm
ail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Brad Barringer Bradbarringer1
@gmail.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4. 

Carolena 
Barringer 

carolenabarring
er@gmail.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4. 

Ava Barringer Bradbarringer1
@gmail.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 

Julia Barringer Bradbarringer1
@gmail.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4. 

Gerald And 
Jaime Chau 

ms_jme@ymail.
com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 

Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
om 

We are opposing option 4 and Allen mills community should in COX Mills elementary school.It will 
avoid morning traffic and it's near just 0 .2 mile only 
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Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 in the realignment of Cabarrus county elementary schools 
which would send children living in Allen Mills neighborhood to Odell elementary school rather 
than to cox mill elementary school which is located just 0.3 miles away from Allen Mills. Odell 
elementary is located miles away from Allen Mills requiring our children to be bussed away from 
cox mill elementary to Odell not only increasing traffic on cox mill rd but tripling traffic on the 
already busy and dangerous poplar tent rd. Poplar tent rd is very congested especially during 
school drop off and pick up times due to the international school located on poplar tent rd.  By 
sending Allen Mills children to Odell elementary you will be increasing the north bound traffic with 
busses and cars from Allen Mills while also increasing the southbound traffic with cars and busses 
transporting children from neighborhoods off of Harris rd to cox mill.  Cars and busses transporting 
from Harris rd to cox mill elementary will pass Allen Mills neighborhood in order to get to school; 
this does not make any sence and is a safety issue for our children.  In addition, I feel it is important 
to keep neighborhoods together and by choosing option 4 it would be causing a neighborhood off of 
Harris rd that already partially attends Odell to continue to be split sending some to Odell and some 
to cox mill elementary. Please keep Allen Mills at Cox mill elementary school by voting down 
option 4. Please keep the neighborhood that is located closest to cox mill elementary school 
attending Cox Mill Elementary school. Thank you so much for your attention to this matter. 

Kevin Senter kevin@senteran
dcompany.com 

ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 
July 2018 is my preferred realignment option. This option supports much of the criteria set forth my 
Cabarrus County Schools. The option, according to Cropper GIS, allows for the student population 
to decrease over the next 10 years brining the student population under capacity. The Planning 
Blocks that make up this option are almost fully develop while the other options would bring Odell 
to capacity immediately leaving no room for growth. The neighborhoods included in this option of 
within close proximity continuing to give Cox Mill ES a community feel and this also supports more 
efficient busing  by maximizing the transportation of students. The most important factor that leads 
to my support of this option is it has the least impact on the children at Cox Mill. In ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest 
number of impacted children of all schools/options. 
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Ashley Harris acarter.harris@

yahoo.com 
We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24). 

Savithri 
Krishnamurth
y 

savithri.krishna
@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much for the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Angela L 
Taylor 

ataylor99@carol
ina.rr.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3 for at least the following reasons. (1) Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk 
neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school with the children in our 
neighborhood. (2) It also creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill 
zone and farmland.  This does not maximize busing efficiency (goal 4 of criteria) or close proximity 
(goal 3 of criteria) as it would require the busses to pass through Winding Walk in order to pick up 
children from other neighborhoods.  Crossing through a neighborhood to pick up children further 
away from the school should be avoided in keeping with goals 3 and 4 of the criteria.  Additionally 
it is noted that option 3 as currently stands goes completely against criterion 9 of establishing 
contiguous zones. (3)  It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already congested 
Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. Keeping PB 
77 at cox mill will keep our children on smaller local roads that are less congested. Moving PB 77 to 
Odell would cause our children to be routed onto and crossing over high traffic and heavily 
congested roads including Harris/eastfield and poplar tent. It is important to note that in addition 
to current traffic on these roads the volume of traffic is reasonably expected to increase due to the 
new office park/medical center currently under construction at the corner of east field and poplar 
tent. This would easily suggest routing our kids to Odell would cause traffic delays, late arrivals as 
well as the requirement of students to cross major roads. and (4) If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will 
impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To 
offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill 
over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged 
students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this 
project and thank you for your consideration. 

Patrice Dyckes patrice.dyckes@
yahoo.com 

Please support option 4 which keeps Skybrook in Cox Mill Elementary and provides stability for 
existing cox mill students. 
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Kiran 
Mahendarkar 
Prabhakar 

kiran.mahendar
kar@daimler.co
m 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Tonia Crowell rtcrowell@aol.c
om 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24)' 

Jason Dyckes Dyckesj@icloud
.com 

Please keep skybrook zoned to Cox Mill Elementary by supporting option 4 which provides longer 
term relief for cox mill as newer, high growth communities would be zoned to Odell where capacity 
is available. 

Jennifer 
Mcfarlane 

Jenpmcfarlane
@yahoo.com 

I strongly encourage Cropper GIS to support the elementary school option 4 that was presented on 
July 24.  Our communities were here first and helped establish these schools.  We are completely 
invested in these schools, communities and families. I believe that the new communities under 
development should go to Odell and keep the current communities Skybrook, Winding Walk and 
Highland creek in CMES. Clarke Creek is a natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox 
Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural boundary, there is no direct 
connection between any of the current Cox Mill neighborhoods and the Odell neighborhoods. For 
this reason, it makes sense to utilize Poplar Tent Rd as the feeder road to Odell, as proposed in ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary and keep the 4 neighborhoods to the south of Clarke Creek 
aligned to CMES.All neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this is a densely 
populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. 
The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, 
family, neighbors and caregivers homes.In ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would 
only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize 
Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children 
impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options. 
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Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

Purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

1) i am going to be the AllenMills community resident this year2) i am moving to this place as it is 
next to CMES and CHES3) Considering proximity (&lt; 0.2 miles from CMES) , avoiding traffic 
congestion ( if kids need to be transported to other school) and kids safety, i strongly recommend 
AllenMills community ro be included in CMES school zone.4) i strongly oppose the current 
elementary school zoning option#4 

Jennifer 
Tarkington 

jltarkington@g
mail.com 

I fully support option 4 which allows existing cox mill children, like Skybrook,  to remain at their 
school.  This option provides the stability that is in the best interest of our children as it is the only 
option that takes all the new, high-growth developments into account.  By districting this high 
growth area to Odell, it provides a longer-term cox mill. 

Sam 
Carpenter 

sam_carpenter
@bellsouth.net 

Please keep skybrook in Cox Mill Elementary by supporting option 4.  It provides long- term 
stability and capacity management for cox mill.  New, high density developments, which are 
currently not accounted for in attendance forecast, will be better served in Odell where the capacity 
exists to support them longer term. 

Laurie Allen Laurie.allen@ro
cketmail.com 

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/bloodofjerusalem 

Michael Long www.wachman
0506@gmail.co
m 

As a new Skybrook home owner with a 4 year old, we support keeping our community in Cox Mill 
through ES Option 4 (7/24). 
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Eugene Cheng ekcheng98@yah

oo.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Christine 
Cheng 

cpjkid@gmail.c
om 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Wasim Anwar wasim.anwar@

gmail.com 
Allen Mills must be in the Cox Mill school district. This is a new community and it did not have 
much voice until today, but residents that are under contract cannot believe that they may 
potentially be zoned out of the Cox Mills Elementary school zone. It makes no sense for the closest 
community to be zoned out, while others from many miles away well be bused in. The traffic 
problems that will be created on Cox Mill Road and poplar tent road with crossing traffic will create 
havoc for morning traffic. 

James Foley jdfoley2004@g
mail.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 

Jun Wang jun.wang@nano
diagtech.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Chad 
Fuhrman 

mrchadf@gmail
.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Michael 
Noftzger 

mnoftzger@gm
ail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Michael Noftzger635 Vega Street NWConcord, NC 28027 
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Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Saundra 
Lemon 

Saundra_lemon
@bellsouth.net 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 
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Vijay Appani vappani@gmail

.com 
I have now purchased house in allen mills community 0.3 miles away from Cox Mill Elementary 
school compared to 3 miles from Odell. I learned that there is possibility of rezoning schol. If my 
kids are going to odell, it is going to be too much traffic on the road during rush hours increasing 
commute time to work place also increase burden on the kids for the transit. Increasing traffic on 
poplar tent road is going to be problematic for many people . We cordially request to look into this 
when rezoning is considered. 

Vidhya Selvan Vidhya.guna84
@gmail.com 

We oppose option 4. We want cox mill school 

Sreedhar 
Somishetty 

somishetty@gm
ail.com 

Please keep christenbury community under COX Mill school. 

Krystal 
Kocher 

kmkocher71@g
mail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Shawnn 
Kocher 

kmkocher71@g
mail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Michael 
Kocher 

kmkocher71@g
mail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Kaushik V S kaushik_venkat
esan@yahoo.co
m 

Please consider feedback from Allen Mills Community Residents.We are aware of rezoning for Cox 
Mill Elementary School (CMES) only now.We are part of CMES and less than a mile away from 
school.We are part of CMES in all options except for Option 4.         Please drop option 4 and please 
consider our community feedback.We are 400+ homes in our community.It will save transportation 
issue for CMES as we are a mile away.If we have to go to W R Odell Elementary School,we have to 
travel 4 miles.         Please retain Allen Mills Community (Cox Mill Road) in CMES School Zone and 
drop option 4. 

Matthew 
Bailey 

mjbailey_01@ya
hoo.com 

I support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill Elementary with option 4, thank you. 
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Preston 
Mcghee 

pmcghee@he-
equipment.com 

We Support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 

Shirley 
Cruzado 

sestela21@yaho
o.com 

I understand the plan that CCS are trying to work on. As a parent of three children, one that has 
graduated from our local high school, I have lots of concern with moving my children out of 
Hickory Ridge. My husband and I moved to Founders Reserves community with the sole purpose of 
the best education for our children. We both sacrifice the heavy traffic on a weekly bases commuting 
to work, with the peace and joy that our children are receive a high-quality education. It breaks my 
heart to see that you are willing to move them to Jay M Robinson High School, when Hickory Ridge 
is our Harrisburg home zone. I respect the hard work that the teachers provided to the school but 
pulling out kids from HRH that is rated high makes no sense. Founder Reserve community parents 
want to voice our concerns with this move. You are willing to send them to a different city, different 
group of friends and environment to make thing work better for you. Our children need consistency 
and stability with their education and social growth. High school is so crucially for students and 
making a change will impact their future goals. My husband and I work so hard to maintain 
consistency for our children, so their education does not suffer due to any changes our social 
environment may face. I pray that you take in consideration how this will impact them emotionally 
and effect their education in the most crucial way. If we need to figure out transportation for our 
children, then we are willing to do so! I strongly ask that you do not change our home to from 
Hickory Ridge to Jay M Robinson!!! 

Steffany Ryan steffanyryan101
5@gmail.com 

As 15 year residents of Skybrook and 4 children that have attended Cox Mill - we support keeping 
Skybrook at Cox Mill.  We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 
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Aileen 
Mackall 

acoogen@yaho
o.com 

I am supporting ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during 
the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are my 
justifications in favor of ES Option 4 (7/24)for Cox Mill Elementary School. ‚óè All children in ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect 
continuity.‚óè In ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children 
impacted . One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.‚óè ES Option 4 
(7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment 
demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes. 

Misty Dunn misty.dunn@atr
iumhealth.org 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Prashanth 
Vayilla 

vayilla@gmail.c
om 

We recently purchased a home in Allen Mills. Proximity to Cox Mills schools was a major factor, 
which helped us make this decision. Leaving out Allen Mills from Cox Mill schools, which is less 
than 0.5 mile does n&#39;t make any logical sense to us. We strongly oppose Option 4. We hope you 
would understand our concerns. Also, please add Allen Mills to the list of options.Thanks! 

Sowmya 
Dudala 

sowmyagoud07
@gmail.com 

We recently purchased a home in Allen Mills. Proximity to Cox Mills schools was a major factor, 
which helped us make this decision. Leaving out Allen Mills from Cox Mill schools, which is less 
than 0.5 mile does n&#39;t make any logical sense to us. We strongly oppose Option 4. We hope you 
would understand our concerns.Thanks! 
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Ram Gutta helloram2011@

gmail.com 
We recently moved to Allen Mills all the way from Mooresville. Proximity to Cox Mills schools is a 
major factor for taking this decision. Leaving out Allen Mills from Cox Mill schools, which is less 
than 0.3 mile does n&#39;t make any logical sense to us. We strongly oppose Option 4. We hope you 
would understand our concerns and take a positive step for us.Thanks! 

Swetha 
Konanki 

swetha.k2011@
gmail.com 

We recently moved to Allen Mills all the way from Mooresville. Proximity to Cox Mills schools is a 
major factor for taking this decision. Leaving out Allen Mills from Cox Mill schools, which is less 
than 0.3 mile does n&#39;t make any logical sense to us. We strongly oppose Option 4. We hope you 
would understand our concerns and take a positive step for us.Thanks! 

Nizamuddin 
Mohammed 

nizamfantic@g
mail.com 

We came to Allen mills is due to Cox Mill Elementary School. now if we are asked to select the 
school that is far from our home leaving a school that is less than 0.3 miles, it becomes tougher for 
our work/life situation and this will cause additional traffic headache on the poplar tent road. 
Please have COX mill school for the Allen Mills subdivision. 

Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@
hotmail.com 

Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 
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Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h

otmail.com 
Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Curtis 
Mcclamrock 

cmcclamrock@
gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Amy 
Mcclamrock 

anmcclamrock
@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Shruthi 
Chandran 

Sruthee@hotma
il.com 

I bought a house in Allen Mills community due to its proximity to Coxmill schools. I went through 
the CCS Realignment study and I strongly OPPOSE the Option 4 which removes Allen Mills from 
Coxmill. And Odell school will make me and my kids go through traffic when Coxmill is just steps 
away from our home. I OPPOSE the Option4 

Bibin 
Chirukandath 
Anand 

bibincanand@h
otmail.com 

Coxmill ES is next to Allen Mills Community where i bought a home. I went through the CCS 
Realignment study and I strongly OPPOSE the ES Option 4 draft which removes Allen Mills from 
Coxmill. And the proposed Odell school will make me and my kids go through daily traffic when 
Coxmill is just steps away from our home. I OPPOSE the ES Option4 

Komal Kumar 
Kambala 

komalsst@gmai
l.com 

Please keep Allen Mills community part of the Cox Mill Elementary as it is 0.3 mile away and easy 
accessible. Even kids can go by walk. It&#39;s very convenient for parents to avoid traffic jams to 
drop the kids into the school. I am strongly opposing option 4(remoing Allen mills from Cox Mill 
Elementary). Request you all to consider Allen Mills resident&#39;s request to keep Cox Mill 
Elementary as part of our community. 

Sundararaj 
Monimaran 

monimaran@ya
hoo.com 

I am from allenmills community, since our home is .2 miles from cox mills elementary, I would like 
my kids to go to cox mills Thanks 
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Shannon 
Mcgill 

shanmcgill07@
gmail.com 

I&#39;m writing to voice my concern(s) about realignment for our children. We live in the 
Waterford Riverside neighborhood (off Shiloh Church Rd.) and currently have one child at Odell 
Primary and one at Odell Elementary. We moved to this area from NY about a year ago with 
education being our highest priority in finding a new home for our family. We chose this area 
because school rating were great and it was our understanding that realignment was not on the 
horizon. Our kids adjusted well to their new schools last year and we were extremely happy with 
our choice of area to live in. At the current time they would attend Odell, then Harris Rd, and Cox 
Mill HS. In reading through materials provided on this site and through discussion with neighbors 
with realignment it looks like our elementary and middle school would most likely stay the same 
but there is potential for our area to attend Northwest instead of Cox Mill. While I fully understand 
the growth in population in this area and the need for realignment, here is my main concern: 
Students in our area that attend Harris Rd Middle School would potentially have to move on to 
Northwest, this would be a small amount of students each year making a HUGE transition at a time 
when they are also experiencing many other changes in their lives. They would have to leave behind 
friends/supports they have had possibly since Kindergarten and form new friendships/supports. 
Thank you to all that are putting in the great work to help keep us informed and to make the best 
choices regarding the education of our children!! 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by.I might not 
have purchased house in Allen Mills if known that rezoning might happen for this sub division. We 
are against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
of money, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE 
OPTION #4 and Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our community, we take 
our parenting very seriously an aim to contribute to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT 
overrun it. Thank you! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g

mail.com 
I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
of money, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE 
OPTION #4 and Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our community, we take 
our parenting very seriously an aim to contribute to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT 
overrun it. Thank you! 

Ramakrishna 
Kandipati 

ramki.soatestin
g@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance (0.2 miles) to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in 
for many years to come. As we are about nearly closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my childrens&#39; school so 
that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. Also, from a commute 
standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from home. This means more 
time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus rides. Please take into 
deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our parenting very seriously 
and aim to contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Dustin 
Robinson 

dustinnpatti@g
mail.com 

'We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24)' 
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Sashi Torri sdtorri@gmail.c

om 
I am future resident of Allen Mills Subdivision. I would like to convey my serious concerns with ES 
Option 4. My desire is that Allen Mills Subdivision should stay with Cox Mill ES.While my family is 
super excited about our upcoming move to Allen Mills Subdivision on Aug-30, we are devastated to 
know about school rezoning proposal (CCS Student Realignment) - ES Option 4.It is disappointing 
to see our kids may not able to have the opportunity to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few blocks 
away from home. Instead they need to travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen 
Mills Subdivision with large investment after thorough research solely for the reason that it is in 
very close proximity to Cox Mill schools and our kids can attend  Cox Mill schools for sure, in spite 
of the fact that it is expensive compared to  other communities in the Concord area. Close Proximity 
should be a key criteria for the school rezoning so that students can attend school within least 
possible travel time.Students going to a school in the same community really improves the social 
bonding and neighborhood responsibility as well as safety.Another concern is potential growing 
traffic congestion on Popular Tent Road as well as Cox Mill Road due to the  ES Option 4. Allen 
Mills Subdivision students travelling to Odell school and other communities students coming to Cox 
Mill ES, will create unwanted increase in traffic. The traffic congestion will drastically reduce the 
transportation efficiency for both school buses and car riders.Therefore I sincerely request to drop 
the ES Option 4 and keep  Allen Mills Subdivision under Cox Mill ES zone.Thank you for your 
consideration! 
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Usha Thota usathota@gmail

.com 
My family will be moving to the Allen Mills community by this month end. We are very 
disappointed and concerned to hear the news about ES Option 4 that excludes Allen Mills 
community from Cox Mill ES zone. Please please do not do it!It is very disappointing to see our kids 
are not able to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few feets away from home, rather they need to 
travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen Mills for only reason that it is very 
close proximity to Cox Mill schools.Close Proximity must be the criteria for school zoning so that 
students can attend school within least possible travel distance. Another big concern is that traffic 
will increase significantly as Allen Mills students will be travelling to Odell school while 
neighborhood communities students will be coming to Cox Mill ES. So assigning schools that are 
closest to home community is best way to avoid traffic congestion.Please consider my request to 
drop the ES Option 4 so that keep the Allen Mills community will come under Cox Mill ES zone. 
Thank you for your consideration! 

Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

Hi, I oppose Option-4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in end of August because 
of the Cox Mill Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to 
have in Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Hi, I oppose Option-4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in end of August because 
of the Cox Mill Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to 
have in Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Scott Crowell scottbcrowell@
yahoo.com 

Skybrook has been an unrelenting and supportive partner with Cox Mill Elementary since its 
inception.  This has been sustained over the years in spite of staff changes and residence changes.  
This is instrumental to the community health for learning, quality of activities, financial support and 
fun!  As a 15 year resident of Skybrook i urge the community leaders to allow this alignment to 
remain for the future.  thank you 

Elyse Long Eml0724@bells
outh.net 

We support keeping Skybrook Cabarrus county  kids in Cox Mill Elementary. 
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Komal Kumar 
Kambala 

komalsst@gmai
l.com 

Please keep Allen Mills community part of the Cox Mill Elementary as it is 0.3 mile away and easy 
accessible. Even kids can go by walk. It&#39;s very convenient for parents to avoid traffic jams to 
drop the kids into the school. I am strongly opposing option 4(remoing Allen mills from Cox Mill 
Elementary). Request you all to consider Allen Mills resident&#39;s request to keep Cox Mill 
Elementary as part of our community. 

Monika 
Rejman 

mrejman@carol
ina.rr.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Monika RejmanWinding Walk Resident 

Srinadh 
Munipalli 

Srinadh.munip
alli@gmail.com 

Oppose option 4 

Daphnee 
Numa 

ddaph@optonli
ne.net 

I want my children to go to Harris Road Middle School and Cox Mill High School. My children 
name are: Derrick Numa, Satchelle Numa, Rabrielle Numa, and Kareem Saintville. My oldest 
daughter just graduated from Cox Mill High School and my son is already in Harris Road Middle 
School going to his second year. I do not want my children to change school. 

Meenakshi 
Loganathan 

mpara302@gma
il.com 

We live in Allen Mills community which is walkable to cox mill elementary, please dont rezone our 
community to odell school which is far away from our community. 
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Kerri Foret kkacnf@gmail.c

om 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Paramanandh
am 
Karunakaran 

paramm1206@g
mail.com 

We live in Allen Mills community which is walkable to cox mill elementary, please dont rezone our 
community to odell school which is far away from our community. 

Tiffany Carver Tiffanycarver@
me.com 

Cedarvale farms wants our schools designations to stay the same! 

Daphnee 
Numa 

ddaph@optonli
ne.net 

To whom it may concern,I m writing to let you know that my children, Derrick Numa, Rabrielle 
Numa, Satchelle Numa, and Kareem Saintville are all in Cabarrus County school district right now. 
This change will result in them having to be on the bus ride to school for 45 mins which will only 
result in the kids being exhausted everyday. This will effect their academic performance. My son 
Derrick is already at Harris Road Middle School going into the seventh grade. Now you are sending 
us to a school that is already crowded. What is the point of moving us to a school that has the same 
problem as us right now? 
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Johnson 
Athial 

jpathial@yahoo.
com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Asha Athial joeasha@yahoo.
com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Cameron Lee Cameron.b.lee
@gmail.com 

We support keeping the skybrook community at Cox Mill Elementary using option 4. This option is 
the best option for our community and surrounding area because it keeps loyal and supportive 
developments aligned with the values and standards shared by COx Mill Elementary. 

Kathy 
Simulcik 

Kasimulcik@g
mail.com 

I  Moved to this location so my children were able to attend Hickory middle and Hickory high I do 
not want to be redistricted! 
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Amanda 
Finlon 

amandafinlon@
gmail.com 

I am a member of the Christenbury community and moved to this neighborhood because of the 
community involvement with Cox Mill Elementary.  We can see the elementary school from our 
front porch in the winter months and my children play sports with Odell Rec behind the school.  As 
my children have already started school there and have made many friends that live throughout 
Christenbury, I strongly feel that the entire Christenbury neighborhood should remain zoned to Cox 
Mill.  Thank you. 

Rachel Sfera Rachelsfera@g
mail.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Manuel 
Sanchez 

manuel.sanchez
.78@hotmail.co
m 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 
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Larissa 
Mervin 

lmervin12@gm
ail.com 

Thank you for taking the time to work on this difficult task. I would respectfully ask that you would 
vote against draft 1. The Farm at Riverpointe is currently assigned to Odell (Primary and 
Elementary), Harris Rd. Middle, and Cox Mill High. We'd prefer it to stay that way; however if you 
insist on removing us from Cox Mill High, we'd ask that you at least keep us at Harris Rd. Middle. 
According to the study criteria you've released, it appears you look at various factors in making 
your decisions. One of those factors is close proximity. The children at the Farm at Riverpointe are 
significantly closer to Harris Rd. than we are Northwest Cabarrus. Some of us also have multiple 
kids in different grades, some of who would be attending Odell right next to Harris Rd. So it would 
not make sense for us to have to drop off/pick up in two parts of town. Another factor is to 
maximize busing efficiencies. Due to the proximity, it'd be much easier to bus our children from 
Harris Rd. than Northwest Cabarrus. You're looking at a 10 min bus ride versus a 30 min bus ride. 
Surely the 30 min bus ride does not benefit any children and decreases productivity/available 
homework and family time. Finally, one of the factors I'd ask you to consider is the impact to our 
students. Our neighborhood has already been realigned once in recent years, simply to return back 
Odell. Now you're considering switching us again. That is not minimizing impact; it's increasing the 
impact on them. For all the aforementioned reasons, I'd ask that you preferably consider a draft that 
keeps The Farm at Riverpointe at our current schools (Odell, Harris Rd, and Cox Mill High) but that 
if you insist on one of the current drafts, that you would vote against draft 1 so that we could at least 
stay at Harris Rd. Middle and minimize the impact somewhat. Thank you for your consideration. 

Cristy Lee cheath_83@hot
mail.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 
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Satish 
Vankineni 

laksat99@yahoo
.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Geetha 
Vallabhaneni 

  Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Ramakrishna   Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 

Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Satish 
Dadamudi 

  Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 
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Vijaya   Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 

Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Sabrina Kemp beanspishak@g
mail.com 

I am very concerned about the proposed rezoning for Cox Mill Elementery School. The reason we 
moved to Christenbury before our son started kindergarten was so that he could attend Cox Mill. 
He is going into 5th grade, and my daughter will be in 1st. We love our neighborhood and we live 
our school. I know that a ton of houses and apartments are being built now, but I would feel much 
better if existing CMES families aren't penalized for that. Thank you for your consideration. 

Shraddha 
Kulkarni 

Shraddha_sri@
yahoo.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Prasanth 
Ponnamthodi
yil 

prasanthp_00@
yahoo.co.in 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Smitha 
Sukumaran 

smitha.sukuma
ran@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Michele 
Teague 

Michelechelaru
@yahoo.com 

I really can not believe that we are going through this process again! We built our house specifically 
on the Cabarrus side of Skybrook so that my children could attend Cox Mill Elem School 11 years 
ago! Skybrook is an integral part of Cox Mill Elem. The amount of time and resources poured into 
that school have been done happily, knowing that it would benefit my children and those of our 
friends and neighbors. To remove Skybrook from Cox Mill Elem is a slap in the face and telling us 
that the relationships that we have fostered over the years with the teachers and administration at 
that school do not matter! We highly support keeping Skybrook in the Cox Mill Elem district and 
encourage you to evaluate the priorities that build a school community. 

Umamaheswa
ra Bandi 

umbandi@gmai
l.com 

Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. Thank you so much 
the time you have put into this project and thank you for your consideration. 
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Jey 
Subramanian 

jey@saiash.com WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Chris West Chriswest1980
@yahoo.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 

Tonia 
Fairbanks 

Ctf021498@aol.
com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24). 

Angela Beirne ambeirne@gma
il.com 

I support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24). 

Jennifer 
Elsishans 

jen.elsishans@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Chuck 
Thompson 

dzlradio@yaho
o.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores
@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai

l.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

Purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

I am going to be the resident of AllenMills community in a couple of months and the primary reason 
for moving into AllenMills is it is next to CMES .Because of proximity, safety of kids and reducing 
the traffic congestion, i strongly encourage the board to include AllenMills as part of CMES 
zone.Given that, i seriously oppose the current elementary school zoning option #4 

Saujanya 
Aryal 

sajjuaryal@gma
il.com 

Allen Mills community for cox mill school. Please scratch option 4 where proposal to have Allen 
Mills community in a different school zone than Cox Mill. It does not make sense. 
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Yamini 
Vundavalli 

yaminirao90@y
ahoo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
om 

We are opposing Option 4 and need to include Allen mills community to Cox mill elementary 
school 

Naresh 
Tatikonda 

nareshb.tatikon
da@gmail.com 

Oppose Option 4 for Allen Mills and Cox Mill Elementary school.Allen Mills is next door to CMES 
and moving Allen Mill out of CMES will cause lot of traffic issues to the already busy congested 
roads. 

Nennette 
Costes 

ncostes@threale
state.com 

I am from Christenbury area (Christenbury Glenn) and would like to know how we can work 
together to raise my concern for our community which is barely a mile away from both CoxMill 
Elementary and CoxMill HIgh school and do not agree with the recent rezoning propositions. 
Proximity wise - our neighborhood is just a mile from the school and it is very concerning how 
rezoning studies are being done with proposals of neighborhood within the mile radius is being 
moved to farther areas and locations.  We hope that this concern will be reconsidered and looking 
forward working with your group on this.Thank you - Nennette Costes 
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Srinivasa 
Chereddi 

srinivasakch@y
ahoo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Lakshmi 
Chitipotu 

lakshmipch@ya
hoo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Prasad 
Pothineni 

pprasad@yaho
o.co.in 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Ratnakar 
Reddy Gottam 

ratnakarg07@g
mail.com 

Hello my name is RATNAKAR GOTTAM, purchased house in Allen mills thinking my kid can go 
to cox mill elementary school, but now it looks like with rezoning option 4, allen mills will be out of 
cox mill elementary school zone, to which we oppose option 4, because allen mills is like.2 miles to 
cox mill elementary school, and moving allen mills community to Odell school will increase the 
traffic on poplar tent road, and if we consider natural boundary like communities on Cox mills road 
attending cox mills school makes more sense with traffic being major concern. Please consider this 
while rezoning. Me and my family strongly oppose option 4.-- 
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Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 
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Amy Martin amy.martin@fo

x.com 
Our family lives in the Farm at Riverpointe subdivision. I know that decisions have been made to 
move the subdivision to NWHS. I would like to offer my opinion on the proposed plan to move our 
kids out of Harris Road Middle - I see no benefit of moving the kids out of HRMS because it is in 
close proximity to our neighborhood...an eight minute drive with traffic. There is no need to bus to a 
school 30 minutes away. Since we are moving to NWMS...I would prefer option B and C because 
other close neighborhoods would be included in the move to NWHS. Your criteria mentions that 
want to divide a large enough population of the students so that they can continue to the next level 
with familiar faces. Without moving other subdivisions...you are moving our kids out of their friend 
zones. 

Deborah 
Malagisi 

deborah.malagi
si1@gmail.com 

Hi, I am a Skybrook homeowner and I&#39;ve had children in CMES since 2005 (my youngest is 
entering 3rd grade).  I fully support keeping Skybrook in CMES through ES Option 4. 

Kiran 
Mahendarkar 
Prabhakar 

Kiran.mahenda
rkar@daimler.c
om 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Sapna Jairaj Sapna.jairaj@g
mail.com 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

The Bexley apartments (PB 8)beside Walmart are being rezoned to Cox Mill for Option 4, they 
currently go to Carl Furr, when writing the response provide a solution for the committee and say 
we are recommending PB 10( Allen Mills) be zoned for cox mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, bus 
efficiency and reduce traffic on the already congested Poplar tent and Harris Rd. To offset adding 
PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, 
further reducing the number of students impacted. 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

The Bexley apartments (PB 8)beside Walmart are being rezoned to Cox Mill for Option 4, they 
currently go to Carl Furr, when writing the response provide a solution for the committee and say 
we are recommending PB 10( Allen Mills) be zoned for cox mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, bus 
efficiency and reduce traffic on the already congested Poplar tent and Harris Rd. To offset adding 
PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, 
further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz
ero.com 

The Bexley apartments (PB 8)beside Walmart are being rezoned to Cox Mill for Option 4, they 
currently go to Carl Furr, when writing the response provide a solution for the committee and say 
we are recommending PB 10( Allen Mills) be zoned for cox mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, bus 
efficiency and reduce traffic on the already congested Poplar tent and Harris Rd. To offset adding 
PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, 
further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Drew Lazarus Dwl427@yahoo
.com 

We support keeping a Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24). 

Ashley Ligon ashley.ligon@g
mail.com 

My name is Ashley Ligon and I&#39;m responding to the rezoning option 4.  Please consider 
moving PB 10 (Allen Mills subdivision) back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 4. Due to 
the proximity to Cox Mill Elementary school, bus use efficiency and reducing traffic on the already 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd; PB 10 logistically and geographically makes more sense 
attending Cox Mill ES rather than Odell ES.  To offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill ES, we propose 
putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of student 
impacted.  Thank you so much for your time and consideration. 

Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Hi, I oppose Option-4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the 
Cox Mill Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in 
Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

Hi, I oppose Option-4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the 
Cox Mill Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in 
Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills 
community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 
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Fred Dotson sd113@hotmail.

com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration.Sincerely,Winding Walk Owners 

Korin Borruso korinborruso@
gmail.com 

We live in Waterford on the Rocky River off Shiloh Church Road and would like OPTION 1.Odell, 
Harris MS and Cox Mill HS 
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Sashi Torri sdtorri@gmail.c

om 
I am future resident of Allen Mills Subdivision. I would like to convey my serious concerns with ES 
Option 4. My desire is that Allen Mills Subdivision should stay with Cox Mill ES.While my family is 
super excited about our upcoming move to Allen Mills Subdivision on Aug-30, we are devastated to 
know about school rezoning proposal (CCS Student Realignment) - ES Option 4.It is disappointing 
to see our kids may not able to have the opportunity to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few blocks 
away from home. Instead they need to travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen 
Mills Subdivision with large investment after thorough research solely for the reason that it is in 
very close proximity to Cox Mill schools and our kids can attend  Cox Mill schools for sure, in spite 
of the fact that it is expensive compared to  other communities in the Concord area.Close Proximity 
should be a key criteria for the school rezoning so that students can attend school within least 
possible travel time.Students going to a school in the same community really improves the social 
bonding and neighborhood responsibility as well as safety.Another concern is potential growing 
traffic congestion on Popular Tent Road as well as Cox Mill Road due to the  ES Option 4. Allen 
Mills Subdivision students travelling to Odell school and other communities students coming to Cox 
Mill ES, will create unwanted increase in traffic. The traffic congestion will drastically reduce the 
transportation efficiency for both school buses and car riders.Therefore I sincerely request to drop 
the ES Option 4 and keep  Allen Mills Subdivision under Cox Mill ES zone.Thank you for your 
consideration! 
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Usha Thota usathota@gmail

.com 
My family will be moving to the Allen Mills community by this month end. We are very 
disappointed and concerned to hear the news about ES Option 4 that excludes Allen Mills 
community from Cox Mill ES zone. Please please do not do it!It is very disappointing to see our kids 
are not able to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few feets away from home, rather they need to 
travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen Mills for only reason that it is very 
close proximity to Cox Mill schools.Close Proximity must be the criteria for school zoning so that 
students can attend school within least possible travel distance. Another big concern is that traffic 
will increase significantly as Allen Mills students will be travelling to Odell school while 
neighborhood communities students will be coming to Cox Mill ES. So assigning schools that are 
closest to home community is best way to avoid traffic congestion.Please consider my request to 
drop the ES Option 4 so that keep the Allen Mills community will come under Cox Mill ES zone. 
Thank you for your consideration! 

Satish Gutta gsnsatish@yaho
o.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Jayasree Gutta gjayasree14@ya

hoo.com 
WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Jaya Gutta Gjayasree14@y
ahoo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 in the realignment of Cabarrus county elementary schools 
which would send children living in Allen Mills neighborhood to Odell elementary school rather 
than to cox mill elementary school which is located just 0.3 miles away from Allen Mills. Odell 
elementary is located miles away from Allen Mills requiring our children to be bussed away from 
cox mill elementary to Odell not only increasing traffic on cox mill rd but tripling traffic on the 
already busy and dangerous poplar tent rd. Poplar tent rd is very congested especially during 
school drop off and pick up times due to the international school located on poplar tent rd.  By 
sending Allen Mills children to Odell elementary you will be increasing the north bound traffic with 
busses and cars from Allen Mills while also increasing the southbound traffic with cars and busses 
transporting children from neighborhoods off of Harris rd to cox mill.  Cars and busses transporting 
from Harris rd to cox mill elementary will pass Allen Mills neighborhood in order to get to school; 
this does not make any sence and is a safety issue for our children.  In addition, I feel it is important 
to keep neighborhoods together and by choosing option 4 it would be causing a neighborhood off of 
Harris rd that already partially attends Odell to continue to be split sending some to Odell and some 
to cox mill elementary. Please keep Allen Mills at Cox mill elementary school by voting down 
option 4. Please keep the neighborhood that is located closest to cox mill elementary school 
attending Cox Mill Elementary school. Thank you so much for your attention to this matter. 

Julia Anthony juliatony@hotm
ail.com 

It is ridiculous that Christenbury residents will be rezoned from a school that is approximately one 
mile away to a school that is a 15-20 minute drive away. This rezoning will have a huge negative 
impact on our neighborhood. 
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Heather 
Arrowood 

heatherarrowoo
d4@aol.com 

To the Realignment Commitee, as a resident of Valhalla Subdivision in Harrisburg, I've expressed 
my concern for continuing to push us out of Harrisburg for school. Our main concern is middle and 
high school. These years in a kid's life are SO incredibly crucial - it's when most experience their first 
heartbreak, their first true friendship built that will last many years, school spirit and a sense of 
community is formed, and unfortunately, peer pressure, bullying, and unacceptance. Valhalla is a 
very small, established community in Harrisburg. We are one of the furthest points of the Cabarrus 
County line before going into Charlotte. The average age of these established homes in our 
neighborhood is retirement age. The realignment is barely effected by children in our neighborhood. 
Keeping us within Harrisburg schools would not effect your bottom line, but moving them from a 
middle school in Harrisburg and then to their rival high school for high school could be detrimental. 
We (school administration, coaches, teachers, parents) preach community and school spirit really 
starting in middle school when kids are allowed to play school sports, join clubs, etc. How can we 
expect this when the kids could possibly be ripped out of their 'home school system' and forced to 
attend their rival high school in another city?  It simply makes no sense, especially with how our 
small subdivision would barely effect your bottom line, to have our kids attend HiRMS and not 
attend the high school in the same parking lot. Please scratch options 3-4b and come up with an 
option for our subdivision to attend both HiRMS and HRHS. Option 1 and 2 is best for us, but from 
the looks of the complaints of larger subdivisions, more options were made to suit them. Our ask is 
to simply stay in Harrisburg with our small group of school age kids. Thank you for your time and 
attention. 

Vamsheedhar 
Devarishati 

Vdevarishati@g
mail.com 

I am from Allen mills and My kids are going to cox mills elementary this year .i am opposing option 
4 which will realign the school 

Arathi Bidar arathibidar@g
mail.com 

Please do not rezone Allen mills from Cox mill 

Navin 
Dundigalla 

ndundigalla@g
mail.com 

Do not remove Allen mills community from Cox mills 
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Paramanandh
am 
Karunakaran 

paramanand82
@gmail.com 

we are recommending PB 10( Allen Mills) be zoned for cox mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, bus 
efficiency and reduce traffic on the already congested Poplar tent and Harris Rd. To offset adding 
PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, 
further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Srinadh 
Munipalli 

Srinadh.munip
alli@gmail.com 

Allen mills PB10 opposing option 4 

Anandh 
Veluchamy 
Chandrasekar
an 

anandh.v.c@gm
ail.com 

I am from Allenmills community (PB 10). As per option 4 our neighborhood is exclude from Cox 
Mill. Please request you to other fo so and reconsider the same 

Pradeep 
Vallala 

vprao14@gmail
.ocm 

We are residents of Allen Mills(PB 10) and we are opposing Option 4 , which excludes our 
community from Cox Mill. I would like my kids to attend Cox Mill elementary and high schools. My 
kids schooling at Cox Mills is a reason that compelled me to purchase a house and settle down in 
Allen Mills community. 

Meher Fahmi meher0212@gm
ail.com 

I'm from the Allen Mills community (PB10 ) and oppose option 4 . I request you to let Allen Mills be 
Under Cox Mill 

Pradeep Pola Pradeep.pola@
gmail.com 

I strongly oppose option 4 which excludes AllenMills from cox mill school 
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Ram Gutta helloram2011@

gmail.com 
We have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox Mill 
Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking distance 
to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many years to 
come. We closed our dream home last week, we find out about the Option 4 reassignment plan. I am 
DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All neighborhoods that reasonably 
surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children there. This creates a stronger 
connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all of our children to grow 
together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future childrens&#39; school so that I 
could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. Also, from a commute 
standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from home. This means more 
time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus rides. Please take into 
deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our parenting very seriously 
and aim to contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it.'We strictly OPPOSE option 4. We are 
just 0.3 miles away from the cox mill and so dont want to travel miles to any other school causing 
increased traffic. 

Kiran 
Mahendarkar 
Prabhakar 

Kiran.mahenda
rkar@daimler.c
om 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Sapna Jairaj Sapna.jairaj@g
mail.com 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 
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Swetha 
Konanki 

swetha.k2011@
gmail.com 

We recently moved to Allen Mills all the way from Mooresville. Proximity to Cox Mills schools is a 
major factor for taking this decision. Leaving out Allen Mills from Cox Mill schools, which is less 
than 0.3 mile does n&#39;t make any logical sense to us. We strongly oppose Option 4. We hope you 
would understand our concerns and take a positive step for us.Thanks! 

Purushothama 
Ponugoti 

ppriict@gmail.c
om 

PB 10 Cox Mill for Allen Mills communityOpposing  to OPTION 4 

Maha 
Krishnamurth
y 

mailtomaha@g
mail.com 

I recently moved into Allen Mills community on Cox Mill Road adjacent to Cox Mill Elementary 
Schoo(CMES).Community is 0.3 miles from CMES.Next year my kid is eligible to join CMES.      Just 
now,came to know that there is a rezoning exercise in Cox Mill Elementary School and Allen Mills 
will be out of CMES if Option 4 is implemented.It would be extremely bad for community which is 
just 0.3 miles from CMES school.Also,transportation would become tough for Allen Mills if it is 
moved to W R Odell Elementary School (kid travels 4 miles).         There will be 400 + families in 
Allen Mills by next year and please drop the idea of moving Allen Mills out of CMES.Please drop 
option 4 and retain Allen Mills in Cox Mill Elementary School zone.This way it will easy for CMES 
Transporation and also easier for community residents. 

Kavitha 
Ponugoti 

kavithan929@g
mail.com 

PB10 COX MILL FOR ALLEN MILLSOPPOSE - OPTION 4 

Ananya 
Ponugoti 

ppurushotam1
@gmail.com 

PB10 , COX MILL FOR ALLEN MILLSOPPOSING - OPTION 4 

Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of the realignment of PB10 (allen mills subdivision) away from cox mill 
elementary school (currently option 4). This realignment would cause increased traffic on an already 
congested Poplar tent road creating a safety issue for our children. Allen Mills subdivision is the 
closest neighborhood (0.3mi) to cox mill elementary school and logistically does not make sense to 
send our children to an elementary school 3x the distance. Please consider keeping PB10 with cox 
mill elementary school. 

David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz
ero.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Naresh 
Tatikonda 

nareshb.tatikon
da@gmail.com 

Allen Mills(PB10) - Opposing option 4 which excludes our neighborhood from Cox Mill.We are 
recommending PB10(Allen Mills) be zoned for cox mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, bus efficiency 
and reduce traffic on the already congested Popular Tent and Harris Rd. To offset adding PB10 back 
to Cox Mill , we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned , further reducing 
the number of students impacted 

Himabindu 
Manasa 
Chandolu 

himabinduman
asa@gmail.com 

Allen Mills(PB10) - Opposing option 4 which excludes our neighborhood from Cox Mill.We are 
recommending PB10(Allen Mills) be zoned for cox mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, bus efficiency 
and reduce traffic on the already congested Popular Tent and Harris Rd. To offset adding PB10 back 
to Cox Mill , we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned , further reducing 
the number of students impacted 
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Carolena 
Barringer 

carolenabarring
er@gmail.com 

We are supporting ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee 
during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our 
justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both 
neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would 
initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population 
would immediately decline due to the maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year 
plan, the school would eventually be under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding 
Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development 
that could impact student numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up 
ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the 
school would be extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell 
(Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 
(7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under 
construction/in development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are 
within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The 
neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via 
Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods 
allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers 
homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more 
efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of 
Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural boundary, there is no direct connection between any of 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 
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Nizamuddin 
Mohammed 

nizamfantic@g
mail.com 

We put in all our dreams to have a home close to school and hence went to Allen Mills which has 
neraby COX Mill Elementary school. With school in the walkable distance not being given 
preference and asking the parents and the kids to drive all the way till the school which is on the 
other side of the city. We wanted to have a nearby school as we can pick and drop school to kids 
due to our nature of work and this helps us in balancing kids school and our work/life. With us 
moving to different school is a demotivating step for us. Except option 4 presented in the planning 
we should be good with other options. I understand if the schools is not nearby and the planners are 
asking us to shift to another school but which is not the case at all in our situation as we have school 
next door. 

Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Lorraine 
Manion 

lmanion1130@g
mail.com 

We have lived in the Cox Mills District for over 11 years and sold our home a few years ago and 
sacrificed like crazy to find another home in the Cox Mill District. There were an abundance of 
houses and land OUTSIDE the Cox Mill School district that we could have easily chose from. 
However, since the schools were so good in Cox Mill and all our kid&#39;s friends were there, we 
waited, rented and sacrificed for over 2 years before being able to find something in Cox Mill.  The 
amount of building within the Cox Mills District has been unbelievable in the last 2 years and is 
causing alot of this realignment of current boundary map.    Our vote is for south of Odell School 
Road to be Harris Road Middle School (Map 2,3,4) and South of Odell School Road to be Cox Mill 
High School (no current maps showing this).  Why hasn&#39;t anyone touched on Odell School 
Road as a boundary line for realignment? 

Venkat Puram pvnreddyiict@g
mail.com 

Cox mill for Allen MillsPB10Opposing option 4 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

I  going to be the resident of AllenMills community in a couple of months and the primary reason 
for moving into AllenMills is it is next to CMES .Because of proximity, safety of kids and reducing 
the traffic congestion, i strongly encourage the board to include AllenMills as part of CMES 
zone.Given that, i seriously oppose the current elementary school zoning option #4 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 

Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g
mail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 
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Jason Bailey jlbailey.web@g

mail.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com1 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com1 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 

Meenakshi 
Loganathan 

mpara302@gma
il.com 

I live in Allen Mills and cox mill elementary is in close proximity to Allen Mills and walkable. I 
stand against option 4 rezoning. 

Paramanandh
am 
Karunakaran 

paramanand82
@gmail.com 

I live in Allen Mills and cox mill elementary is in close proximity to Allen Mills and walkable. I 
stand against option 4 rezoning. 

Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community (PB10) in end of August because of the Cox Mill 
Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill 
Elementary school for our kids. So I oppose option 4.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen 
Mills community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 
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Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community (PB10) in end of August because of the Cox Mill 
Elementary School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill 
Elementary school for our kids. So I oppose option 4.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen 
Mills community for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Narayana 
Ashwathappa 

narayan.murth
y@gmail.com 

Disapproving Option #3: Winding walk community deserves to be in the cox mill elementary school 
district. Just because a neighboring community (which is further away from winding walk)  ask the 
other to be excluded it should not be considered. Skybrook has two options between mecklenburg 
county and cabarrus county, but not winding walk. 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

Purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

I  going to be the resident of AllenMills community in a couple of months and the primary reason 
for moving into AllenMills is it is next to CMES .Because of proximity, safety of kids and reducing 
the traffic congestion, i strongly encourage the board to include AllenMills as part of CMES 
zone.Given that, i seriously oppose the current elementary school zoning option #4 

Richard 
Medina 

medina2521@g
mail.com 

Founders Reserve Community. We agree with option 1 or option 2. Geographically, our community 
is much closer to Harrisburg ES, Hickory Ridge MS, and Hickory Ridge HS. 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Ravikanth R 
Kosanam 

ravi.bobby@hot
mail.com 

we recently bought home in Allen Mill community  my kid will be attending cox mill elementary as 
its .5 mile from community , it will be helpfull to keep it the same wY thats one of the reson we 
bought home with a high price ,Any help will be greatly affect our lives to attend Cox mill 
elementary 
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Michelle 
Perkins 

bmischvus@ya
hoo.com 

My husband and I specifically chose the Glen Grove neighborhood because the children would go to 
Hickory Ridge Middle and High. We got them involved in Jr. Bulls Cheerleading camps, started 
going to some football games...too encourage a sense of spirit, community, identity. Now, I 
understand our neighborhood is on the line. While my girls are still in elementary, we take their 
education VERY seriously. They are still in elementary school as arising 3rd and 5th grader. Thus, 
by the time this hits, it will greatly effect them. While a new, state of the art school is alluring, my 
first choice is to keep them zoned to go to HRMS &amp; HRHS. My second choices include those 
which have them go to J.N. Fries Middle and the new West Cabarrus HS. 

David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz
ero.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 

Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g
mail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 
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John Perkins johnsperk@yah

oo.com 
My wife and I specifically chose the Glen Grove neighborhood because the children would go to 
Hickory Ridge Middle and High. We got them involved in Jr. Bulls Cheerleading camps, started 
going to some football games...to encourage a sense of spirit, community, identity. Now, I 
understand our neighborhood is on the line. We take their education VERY seriously. They are still 
in elementary school as arising 3rd and 5th grader. Thus, by the time this hits, it will greatly effect 
them. While a new, state of the art school is alluring, my first choice is to keep them zoned to go to 
HRMS &amp; HRHS. My second choices include those which have them go to J.N. Fries Middle and 
the new West Cabarrus HS. 

Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 in the realignment of Cabarrus county elementary schools 
which would send children living in Allen Mills neighborhood (PB 10)to Odell elementary school 
rather than to cox mill elementary school which is located on the same road just 0.3 miles away from 
Allen Mills. Odell elementary is located miles away from Allen Mills requiring our children to be 
bussed away from cox mill elementary to Odell not only increasing traffic on cox mill rd but tripling 
traffic on the already busy and dangerous poplar tent rd. Poplar tent rd is very congested especially 
during school drop off and pick up times due to the international school located on poplar tent rd.  
By sending Allen Mills children to Odell elementary you will be increasing the north bound traffic 
with busses and cars from Allen Mills while also increasing the southbound traffic with cars and 
busses transporting children from neighborhoods off of Harris rd to cox mill.  Cars and busses 
transporting from Harris rd to cox mill elementary will pass Allen Mills neighborhood in order to 
get to school; this does not make any sence and is a safety issue for our children.  In addition, I feel it 
is important to keep neighborhoods together and by choosing option 4 it would be causing a 
neighborhood off of Harris rd that already partially attends Odell to continue to be split sending 
some to Odell and some to cox mill elementary. Please keep Allen Mills at Cox mill elementary 
school by voting down option 4. Please keep the neighborhood that is located closest to cox mill 
elementary school attending Cox Mill Elementary school. Thank you so much for your attention to 
this matter. 
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Suresh 
Chalasani 

chalasani9@gm
ail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Chandana 
Chalasani 

chalasani29@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Melissa 
Orosco 

melissa.orosco
@alumni.duke.
edu 

I agree with the ES option 4 proposal from 7/24/18.  Which brings Odell to 92% capacity creating 
capacity for the new developments under construction.  This plan also maximizes bussing 
efficiencies which not only saves money but is good for the environment. Finally, option 4 Cox Mill 
would only have 40 children impacted. The children should be our largest concern. 
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Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Kiran 
Mahendarkar 

Kiran.mahenda
rkar@daimler.c
om 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Sapna Jairaj sapna.jairaj@g
mail.com 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
om 

Opposing option 4 and include Allen Mills community to Cox Mill elementary school 

Purushothama 
Ponugoti 

ppriict@gmail.c
om 

Oppose option 4PB10 Cox mill for Allen Mills 

Kavitha 
Ponugoti 

Kavithan929@g
mail.com 

PB 10 Cox mill for Allen MillsOppose option 4 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 
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Sashi Torri sdtorri@gmail.c

om 
I am future resident of Allen Mills Subdivision. I would like to convey my serious concerns with ES 
Option 4. My desire is that Allen Mills Subdivision should stay with Cox Mill ES. While my family is 
super excited about our upcoming move to Allen Mills Subdivision on Aug-30, we are devastated to 
know about school rezoning proposal (CCS Student Realignment) - ES Option 4. It is disappointing 
to see our kids may not able to have the opportunity to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few blocks 
away from home. Instead they need to travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen 
Mills Subdivision with large investment after thorough research solely for the reason that it is in 
very close proximity to Cox Mill schools and our kids can attend  Cox Mill schools for sure, in spite 
of the fact that it is expensive compared to  other communities in the Concord area. Close Proximity 
should be a key criteria for the school rezoning so that students can attend school within least 
possible travel time. Students going to a school in the same community really improves the social 
bonding and neighborhood responsibility as well as safety. Another concern is potential growing 
traffic congestion on Popular Tent Road as well as Cox Mill Road due to the  ES Option 4. Allen 
Mills Subdivision students travelling to Odell school and other communities students coming to Cox 
Mill ES, will create unwanted increase in traffic. The traffic congestion will drastically reduce the 
transportation efficiency for both school buses and car riders. Therefore I sincerely request to drop 
the ES Option 4 and keep  Allen Mills Subdivision under Cox Mill ES zone. Thank you for your 
consideration! 
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Usha Thota usathota@gmail

.com 
My family will be moving to the Allen Mills community by this month end. We are very 
disappointed and concerned to hear the news about ES Option 4 that excludes Allen Mills 
community from Cox Mill ES zone. Please please do not do it!It is very disappointing to see our kids 
are not able to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few feets away from home, rather they need to 
travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen Mills for only reason that it is very 
close proximity to Cox Mill schools.Close Proximity must be the criteria for school zoning so that 
students can attend school within least possible travel distance. Another big concern is that traffic 
will increase significantly as Allen Mills students will be travelling to Odell school while 
neighborhood communities students will be coming to Cox Mill ES. So assigning schools that are 
closest to home community is best way to avoid traffic congestion.Please consider my request to 
drop the ES Option 4 so that keep the Allen Mills community will come under Cox Mill ES zone. 
Thank you for your consideration! 

Sapna Jairaj sapna.jairaj@da
imler.com 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Kiran 
Mahendarkar 

Kiran.mahenda
rkar@daimler.c
om 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 
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Kenneth Foret kenforitco@gm

ail.com 
Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to 
Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our children to go to school 
with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by 
the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk community to use the already 
congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If 
you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill 
Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at 
Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. We 
understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we are a maturing neighborhood and 
the number of elementary aged students will go down over the next 10 years. 

Wendy Blake wendybnc@gm
ail.com 

My name is Wendy Blake. I live on Harburn Forest Drive in Highland Creek. I am writing to inform 
you of a concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map. Planning 
Block 77 separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of Elrond 
Drive and its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of the Highland Creek 
subdivision. Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding 
Walk subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. As you can see 
in the attached pictures, that small portion of Rivendell is a connecting road, without any houses on 
it, and there are signs indicating that you&#39;ve entered a different subdivision. The border 
between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling 
Leaf Road (in Winding Walk) as seen by the red line on the attached map. We are requesting that 
Elrond Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with their neighbors in Highland 
Creek.Thank you! 
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Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 in the realignment of Cabarrus county elementary schools 
which would send children living in Allen Mills neighborhood (PB 10)to Odell elementary school 
rather than to cox mill elementary school which is located on the same road just 0.3 miles away from 
Allen Mills. Odell elementary is located miles away from Allen Mills requiring our children to be 
bussed away from cox mill elementary to Odell not only increasing traffic on cox mill rd but tripling 
traffic on the already busy and dangerous poplar tent rd. Poplar tent rd is very congested especially 
during school drop off and pick up times due to the international school located on poplar tent rd.  
By sending Allen Mills children to Odell elementary you will be increasing the north bound traffic 
with busses and cars from Allen Mills while also increasing the southbound traffic with cars and 
busses transporting children from neighborhoods off of Harris rd to cox mill.  Cars and busses 
transporting from Harris rd to cox mill elementary will pass Allen Mills neighborhood in order to 
get to school; this does not make any sence and is a safety issue for our children.  In addition, I feel it 
is important to keep neighborhoods together and by choosing option 4 it would be causing a 
neighborhood off of Harris rd that already partially attends Odell to continue to be split sending 
some to Odell and some to cox mill elementary. Please keep Allen Mills at Cox mill elementary 
school by voting down option 4. Please keep the neighborhood that is located closest to cox mill 
elementary school attending Cox Mill Elementary school. Thank you so much for your attention to 
this matter. 

Cara Wells cwellsunc@yah
oo.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES option 4 (7/24). 

Jarrod Wells jwells789@yaho
o.com 

We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES option 4 (7/24). 

Clarinda 
Nunn 

Remycpc@aol.c
om 

Please keep Winding Walk community together and keep it zoned for Cox Mill Elementary School. I 
have a son currently in the Mandarin Immersion program, which will allow us to continue at the 
school  but I do not want transportation to become an issue.  Also, I would like for all of our kids in 
the neighborhood to stay together (at CMES).Thanks for your consideration, Clarinda Nunn 
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Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

I  am going to be the resident of AllenMills community in a couple of months and the primary 
reason for moving into AllenMills is it is next to CMES .Because of proximity, safety of kids and 
reducing the traffic congestion, i strongly encourage the board to include AllenMills as part of 
CMES zone.Given that, i seriously oppose the current elementary school zoning option #4 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 in the realignment of Cabarrus county elementary schools 
which would send children living in Allen Mills neighborhood (PB 10)to Odell elementary school 
rather than to cox mill elementary school which is located on the same road just 0.3 miles away from 
Allen Mills. Odell elementary is located miles away from Allen Mills requiring our children to be 
bussed away from cox mill elementary to Odell not only increasing traffic on cox mill rd but tripling 
traffic on the already busy and dangerous poplar tent rd. Poplar tent rd is very congested especially 
during school drop off and pick up times due to the international school located on poplar tent rd.  
By sending Allen Mills children to Odell elementary you will be increasing the north bound traffic 
with busses and cars from Allen Mills while also increasing the southbound traffic with cars and 
busses transporting children from neighborhoods off of Harris rd to cox mill.  Cars and busses 
transporting from Harris rd to cox mill elementary will pass Allen Mills neighborhood in order to 
get to school; this does not make any sence and is a safety issue for our children.  In addition, I feel it 
is important to keep neighborhoods together and by choosing option 4 it would be causing a 
neighborhood off of Harris rd that already partially attends Odell to continue to be split sending 
some to Odell and some to cox mill elementary. Please keep Allen Mills at Cox mill elementary 
school by voting down option 4. Please keep the neighborhood that is located closest to cox mill 
elementary school attending Cox Mill Elementary school. Thank you so much for your attention to 
this matter. 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 

Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g
mail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 
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Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

Purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

I  am going to be the resident of AllenMills  in a couple of months and the primary reason for 
moving into AllenMills is it is next to CMES .Because of proximity, safety of kids and reducing the 
traffic congestion, i strongly encourage the board to include AllenMills as part of CMES zone.Given 
that, i seriously oppose the current elementary school zoning option #4 

Willie Merino Wfmerino@gm
ail.com 

Oppose re-alignment - Cox mill elementary is only .3 miles from the Allen Mills community. 

Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
oM 

Opposing to option 4 and include Allen Mills community to Cox mill elementary school 

Vidhya Vidhya.guna84
@gmail.com 

I am opposing option 4 and please include Allen mills community in cox mill slime tart school 

Gunasekaran Gv1980@gmail.
com 

I am opposing option 4 and please include Allen mills community in cox mill elementary school 

Naresh 
Tatikonda 

nareshb.tatikon
da@gmail.com 

Allen Mills(PB10) - Opposing option 4 which excludes our neighborhood from Cox Mill.We are 
recommending PB10(Allen Mills) be zoned for cox mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, bus efficiency 
and reduce traffic on the already congested Popular Tent and Harris Rd. To offset adding PB10 back 
to Cox Mill , we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned , further reducing 
the number of students impacted. 

Himabindu 
Manasa 
Chandolu 

himabinduman
asa@gmail.com 

Allen Mills(PB10) - Opposing option 4 which excludes our neighborhood from Cox Mill.We are 
recommending PB10(Allen Mills) be zoned for cox mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, bus efficiency 
and reduce traffic on the already congested Popular Tent and Harris Rd. To offset adding PB10 back 
to Cox Mill , we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned , further reducing 
the number of students impacted 

Hema 
Kesanapalli 

Jhemamalini@g
mail.com 

I  am going to be the resident of AllenMills  in a couple of months and the primary reason for 
moving into AllenMills is it is next to CMES .Because of proximity, safety of kids and reducing the 
traffic congestion, i strongly encourage the board to include AllenMills as part of CMES zone.Given 
that, i seriously oppose the current elementary school zoning option #4 
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Ramakrishna 
Kandipati 

ramki.soatestin
g@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance (0.2 miles) to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in 
for many years to come. As we are about nearly closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my childrens&#39; school so 
that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. Also, from a commute 
standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from home. This means more 
time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus rides. Please take into 
deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our parenting very seriously 
and aim to contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Anandh 
Veluchamy 
Chandrasekar
an 

anandh.v.c@gm
ail.com 

As part of Allenmills community we are  opposing the realignment of Allen Mills (PB10) away from 
CMES(option 4). Please reconsider option 4 as our community (Allenmills) is just 0.3 miles away 
from CMES.Implementing option 4 will cause lot of traffic developing on Poplar Tent Rd. 

Anandh 
Veluchamy 
Chandrasekar
an 

anandh.v.c@gm
ail.com 

As part of Allenmills community we are  opposing the realignment of Allen Mills (PB10) away from 
CMES(option 4). Please reconsider option 4 as our community (Allenmills) is just 0.3 miles away 
from CMES.Implementing option 4 will cause lot of traffic developing on Poplar Tent Rd. 

Carrie 
Ferguson 

fergusoncarrie
@yahoo.com 

Please support ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during 
the meeting on 24 July 2018.  Keep Skybrook in Cox Mill Elementary School. 

Saujanya 
Aryal 

sajjuaryal@gma
il.com 

oppose the realignment of Allen Mills (PB10) away from Cox Mill Elementary (currently option 4)-
traffic option 4 will cause on poplar tent rd which also becomes a safety issue. Thanks everyone for 
your dedication!!! 
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Muguntha 
Kumar 
Lakshmanan 

mugunthakum
ar@gmail.com 

Our family really liked Concord and Cabbarus county area we wanted to move and settle down this 
area for a long time. So we were looking for houses with close proximity to the school and when we 
learnt that newly built Allen Mills community is coming up near Cox Mill schools, we were really 
happy. So we made a sizeable investment with ours savings and we moved in last month. SO when 
we learnt about Option 4 reassignment plan. We are terribly DISAPPOINTED with this decision.We 
feel that communities surrounding Cox Mill elementary schools should be able to send their kids to 
Cox Mill schools and that is a very reasonable expectation. It absolutely does not make any civic nor 
administrative sense to realign Allen Mills (PB10) away from Cox Mill elementary which is 0.3 miles 
apart.Further, with option #4, it is going to worsen the traffic in Poplar Tent Road, where the traffic 
congestion is already high. Besides its a safety issue to bus our kids all the way to Harris Road.For 
all the above said reason we vehemently oppose Option 4. Hope the committee in charge of this 
plan considers our feedback and makes a fair decision 

Deepa 
Rajagopal 

deepa.deeparaj
agopal@gmail.c
om 

Just recently learnt that there's the Option 4 reassignment plan and I have to say that I and family 
are extremely disappointed and strongly OPPOSE OPTION 4 to realign Allen Mills (PB10).Residents 
from Allen Mills community should be able to send our kids to Cox Mill elementary school which, 
by the way is only 0.3 miles apart. This is very fair and reasonable expectation from the residents 
and it makes a lot of sense community wise, safety wise, traffic congestion wise, etc.Hopefully our 
fair expectation and our feedbacks are taken into consideration while making the decision. 

Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 

Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores
@gmail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai

l.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz
ero.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 
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Alan Dowell sdowellhp@yah

oo.com 
First off thank you for your service to the Realignment Committee. With that being said I would like 
to propose that students who reside in the Laurel Park community be considered to attend Winkler 
Middle School. Currently those who reside in Laurel Park are assigned and attend Northwest 
Cabarrus Middle School. I feel that it would be more cost efficient for the school system to move 
forward with this change. For those of us utilizing the Program Choice option we have to drive 
them to the hub which is five miles in the opposite direction and have them ride a bus back past the 
neighborhood to go to school. Then turn around and have the same thing occur in the afternoon.  It 
seems to me to be a waste of resources.  Thanks for your consideration. 

Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@
hotmail.com 

Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 
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Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h

otmail.com 
Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

I  am going to be the resident of AllenMills  in a couple of months and the primary reason for 
moving into AllenMills is it is next to CMES .Because of proximity, safety of kids and reducing the 
traffic congestion, i strongly encourage the board to include AllenMills as part of CMES zone.Given 
that, i seriously oppose the current elementary school zoning option #4 

Wiseman, 
Carrie 

Carriewiseman
333@gmail.com 

Sending children in the farm to schools closest to their homes which includes Harris road middle to 
avoid long bus rides and maintain social systems in which they are currently set up. 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 

Melissa 
Nereim 

melissanereim
@yahoo.com 

'We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24)' 

Matthew 
Nereim 

mbnereim@ms
n.com 

'We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24)' 

Jayne Barto jaynebarto5761
@gmail.com 

'We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24)' 

Jeff Barto jjbarto@uncc.ed
u 

'We support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24)' 

John Bevenour john_bev2000@
yahoo.com 

I  support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 

Lori Bevenour lacolburn1990@
gmail.com 

I  support keeping Skybrook in Cox Mill through ES Option 4 (7/24) 
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Sapna Jairaj Sapna.mahenda

rkar@gmail.co
m 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Kiran 
Mahendarkar 

Kiran.mahenda
rkar@daimler.c
om 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g

mail.com 
I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 

Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 in the realignment of Cabarrus county elementary schools 
which would send children living in Allen Mills neighborhood (PB 10)to Odell elementary school 
rather than to cox mill elementary school which is located on the same road just 0.3 miles away from 
Allen Mills. Odell elementary is located miles away from Allen Mills requiring our children to be 
bussed away from cox mill elementary to Odell not only increasing traffic on cox mill rd but tripling 
traffic on the already busy and dangerous poplar tent rd. Poplar tent rd is very congested especially 
during school drop off and pick up times due to the international school located on poplar tent rd.  
By sending Allen Mills children to Odell elementary you will be increasing the north bound traffic 
with busses and cars from Allen Mills while also increasing the southbound traffic with cars and 
busses transporting children from neighborhoods off of Harris rd to cox mill.  Cars and busses 
transporting from Harris rd to cox mill elementary will pass Allen Mills neighborhood in order to 
get to school; this does not make any sence and is a safety issue for our children.  In addition, I feel it 
is important to keep neighborhoods together and by choosing option 4 it would be causing a 
neighborhood off of Harris rd that already partially attends Odell to continue to be split sending 
some to Odell and some to cox mill elementary. Please keep Allen Mills at Cox mill elementary 
school by voting down option 4. Please keep the neighborhood that is located closest to cox mill 
elementary school attending Cox Mill Elementary school. Thank you so much for your attention to 
this matter. 
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Jean Ann 
Wanish 

jeanschoolconta
ct@gmail.com 

I am supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during 
the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our 
justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both 
neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would 
initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population 
would immediately decline due to the maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year 
plan, the school would eventually be under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding 
Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development 
that could impact student numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up 
ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the 
school would be extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell 
(Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 
(7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under 
construction/in development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are 
within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The 
neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via 
Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods 
allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers 
homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more 
efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of 
Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural boundary, there is no direct connection between any of 
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Gunasekaran 
Narayanasam
y 

gv1980@gmail.c
om 

Opposing option 4 and include Allen Mills community to Cox mill elementary school 

Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

COPYSub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing 
Option 4I have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is 
Cabarrus County School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move 
out of Cox Mills Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house 
there is to stay near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only 
walkable distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult 
thing for kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden 
to both kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess 
so there may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high 
preference to our valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

COPYSub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing 
Option 4I have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is 
Cabarrus County School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move 
out of Cox Mills Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house 
there is to stay near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only 
walkable distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult 
thing for kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden 
to both kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess 
so there may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high 
preference to our valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

COPYSub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing 
Option 4I have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is 
Cabarrus County School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move 
out of Cox Mills Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house 
there is to stay near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only 
walkable distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult 
thing for kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden 
to both kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess 
so there may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high 
preference to our valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

Hi, I oppose Option-4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in September 2018 because 
of the Cox Mill Elementary School zone (PB10). The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills 
was to have in Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids. Please request you while rezoning keep 
Allen Mills community and PB10 for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the 
community. 

Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Hi, I oppose Option-4 as we are going to move to Allen Mills community in September 2018 because 
of the Cox Mill Elementary School zone (PB10). The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills 
was to have in Cox Mill Elementary school for our kids. Please request you while rezoning keep 
Allen Mills community and PB10 for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the 
community. 
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Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores

@gmail.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai
l.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Aarthi 
Shakeer 

aarthi.shakeer@
gmail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Shakeer 
Abubaker 

shakeerabu@g
mail.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Carrie Charest clcharest@gmai

l.com 
My family lives on Club View Drive in the Green Oaks subdivision.  Our house is 1.7 miles from AT 
Allen.  On option 4, we are in the Bethel district which is 10.8 miles from our house.  To drive from 
our house to Bethel Elementary, we pass withing 0.2 miles of AT Allen.  This option also has our 
neighborhood going to CC Griffin for middle school, but then going back to Mt. Pleasant for High 
School.  This is also true for option 2, but it is my understanding that the other options are the top 
choices.  We would prefer options 1 or 3 as it would keep us at our neighborhood school for 
elementary school.  Thank you for your time. 

David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz
ero.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 
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Cascia Snow casciasnow@g

mail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores

@gmail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai

l.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Susanne Perry susannebperry

@yahoo.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Sean Perry Sgperry2@gmai

l.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Elizabeth 
Mazzoni 

elizabeth.mazz
oni@wellsfargo.
com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Mike Mazzoni mike.mazzoni@

oneamerica.co
m 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Elizabeth 
Mazzoni 

eflo323@gmail.
com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Mike Mazzoni detroitlion@hot

mail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Melody 
Forrester 

mforrester71@g
mail.com 

Winding Walk. Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails 
with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland 
Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick 
up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses 
to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish 
contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods 
that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland 
Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary 
between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily 
wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, 
is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line 
through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if 
both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that 
the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a 
considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the 
neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and 
with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox 
Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far 
outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Scott Forrester Scott.j.forrester

@gmail.com 
Winding Walk  Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails 
with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland 
Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick 
up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses 
to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish 
contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods 
that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland 
Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary 
between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily 
wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, 
is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line 
through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if 
both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that 
the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a 
considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the 
neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and 
with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox 
Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far 
outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Giri Managari gmanagari@tia

a.org 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Sudha Jajimi sudhajajimi@g

mail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Allison Hoke allison_hoke@y
ahoo.com 

I&#39;m in full support of Option 4, which keeps Skybrook, Winding Walk, and Christenbury 
neighborhoods at Cox Mill Elementary School. 
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Yuchen Lu yuchenlu@hot

mail.com 
I am a homeowner in WINDING WALK. My family have been living in WINDING WALK for 7 
years and my child is currently attending the Cox Mill Elementary. I wanted to let the respectful 
members in the Board of Education know that we strongly disagree the option to move WINDING 
WALK community out of the Cox Mill Elementary school zone. Please consider moving PB 77 back 
to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk 
neighborhood. We would like for my child to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It 
creates an island of PB 77 because it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also 
forces the Winding Walk community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to 
travel to Odell Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 
kids which is about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 
77 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further 
reducing the number of students impacted. Thank you in advance for your favorable consideration 
of this request. 

Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

My family and I have been waiting for two years for the opportunity to purchase a home near Cox 
Mill Elementary. When the neighborhood of Allen Mills opened that would be nearly walking 
distance to Cox Mill, we made a large investment into a home we see ourselves living in for many 
years to come. As we are about 30 days from closing on our dream home, we find out about the 
Option 4 reassignment plan. I am DEEPLY DISAPPOINTED and outright OPPOSE option 4. All 
neighborhoods that reasonably surround Cox Mill Elementary should be able to send their children 
there. This creates a stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and creates bonds for all 
of our children to grow together. I looked forward to being close to my daughter and future 
childrens&#39; school so that I could serve and feel more rooted in the community she is to learn in. 
Also, from a commute standpoint, it makes sense to be at a school closer rather than further from 
home. This means more time spent as a family during constructive activities rather than car or bus 
rides. Please take into deep consideration all the feedback from our new community, we take our 
parenting very seriously and aim to be contributors to Cox Mill Elementary not overrun it. 
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Joy 
Bronkhorst 

joypoelma@gm
ail.com 

Planning block 77 in Plan 3 does not adequately meet the committee's realignment criteria. If Option 
3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level 
for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit 
Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn 
right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood, while 
routing the rest of the neighborhood to O&#39;dell ES. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to 
bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Rippling Stream and Clark Creek Parkway.2)    Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than 
other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 
into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the 
rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural 
boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision 
(Highland Creek). The heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the 
rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a major boundary, and the area south of 
PB 77 is all part of the same community (Winding Walk), yet being routed to different schools. 4)    
Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr 
to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with 
their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned 
several years ago.In addition, the future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Shirley 
Anyang 

zahuopu2017@
gmail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. 3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods. 4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago. In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above. Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Joy 
Bronkhorst 

joypoelma@gm
ail.com 

I appreciated hearing Mr. Cropper speak at the Board of Education meeting last night.  I am glad 
that the realignment committee is aware of the mistake with Highland Creek&#39;s Dominion Hills 
streets being separated from the rest of the Highland Creek neighborhood. Thank you to Mr. 
Cropper for the reassurance that Elrond, Rivendell, Elvin and Taranasay will be included in a 
Planning Block with Highland Creek by the September meeting. I would assume our streets would 
be moved from PB 77 to PB 78.  Thanks again to Mr. Cropper for hearing and addressing our 
concerns. 

Jing Zhou jingzhou_99@h
otmail.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 

Yang Yang yang_yang_98
@yahoo.com 

WINDING WALK: Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. 
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Emily G Little elittle04@gmail.

com 
I live in Skybrook neighborhood and have two children who attend Cox Mill Elementary School. I 
support ES Option 4 (7/24).The Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are 
almost fully developed,meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely 
limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint. 
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Jing Zhou jingzhou_99@h

otmail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. 3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods. 4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago. In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above. Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Yang Yang yang_yang_98

@yahoo.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community. 3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods. 4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago. In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above. Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Dana Bailey djbailey.bus@g

mail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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John Colvin jcolvin74@gmai

l.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Jimmy Phillips munrotc@yaho

o.com 
My family resides in the Winding Walk neighborhood and our comments below are reflective of the 
fact that Option 3 would rezone our neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary.  Option 3 for Cox 
Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to many of the 
committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its 
treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing efficiency: 
In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right past Elrond 
Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about &#188; of the 
Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 77 when it is 
easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 
is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill 
under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large wooded 
area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major 
roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive 
(Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn 
Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, 
which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a major 
boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Julie Phillips jewelshigg@gm

ail.com 
My family resides in the Winding Walk neighborhood and our comments below are reflective of the 
fact that Option 3 would rezone our neighborhood out of Cox Mill Elementary.  Option 3 for Cox 
Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to many of the 
committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its 
treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing efficiency: 
In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right past Elrond 
Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about &#188; of the 
Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 77 when it is 
easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 
is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill 
under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large wooded 
area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major 
roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive 
(Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn 
Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, 
which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a major 
boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

I  am going to be the resident of AllenMills  in a couple of months and the primary reason for 
moving into AllenMills is it is next to CMES .Because of proximity, safety of kids and reducing the 
traffic congestion, i strongly encourage the board to include AllenMills as part of CMES zone.Given 
that, i seriously oppose the current elementary school zoning option #4 

Emnet 
Demissie 

emnetcb@yaho
o.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Zelalem 
Tekabe 

ZELALEMFEL
EKE@GMAIL.C
OM 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Alicia Wanish al.wanish@gma

il.com 
We are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee 
during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our 
justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both 
neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would 
initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population 
would immediately decline due to the maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year 
plan, the school would eventually be under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding 
Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development 
that could impact student numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up 
ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the 
school would be extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell 
(Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 
(7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under 
construction/in development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are 
within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The 
neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via 
Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods 
allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers 
homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more 
efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of 
Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural boundary, there is no direct connection between any of 
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Alicia Wanish al.wanish@gma

il.com 
We are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee 
during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our 
justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both 
neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would 
initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population 
would immediately decline due to the maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year 
plan, the school would eventually be under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding 
Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development 
that could impact student numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up 
ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the 
school would be extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell 
(Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 
(7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under 
construction/in development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are 
within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The 
neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via 
Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods 
allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers 
homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more 
efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of 
Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural boundary, there is no direct connection between any of 
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Katye 
Rosentel 

karosentel12@g
mail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Winding Walk Resident 
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Strack kathrynmaries1

014@gmail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Scott Dotson sd113@hotmail.
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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David Cole dmcole6@yaho

o.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Margaret 
Phinizy 

Margaret.clarke
4@gmail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Baumgardner 

jcmva@hotmail.
com 

This was just posted on the Highland Creek Realignment Page. Please look below at the points that 
Jessie Sackett Romero has posted regarding the Winding Walk Planning Block and use each point to 
post feedback to the Realignment committee. Please remember that Jessie is a resident of HC so a 
Thank you goes out to her for encouraging HC to help us!!!Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, 
specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to many of the committee's planning 
criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the 
elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill 
buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) 
and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk 
neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible 
via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox 
Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. 
More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily 
trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural 
boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are 
major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part 
of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 
from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, 
Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize 
student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. 
Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current 
schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years 
ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in 
the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no 
opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of 
allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is 
over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for 
considering these concerns. 
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Vanitha 
Chalsani 

Chalsani.vanith
a@gmail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Basavaraj Patil rajpatil2009@g

mail.com 
From Winding walk resident,Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning 
block 77, fails with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for 
the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following 
reasons:1)    Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln 
(Highland Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling 
Stream to pick up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for 
Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than 
other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 
into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the 
rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural 
boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The 
heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell 
community, is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an 
arbitrary line through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches 
PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be 
impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of 
the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize 
that there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, 
the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, 
and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at 
Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and 
far outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these 
points.Sincerely,Winding Walk Residents 
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Prathibha Patil prathi38@gmail

.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Ashok 
Kaliaperumal 

Ks.ashok@gmai
l.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 

Scott Wilson scottandbecky
wilson@gmail.c
om 

Allen Mills - 0.30 miles to Cox Mill Elementary and High School 
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Hensley 

brandy_hensley
32@yahoo.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above. 
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Satish Gutta gsnsatish@yaho

o.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Jayasree Gutta gjayasree14@ya

hoo.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 

Satish 
Vankineni 

  Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77 

Geetha 
Vallabhaneni 

  Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77 

Ramakrishna   Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77 
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Shubhra Tyagi tyagishubhra@

yahoo.com 
WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Mayank Tyagi mayanktyg@ya
hoo.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns. If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population. To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years. Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 
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Steven Bekker steven.s.bekker

@gmail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Kelly Bekker kelly.bekker@g
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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James Karickal jkarickal@hotm
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Sajitha 
Karickal 

sajithajames@h
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
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I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 

Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g
mail.com 

I currently live in Christenbury subdivision and moving to new community Allen Mills for one and 
only idea and reason i.e proximity (0.25 miles) to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL for my 
daughter to be in this school along with her neighborhood friends compared to 3  miles from Odell 
Elementary. With the option #4 our dreams will be shattered and in jeopardy as we spent so much 
effort, time and resources just be to close to COX Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL to save time in 
commute for my daughter, avoid traffic hazards which will triple traffic on an already congested rd 
because our kids will be heading north on Poplar Tent while families from neighborhoos off Harris 
will be passing us heading South, create stronger connection with the collective neighborhoods and 
bond among all other children to grow together. At the same time being close to school will help me 
to serve and fell more rooted in the community where she is learing. I&#39;M WITH PB10 + COX 
MILL and VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE OPTION #4. So, Please take into deep consideration all the 
feedback from our community, we take our parenting very seriously and aim to contribute to COX 
Mill ELEMENTARY SCHOOL but NOT overrun it. Thank you! 
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Anmol Saraf anmolsaraf@g
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Anmol Saraf 
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Amukta 
Chelikani 
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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From Winding Walk Resident:Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning 
block 77, fails with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for 
the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following 
reasons:1)    Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln 
(Highland Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling 
Stream to pick up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for 
Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than 
other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 
into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the 
rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural 
boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The 
heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell 
community, is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an 
arbitrary line through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches 
PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be 
impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of 
the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize 
that there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, 
the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, 
and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at 
Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and 
far outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these 
points.Sincerely,Winding Walk Residents 
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Siva Kumar Enyes@yahoo.c
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Curtis Darrell 
Mcclamrock 

cmcclamrock@
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Amy 
Mcclamrock 

anmcclamrock
@gmail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Karla Dowe karladowe@yah

oo.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points 
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Joseph Dowe josephdowe@y

ahoo.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points 

David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz
ero.com 

We are recommending PB 10 (Allen Mills) to get zoned for Cox Mill due to proximity to Cox Mill, 
bus efficiency, and the reduction of traffic on the already congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd. To 
offset adding PB 10 back to Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently 
zoned, further reducing the number of students impacted. 

Christy 
Parrott 

parrottmc@gma
il.com 

Please strongly consider keeping all of the Winding Walk neighborhood (PB 77 AND PB 72) at Cox 
Mill Elementary.  If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 
77 at the elementary level.This would minimize student impact, which is one of the 
committee&#39;s goals.  Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to 
Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their 
current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned 
several years ago.In addition, there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in the 
Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 72 and 77 are well-established with limited-to-no 
opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of 
allowing PB 72 and 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while 
Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the comment referenced above.Thank you 
for your consideration. 
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Matt Parrott parrottmc@gma

il.com 
Please strongly consider keeping all of the Winding Walk neighborhood (PB 77 AND PB 72) at Cox 
Mill Elementary.  If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 
77 at the elementary level.This would minimize student impact, which is one of the 
committee&#39;s goals.  Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to 
Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their 
current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned 
several years ago.In addition, there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in the 
Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 72 and 77 are well-established with limited-to-no 
opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of 
allowing PB 72 and 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while 
Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the comment referenced above.Thank you 
for your consideration. 
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Narayana 
Ashwathappa 

narayan.murth
y@gmail.com 

FOR WINDING WALK: Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, 
fails with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest 
of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland 
Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick 
up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses 
to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than 
other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 
into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the 
rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural 
boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The 
heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell 
community, is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an 
arbitrary line through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches 
PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be 
impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of 
the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize 
that there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, 
the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, 
and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at 
Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and 
far outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

I  am going to be the resident of AllenMills  in a couple of months and the primary reason for 
moving into AllenMills is it is next to CMES .Because of proximity, safety of kids and reducing the 
traffic congestion, i strongly encourage the board to include AllenMills as part of CMES zone.Given 
that, i seriously oppose the current elementary school zoning option #4 
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Dany 
Vadlapati 

vdanykk@gmai
l.com 

I am from Allen Mills and my kid is going to CoxMill Elementary School.I moved to Allen Mills for 
Coxmill Elementary. Please always have Allen Mills fall under CoxMill Elementary. 

Jessica 
Baumgardner 

jcmva@hotmail.
com 

Winding WalkOption 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with 
respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland 
Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick 
up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses 
to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish 
contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods 
that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland 
Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary 
between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily 
wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, 
is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line 
through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if 
both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that 
the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a 
considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the 
neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and 
with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox 
Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far 
outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Rachel Sfera Rachelsfera@g

mail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Winding Walk Resident 
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Paul J Wanish pwanish@gmail

.com 
We are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee 
during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our 
justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both 
neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would 
initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population 
would immediately decline due to the maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year 
plan, the school would eventually be under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding 
Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development 
that could impact student numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up 
ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the 
school would be extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell 
(Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 
(7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under 
construction/in development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are 
within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The 
neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via 
Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods 
allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers 
homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more 
efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of 
Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural boundary, there is no direct connection between any of 
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Shirley 
Anyang 

zahuopu2017@
gmail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Courtney-
Trice 

Courtneytrice@
yahoo.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Robert Trice Bobbytrice@ym

ail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 
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Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

I am writing in opposition of option 4 in the realignment of Cabarrus county elementary schools 
which would send children living in Allen Mills neighborhood (PB 10)to Odell elementary school 
rather than to cox mill elementary school which is located on the same road just 0.3 miles away from 
Allen Mills. Odell elementary is located miles away from Allen Mills requiring our children to be 
bussed away from cox mill elementary to Odell not only increasing traffic on cox mill rd but tripling 
traffic on the already busy and dangerous poplar tent rd. Poplar tent rd is very congested especially 
during school drop off and pick up times due to the international school located on poplar tent rd.  
By sending Allen Mills children to Odell elementary you will be increasing the north bound traffic 
with busses and cars from Allen Mills while also increasing the southbound traffic with cars and 
busses transporting children from neighborhoods off of Harris rd to cox mill.  Cars and busses 
transporting from Harris rd to cox mill elementary will pass Allen Mills neighborhood in order to 
get to school; this does not make any sence and is a safety issue for our children.  In addition, I feel it 
is important to keep neighborhoods together and by choosing option 4 it would be causing a 
neighborhood off of Harris rd that already partially attends Odell to continue to be split sending 
some to Odell and some to cox mill elementary. Please keep Allen Mills at Cox mill elementary 
school by voting down option 4. Please keep the neighborhood that is located closest to cox mill 
elementary school attending Cox Mill Elementary school. Thank you so much for your attention to 
this matter. 

Kiran 
Mahendarkar 

Kiran.mahenda
rkar@daimler.c
om 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 

Sapna Jairaj Sapna.jairaj@g
mail.com 

Hi,I will be moving to Allen Mills located next to Cox Mill elimentary school in next 3 months. My 
decision is strongly based on the fact that my kids will be going to Cox Mill. I heard rumors that 
there is plan for rezoning the Allen Mills to Odell school. I kiindly request you to consider our 
request and enabling our kids to Cox Mill Kind regards Parent 
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Ashley Ligon ashley.ligon@g

mail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.  Thank you for considering 
these concerns. 
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Kiran 
Naraharisetti 

Kirannaraharis
etti@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Ramakrishna 
Kandipati 

ramki.soatestin
g@yahoo.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Pradhyoth 
Maddula 

Prady19@iclou
d.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thank you for considering 
these concerns! 
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Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Saujanya 
Aryal 

sajjuaryal@gma
il.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Simona 
Dhungel 

Dhsimona@gm
ail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Bhargavi 
Brunda Panda 

Brunda.panda@
gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thank you for considering 
these concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Kindly consider.Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails 
with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) 
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass 
PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly 
inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill 
Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the 
vicinity and on that road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill 
ES than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 
10 are on the same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning 
Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road 
(Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: 
There are no major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 
uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use 
of major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both 
blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the 
children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the 
highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding 
at those intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses 
a safety risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for 
considering these concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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We oppose to option 4 for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox 
Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in 
neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come 
on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there 
are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that road.  2) Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other neighborhoods that 
remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the same road (Cox Mill 
Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major roads or natural 
boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin 
Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or natural 
boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 
from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to 
remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road. 2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.   4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores

@gmail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai

l.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Purushothama 
Ponugoti 

ppriict@gmail.c
om 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g

mail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Kavitha 
Ponugoti 

kavithan929@g
mail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Ananya 
Ponugoti 

ppurushotam1
@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 
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Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 

Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

COPYSub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing 
Option 4I have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is 
Cabarrus County School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move 
out of Cox Mills Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house 
there is to stay near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only 
walkable distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult 
thing for kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden 
to both kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess 
so there may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high 
preference to our valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

COPYSub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing 
Option 4I have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is 
Cabarrus County School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move 
out of Cox Mills Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house 
there is to stay near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only 
walkable distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult 
thing for kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden 
to both kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess 
so there may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high 
preference to our valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 
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George Dunn g.e.dunn@hotm

ail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,George 
DunnWinding Walk Resident 
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Kevin Vinson Kevingvinson@

hotmail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Winding Walk 
Residents 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Oppose Option 4 for Cox Elementary - Include Allen Mills community which is in walking distance 
to the school.Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with 
respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) 
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass 
PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly 
inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill 
Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the 
vicinity and on that road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill 
ES than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 
10 are on the same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning 
Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road 
(Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: 
There are no major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 
uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use 
of major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both 
blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the 
children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the 
highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding 
at those intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses 
a safety risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for 
considering these concerns! 
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Wasim Anwar wasim.anwar@
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1/2 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 
turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar 
Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1/2 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 
turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar 
Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Oppose Option 4 for Cox Elementary - Include Allen Mills community which is in walking distance 
to the school.Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with 
respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) 
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass 
PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly 
inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill 
Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the 
vicinity and on that road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill 
ES than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 
10 are on the same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning 
Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road 
(Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: 
There are no major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 
uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use 
of major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both 
blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the 
children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the 
highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding 
at those intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses 
a safety risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for 
considering these concerns! 
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Ghulam 
Rashid 

ghulamrashid@
gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Harish Adama hra522@gmail.c

om 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Shravani 
Kariveda 

shr8590@gmail.
com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Venkateswara
rao Thotakura 

venkateshtotak
ura@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Chaitanya 
Nuvvula 

Chaitanya.nuv
vula@gmail.co
m 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Clarissa 
Thomason 

clarissathomaso
n@gmail.com 

I am asking you to support elementary school option 4 in your deliberations.  We feel very strongly 
that this is the best option for our district and families that are potentially impacted by these 
changes. We bought our house in skybrook specifically so it would be in the cox mill elementary 
district as we had already poured our time/money/resources into this school for our 4 children who 
have attended cox mill for their entire school lives building relationships with the 
teachers/administrators and other students.  I feel that it&#39;s very important that our children 
have the opportunity to socialize outside of school.  The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding 
Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and 
Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride 
bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.  Supporting option 4 would allow the 
sense of community to continue to thrive in our area. 

Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@
hotmail.com 

Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 
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Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h

otmail.com 
Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 

Quiana S 
Freston 

quiana.freston
@yahoo.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Maicol S 
Mcgaughey 

Maicolusc@gm
ail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Kiran 
Mahendarkar 

kiran.mahendar
kar@daimler.co
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Dear Sir/Madam,Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails 
with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) 
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass 
PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly 
inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill 
Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the 
vicinity and on that road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill 
ES than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 
10 are on the same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning 
Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road 
(Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: 
There are no major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 
uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use 
of major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both 
blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the 
children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the 
highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding 
at those intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses 
a safety risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for 
considering these concerns!Kind regards Parent 
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Sapna Jairaj Sapna.jairaj@da

imler.com 
Dear Sir/Madam,Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails 
with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) 
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass 
PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly 
inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill 
Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the 
vicinity and on that road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill 
ES than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 
10 are on the same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning 
Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road 
(Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: 
There are no major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 
uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use 
of major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both 
blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the 
children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the 
highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding 
at those intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses 
a safety risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for 
considering these concerns!Kind regards Parent 
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Pallavi 
Kondapalli 

Ravimaruru@g
mail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Pradeep Va Vprao14@gmail

.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Dany 
Vadlapati 

vdanykk@gmai
l.com 

Option4 for CoxMill ElementaryMy kid goes to CoxMill Elementary and I stay at Allen Mills. Please 
always have Allen Mills to come under CoxMill Elementary school zone. 
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Vijay Appani vappani@gmail
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10. 
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Shravanthy 
Garipelly 

sappani@gmail.
com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10. 
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Saujanya 
Aryal 

sajjuaryal@gma
il.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Simona 
Dhungel 

Dhsimona@gm
ail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Christie 
Carlson 

christiecarlson
@carolina.rr.co
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Purushothama 
Ponugoti 

ppriict@gmail.c
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Kavitha 
Ponugoti 

Kavithan929@g
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Ashley Ligon Ashley.ligon@g
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Ligon Cligon02@gmai
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points.Sincerely,Saurav 
SinghWinding walk resident 
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Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

I am moving this month end to Allen Mills. Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding 
Planning Block 10, fails with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes 
sense for the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the 
following reasons:1) Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill 
Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further 
away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar 
Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity and on that road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: 
PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox 
Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each 
other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a 
heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and 
natural boundaries: There are no major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  
In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and 
disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 
switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of 
the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 
would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the 
current overcrowding at those intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access 
Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 
10.Thanks for considering these concerns! 
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Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

I am moving this month end to Allen Mills. Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding 
Planning Block 10, fails with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes 
sense for the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the 
following reasons:1) Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill 
Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further 
away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar 
Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill 
Elementary already in the vicinity and on that road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: 
PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox 
Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each 
other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a 
heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and 
natural boundaries: There are no major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  
In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and 
disregards the use of major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 
switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would 
be impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of 
the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 
would have to use the highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the 
current overcrowding at those intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access 
Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 
10.Thanks for considering these concerns! 
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Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Mulamalla 
Susrutha 

Susrutham@gm
ail.com 

. 

Mulamalla 
Susrutha 

Susrutham@gm
ail.com 

.opposing option 4 for Allenmills 
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Pradhyoth 
Maddula 

Prady19@iclou
d.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Bhargavi 
Brunda Panda 

Brunda.panda@
gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Dany 
Vadlapati 

vdanykk@gmai
l.com 

Option4Please keep Allen Mills at Cox Mill Elementary. 

Priyadarshini 
Dasari 

priyasdasari@g
mail.com 

Option 4Please keep Allen Mills at Cox Mill Elemenatry School. 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 
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Ron & Karen 
Arrowood 

rda514@aol.co
m 

As 30 year residents of the Valhalla community in Harrisburg, we are requesting that the school 
alignment for our neighborhood remain IN Harrisburg.  Our son and grandchildren are also 
residents of this community and they have established friendships and strong connections within 
these schools.  We wish for our community to attend Harrisburg ES, Hickory Ridge MS, and 
Hickory Ridge HS as it makes the most sense with residency in Harrisburg.  This will afford them 
the opportunity for growth, stability and security.  If they were to attend Hickory Ridge MS (all 
options) and then be changed to JM Robinson HS in Concord, this will provide separation of 
community and stability, along with a significant social impact at a critical age of development.  
Thank you for your time and consideration to our request. 

Dawn Bennett dawn.bennett@
am.jll.com 

My name is Dawn Bennett. I live on Elven Lane in Highland Creek.  I am writing to inform you of a 
concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map.  Planning Block 77 
separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of Elrond Drive and 
its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of the Highland Creek subdivision. 
Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding Walk 
subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. That small portion 
of Rivendell is a connecting road, without any houses on it, and there are signs indicating that 
you've entered a different subdivision.  The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be 
between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are 
requesting that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with their neighbors 
in Highland Creek. 
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Ernest Bennet chrisb.bennett@

am.jll.com 
My name is Ernest Bennett. I live on Elven Lane in Highland Creek.  I am writing to inform you of a 
concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map.  Planning Block 77 
separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of Elrond Drive and 
its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of the Highland Creek subdivision. 
Although Rivendell Rd in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding Walk 
subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department. That small portion 
of Rivendell is a connecting road, without any houses on it, and there are signs indicating that 
you've entered a different subdivision.  The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should be 
between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are 
requesting that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with their neighbors 
in Highland Creek. 
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Muguntha 
Kumar 
Lakshmanan 

mugunth.kay@
gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Deepa 
Rajagopal 

deepa.deeparaj
agopal@gmail.c
om 

Our family really liked Concord and Cabbarus county area we wanted to move and settle down this 
area for a long time. So we were looking for houses with close proximity to the school and when we 
learnt that newly built Allen Mills community is coming up near Cox Mill schools, we were really 
happy. So we made a sizeable investment with ours savings and we moved in last month. SO when 
we learnt about Option 4 reassignment plan. We are terribly DISAPPOINTED with this decision.We 
feel that communities surrounding Cox Mill elementary schools should be able to send their kids to 
Cox Mill schools and that is a very reasonable expectation. It absolutely does not make any civic nor 
administrative sense to realign Allen Mills (PB10) away from Cox Mill elementary which is 0.3 miles 
apart.Further, with option #4, it is going to worsen the traffic in Poplar Tent Road, where the traffic 
congestion is already high. Besides its a safety issue to bus our kids all the way to Harris Road.For 
all the above said reason we vehemently oppose Option 4. Hope the committee in charge of this 
plan considers our feedback and makes a fair decision 
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Carlton Ligon Cligon02@gmai

l.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g

mail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Vignesh Babu 
Rajendran 

rvigneshbabu@
gmail.com 

We are moving into Allen Mills this month end and I oppose Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, 
specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to many of the committee's planning 
criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the 
elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill 
buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in 
neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come 
on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there 
are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that road.  2) Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other neighborhoods that 
remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the same road (Cox Mill 
Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major roads or natural 
boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin 
Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or natural 
boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 
from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to 
remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valarmathy 
Bojarajan 

bvalarmathy@g
mail.com 

We are moving into Allen Mills this month end and I oppose Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, 
specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to many of the committee's planning 
criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the 
elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill 
buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in 
neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come 
on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there 
are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that road.  2) Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other neighborhoods that 
remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the same road (Cox Mill 
Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major roads or natural 
boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin 
Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or natural 
boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 
from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to 
remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Pradhyoth 
Maddula 

Prady19@iclou
d.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Bhargavi 
Brunda Panda 

Brunda.panda@
gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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John D Taylor jdtaylor62@caro

lina.rr.com 
I live in Winding Walk.. Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, 
fails with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest 
of the county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland 
Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick 
up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses 
to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than 
other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 
into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the 
rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural 
boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The 
heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell 
community, is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an 
arbitrary line through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches 
PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be 
impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of 
the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize 
that there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, 
the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, 
and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at 
Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and 
far outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 

Lori Self lrs11610@yahoo
.com 

I live right across from CCHS, my child will be a senior the year WCHS opens and I hope he will not 
have to change to WCHS from CCHS. It  is ridiculous the kids who live right across the street from 
central will have to change to a  school that's on the other side of town. RIDICULOUS 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Ashley Ligon Ashley.ligon@g

mail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Carlton Ligon Cligon02@gmai

l.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g

mail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Kenneth Foret kenforitco@gm

ail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Joshua Felious felious.jf@gmail

.com 
My name is Joshua Felious, I live on Elven Lane in Highland Creek.  I am writing to inform you of a 
concern with two Planning Blocks on the Cabarrus County realignment map. Planning Block 77 
separates one small section of Highland Creek (Dominion Hills, which consists of Elrond Drive and 
its offshoots Rivendell, Elven, and Taranasay) from the rest of the Highland Creek subdivision. 
Although Rivendell Road in Highland Creek does connect to Falling Leaf in the Winding Walk 
subdivision, that thoroughfare was created at the behest of the fire department.  That small portion 
of Rivendell is a connecting road, without any houses on it, and there are signs indicating that 
you&#39;ve entered a different subdivision. The border between Planning Blocks 77 and 78 should 
be between Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) and Falling Leaf Road (in Winding Walk). We are 
requesting  that Elrond Drive and its offshoots be included in Planning Block 78 with their 
neighbors in Highland Creek.Thank You 
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Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores

@gmail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Mu mugunthakum

ar@gmail.com 
HelloJust recently learnt that there's the Option 4 reassignment plan and I have to say that I and 
family are extremely disappointed and strongly OPPOSE OPTION 4 to realign Allen Mills 
(PB10).Residents from Allen Mills community should be able to send our kids to Cox Mill 
elementary school which, by the way is only 0.3 miles apart. This is very fair and reasonable 
expectation from the residents and it makes a lot of sense community wise, safety wise, traffic 
congestion wise, etc.Hopefully our fair expectation and our feedbacks are taken into consideration 
while making the decision. 

Ashley Ligon Ashley.ligon@g
mail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Carlton Ligon Cligon02@gmai

l.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Jennifer 
Elsishans 

jen.elsishans@g
mail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Mark 
Elsishans 

mark.elsishans
@gmail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Wasim Anwar wasim.anwar@

gmail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are 0.3 miles from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 
into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the 
rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major roads or 
natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or 
natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell 
and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Fawzia Anwar Fawzia.anwar@

gmail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are 0.3 miles from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 
into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the 
rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major roads or 
natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or 
natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell 
and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Rakesh Kedia rakesh_kedia@

hotmail.com 
Hi, I am currently residing at Winding Walk community which comes under Cox Mill Elementary 
school zone. The place currently I stay is 3-4 miles away from the school. Due to a lot of 
constructions happening close to Cox Mill Elementary school we believed that the place, where we 
stay today, will not come under Cox Mill Elementary school zone in future. So we decided to move 
to Allen Mills community which is just mere 0.2 miles away from the school. The builder marketing 
to everyone that it will be having Cox Mill Elementary school. This way they are charging more than 
other properties in that area. My house is planned for closing in August and now I am hearing that 
the rezoning might impact this neighborhood as well. This is of great concern to us and everyone 
who purchased property in Allen Mills community as they all might be under the same assumption 
as me. After paying so much for the new house to get into the Cox Mill Elementary, we cannot even 
think of having a different school when a school is just 0.2 miles away from the community. Talking 
to few others seems like this is a common concern across the community. Due to our scenario we 
would like to request you to keep Allen Mills community within the Cox Mill Elementary zone and 
address our concern and we all as a group are willing to submit formal request and attend any 
meetings to express our concerns in this regard.Any help to assist us with this will be greatly 
appreciated! 

Sonia Poddar kedia_sonia@h
otmail.com 

Hi, we are going to move to Allen Mills community in August because of the Cox Mill Elementary 
School zone. The only reason of buying the house in Allen Mills was to have in Cox Mill Elementary 
school for our kids. The builder also marketing everyone the same and we felt the price is little 
higher than other community. We didn't mind paying little more to the builder as long as our kids 
goes to Cox Mill Elementary school.Please request you while rezoning keep Allen Mills community 
for Cox Mill Elementary as it is .02 miles away from the community. 
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Kiran 
Mahendarkar 

kiran.mahendar
kar@daimler.co
m 

Dear Sir/MadamOption 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails 
with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) 
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass 
PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly 
inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill 
Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the 
vicinity and on that road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill 
ES than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 
10 are on the same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning 
Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road 
(Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: 
There are no major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 
uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use 
of major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both 
blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the 
children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the 
highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding 
at those intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses 
a safety risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for 
considering these concerns! 
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Sapna Jairaj Sapna.jairaj@g

mail.com 
Dear Sir/MadamOption 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails 
with respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) 
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass 
PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly 
inefficient for Odell school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill 
Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the 
vicinity and on that road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill 
ES than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 
10 are on the same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning 
Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road 
(Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: 
There are no major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 
uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use 
of major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both 
blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the 
children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the 
highly congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding 
at those intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses 
a safety risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for 
considering these concerns! 
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Muguntha 
Kumar 
Lakshmanan 

mugunthakum
ar@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Deepa 
Rajagopal 

deepa.deeparaj
agopal@gmail.c
om 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Brian Hofert bwhofert@mac.

com 
Justifications for supporting Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are 
supporting ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the 
meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications 
for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance 
School Facility UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over 
capacity, the Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due 
to the maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would 
eventually be under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek 
and Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact 
student numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-
minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of 
Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke 
Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our 
children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize 
Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as 
entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar 
Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
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Gina Hofert gghofert@gmail

.com 
Re: Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for 
Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. 
Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility 
UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the 
Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the 
maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be 
under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student 
numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-
minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of 
Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke 
Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our 
children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize 
Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as 
entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar 
Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
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Emily West emily.west8@y

ahoo.com 
Re: Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for 
Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. 
Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility 
UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the 
Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the 
maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be 
under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student 
numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-
minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of 
Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke 
Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our 
children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize 
Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as 
entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar 
Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
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Chris West chriswest1980@

yahoo.com 
Re: Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for 
Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. 
Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility 
UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the 
Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the 
maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be 
under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student 
numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-
minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of 
Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke 
Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our 
children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize 
Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as 
entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar 
Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
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Ashley Harris Ashely.harris@

cabarrus.k12.nc
.us 

Re: Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for 
Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. 
Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility 
UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the 
Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the 
maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be 
under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student 
numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-
minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of 
Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke 
Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our 
children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize 
Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as 
entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar 
Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
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Dave Harris dharris@cmpd.

org 
Re: Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for 
Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. 
Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility 
UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the 
Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the 
maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be 
under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student 
numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-
minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of 
Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke 
Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our 
children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize 
Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as 
entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar 
Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
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Angela Beirne ambeirne@gma

il.com 
Re: Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for 
Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. 
Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility 
UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the 
Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the 
maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be 
under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student 
numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-
minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of 
Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke 
Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our 
children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize 
Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as 
entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar 
Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
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Rob Beirne rbeirne@gmail.

com 
Re: Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for 
Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. 
Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility 
UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the 
Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the 
maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be 
under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student 
numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-
minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of 
Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke 
Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our 
children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize 
Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as 
entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar 
Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
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Shawn And 
Regina Poole 

rpoole17@caroli
na.rr.com 

Re: Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for 
Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. 
Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 
(7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility 
UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the 
Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the 
maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be 
under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and 
Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student 
numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for 
CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be 
extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; 
Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell 
to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in 
development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-
minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of 
Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke 
Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our 
children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize 
Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as 
entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar 
Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
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Brian 
Edwards 

ebrian1011@AT
&T&t.net 

Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Trish Edwards thermanns@hot

mail.com 
Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Tim Bolton skibum775@gm

ail.com 
Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Jessica Warner Jessicalgonzale

z4@gmail.com 
Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Bo Gonzalez bogonzalez@ho

rmail.com 
Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Jack Gonzalez jackeltico@yaho

o.com 
Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Nels Hofert nhofert@cccoun

tertops.com 
Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Mildred 
Burgess 

mildredburgess
@icloud.com 

Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Dan Burgess dan@danburge

ssmusic.com 
Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Carolina 
Wickman 

ninago@hotmai
l.com 

Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Mike 
Wickman 

cnmwickman@
aol.com 

Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Melanie 
Edwards 

melanie@newcr
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.com 

Winding Walk and Skybrook remaining zoned for CMESWe are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on 
the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox 
Mill Elementary School works for both neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES 
Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data 
indicates that the student population would immediately decline due to the maturity of the 
neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year plan, the school would eventually be under 
capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are 
fully developed, there is not much future development that could impact student numbers.Account 
For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully 
developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the school would be extremely limited.All other 
options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell (Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity 
immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 (7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating 
capacity for the large number of developments under construction/in development with the large 
school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this 
is a densely populated, suburban area.The neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland 
Creek and Christenbury are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury 
parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their 
friends, family, neighbors and caregivers homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of 
StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 
main roads.Eliminating the intersection of Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, 
would take some stress off of the already overly congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding 
Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create additional congestion onto a road that already 
experiences mile-long backups on a daily basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll 
children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. 
Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) 
for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not 
be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, 
there would only be 40 children impacted. One of the lowest number of impacted children of all 
schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would 
actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse than the current enrollment demographics, per 
Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 
neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever 
Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a natural boundary between the 
neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural 
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Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
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vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Rebecca 
Wilson 

wilsonrlf@aim.c
om 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g

mail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Vivek Pai vivekpai2002@

gmail.com 
Winding Walk:Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with 
respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland 
Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick 
up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses 
to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than 
other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 
into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the 
rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural 
boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The 
heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell 
community, is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an 
arbitrary line through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches 
PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be 
impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of 
the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize 
that there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, 
the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, 
and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at 
Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and 
far outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Akshatha 
Vivek Pai 

nayakaks@gma
il.com 

Winding walk:Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with 
respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1)    
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland 
Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick 
up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses 
to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway. 2)    Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than 
other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 
into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the 
rest of the Odell community.3)    Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive 
(Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural 
boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The 
heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell 
community, is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an 
arbitrary line through two different neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches 
PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be 
impacted if both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of 
the fact that the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize 
that there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, 
the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, 
and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at 
Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and 
far outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these points. 
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Gregory Furr G_furr@yahoo.

com 
We live on Navion Pl. right on cold springs Rd. We have been in 3 school districts since we bought 
our house. We bought in the MT Pleasant elementary district, then were changed to Irvin, now AT 
Allen. We have rising 1st graders at Allen and have had no issue there, it just seems that MPES has 
room for kids, Allen is growing rapidly and all around Allen  is growing. It seems like it would be a 
smart move to put all of Mt pleasant kids back together. We are losing so many kids to private, 
home and charter schools  around is because of the crowding at Allen. You would not have to adjust 
the district much to allow a few kids to move and would have no argument over that move. I am a 
huge advocate of public school, but the way kids are moved around is a big reason people are 
leaving. I know it is a nevesssry evil, but some moves are easier than others. I am not sure of the 
exact numbers, but I would like to see if possible all kids that go to Mt pleasant Middle and high 
together in elementary school. I think it would greatly impact school spirit and the education of our 
students to help with that tricky middle school transition that so many parents dread. It will be 
especially tricky for us considering that our kids will be there with very few that they have been in 
school with, and others have been together for 6 years. Especially considering a lot of them live a 
stones throw away from us. Thanks for your consideration! 

Angie Charles angela.charles@
atriumhealth.or
g 

Please give consideration for children from the neighborhood named The Farm to attend Odell 
Primary, Odell Elementary, and Harris Road Middle School.  Study criteria includes close 
proximity, clear feeder patterns and continuity and minimizing impact on students therefore please 
consider that Harris Road Middle School is 4.7 miles away from The Farm.  NorthWest Cabarrus 
Middle is 8.7 miles away therefore doubling the busing costs and scheduling strain for children if 
they are aligned to this Middle school.  Also, as criteria notes to use major roads and natural 
boundaries wherever feasible, geographically Highway 73 is a reasonable boundary for all 
neighborhoods north of it to attend NorthWest Cabarrus High School together.  Not only will this 
use a major road to help define attendance zones, but it will allow for children of the Farm to 
continue to the next level with familiar faces from surrounding neighborhoods. 

Zach Lenetz zalosu99@gmai
l.com 

We moved into our house a month ago knowing our son would attend Pitts Elementary. He has 
special needs so this was a big factor in moving to that area. We are not in support of changing his 
realignment to Harrisburg elementary. 
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Michael Cox michael.r.cox.is

@gmail.com 
We live at 645 Weyburn Dr. NW, Concord 28027. I have looked at your draft options for ES, MS, and 
HS...  For ES and MS, your &quot;draft&quot; options 2-4 quite literally make no sense.  At what 
point do you stop looking at &quot;numbers&quot; and use common sense as part of this process?    
Michael Cox   704-883-6722 

Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Eboni Littlejohn &lt;eboni.a.littlejohn@gmail.com&gt;Wed, Aug 15, 4:44 PM (7 days ago)to 
meOption 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Eboni Littlejohn &lt;eboni.a.littlejohn@gmail.com&gt;Wed, Aug 15, 4:44 PM (7 days ago)to 
meOption 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Eboni Littlejohn &lt;eboni.a.littlejohn@gmail.com&gt;Wed, Aug 15, 4:44 PM (7 days ago)to 
meOption 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Dawn Caputo Dwncmk@gmai
l.com 

Why would you send someone who lives on Leatherwood Ln, Harrisburg to JM Robinson when 
they went to Harrisburg elementary and HRMiS? That makes no sense at all!!! I'm unhappy with 
that 100% 
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Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores

@gmail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai

l.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Amal Khoury amalkhoury@g
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Nicolas 
Khouri 

khouri.nicolas@
gmail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Amal Khouri amoul@hotmail
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Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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jcmva@hotmail.
com 

Winding Walk:Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with 
respect to many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the 
county, please revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) 
Maximize busing efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland 
Creek), drive right past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick 
up only about &#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses 
to bypass PB 77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish 
contiguous zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods 
that remain at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland 
Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary 
between Elrond Drive and Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily 
wooded area north of Winding Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, 
is completely disregarded as a major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line 
through two different neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from 
Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if 
both blocks were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that 
the children in PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a 
considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the 
neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and 
with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox 
Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far 
outweighed by the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Wasim Anwar wasim.anwar@

gmail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are only 0.3 miles from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 
10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from 
the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major 
roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or 
natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell 
and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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gmail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are only 0.3 miles from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 
10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from 
the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major 
roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or 
natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell 
and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Bentley Rose bentleyrose@g
mail.com 

When we moved to the area, we chose our house partially based on the schools it was zoned for. 
Only options 2 and 4 still have Porter&#39;s Landing going to Hickory Ridge Middle School and 
that is where I would prefer my children to go. Please choose option 2 or 4!! 

Breda 
Mccrodden 

Bremccrodden
@gmail.com 

Highland Creek borders Cox Mill Road. It would not be feasible to rezone any of those houses. Nor 
would it make any sense for winding walk or the other new housing on Cox Mill Road. The best 
option is everything on the opposite side of Eastfield/- such as Skybrook and the new hosing on 
Poplar- should be rezoned to ODell. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 
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Jayapriya 
Ranganathan 

jpranganathan1
@gmail.com 

Sub division : Allen MillsConcern : Stay on Cox Mill Elementary school ZoneOpposing Option 4I 
have purchased a new house in Allen Mills, Concord. I came to know that there is Cabarrus County 
School Rezoning process is going on and with option 4 Allen mills might move out of Cox Mills 
Elementary School. It was so disappointing as the main reason for buying a house there is to stay 
near to my kids school. Cox Mill school is 0.2 miles away from our community only walkable 
distance. Leaving this school and travelling more than 4 miles to other school is a difficult thing for 
kids. That too in peak hours with heavy trafic in Popular Tent road it will be extra burden to both 
kids and parents. As this is the new community many of them are not aware of this pocess so there 
may be very few feedback from Allen Mills opposing option4 but please give high preference to our 
valid concern and remove option 4 in your rezoning process. 

Dinesh Kumar 
Selvaraj 

dkselvaraj1@g
mail.com 

We have purchased a new house in Allen Mills sub division and moving from mooresville to 
concord for cox mill elementary school. We always like the cox mill school rating and want our kids 
to be in this school.Cox mill school is just 0.25 miles away from Allen Mills sub division in walkable 
distance.So please do not rezone Allen Mills sub division out of Cox Mill elementary school.We do 
not want our kids to travel more miles in morning  though having great school near by. We are 
against option 4 rezoning, which removes allen mills sub division out of cox mill elementary 
schools. 
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Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g

mail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Laura Crowell laurabcrowell@

yahoo.com 
We are supporting  ES Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary School as presented to the committee 
during the meeting on 24 July 2018. Based on the Cabarrus County Schools criteria, these are our 
justifications for why ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary School works for both 
neighborhoods. Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would 
initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population 
would immediately decline due to the maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year 
plan, the school would eventually be under capacity.As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding 
Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development 
that could impact student numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up 
ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the 
school would be extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell 
(Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 
(7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under 
construction/in development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are 
within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The 
neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via 
Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods 
allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers 
homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more 
efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of 
Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural boundary, there is no direct connection between any of 
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Tehia Glass tehiastarker@g

mail.com 
I request that Wellington Chase stay in the Cox Mill zone.  Children would have gone through 
elementary and middle school together, then have to go to a different high school where they may 
not have the same experience since they will not be with their friends.  The reason we moved to this 
area and this subdivision specifically is so our children can have the experience of growing up with 
the same group of friends from elementary to high school.  The distance to NWCHS is also further 
away and will increase travel time by bus or car.  Thank you for listening. 

Vaman 
Murthy 
Abbengula 

vaman.abbengu
la@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Anusha Karre karre.anusha@g

mail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Jennifer 
Warner 

jenniferwarner0
0@gmail.com 

As a resident of Skybrook, I ask that you please consider Elementary School Option 4 presented on 
July 24.  The following justifications are offered to demonstrate that ES Option 4 meets all of the 
stipulated criteria.Balance School Facility UtilizationWhile ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES would 
initially have the school over capacity, the Cropper GIS data indicates that the student population 
would immediately decline due to the maturity of the neighborhoods. Over the course of the 10-year 
plan, the school would eventually be under capacity. As the neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding 
Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are fully developed, there is not much future development 
that could impact student numbers.Account For Future GrowthThe Planning Blocks that make up 
ES Option 4 (7/24) for CMES are almost fully developed, meaning growth in enrollment within the 
school would be extremely limited.All other options (ES Option 1 &amp; 3, 7/24) would bring Odell 
(Primary &amp; Elementary) to capacity immediately, leaving no room for growth. ES Option 4 
(7/24) brings Odell to 92% capacity, creating capacity for the large number of developments under 
construction/in development with the large school footprint.Close ProximityAll neighborhoods are 
within a 5-minute drive to the school, as this is a densely populated, suburban area.The 
neighborhoods of Skybrook, Winding Walk, Highland Creek and Christenbury are all connected via 
Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Parkway and Christenbury parkway. The proximity of our neighborhoods 
allows our children to walk and ride bikes to their friends, family, neighbors and caregivers 
homes.Maximize Busing Efficiencies in Transportation of StudentsBusing probably couldn't be more 
efficient, as entire school footprint is tied together by ~3 main roads.Eliminating the intersection of 
Poplar Tent/Harris Rd for buses, as well as parents, would take some stress off of the already overly 
congested interchange. Moving Skybrook, Winding Walk or Highland Creek to Odell would create 
additional congestion onto a road that already experiences mile-long backups on a daily 
basis.Establish Clear Feeder Patterns of ContinuityAll children in ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill 
Elementary would be together in the same school K-12. Perfect continuity.Allow for Highest Grade 
at Current School GrandfatheringIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only 
be 40 children impacted, thus grandfathering would not be a significant impact.Minimize Impact on 
StudentsIn ES Option 4 (7/24) for Cox Mill Elementary, there would only be 40 children impacted. 
One of the lowest number of impacted children of all schools/options.Consider Economic, Cultural, 
and Ethnic DiversityES Option 4 (7/24) would actually make Cox Mill Elementary MORE diverse 
than the current enrollment demographics, per Cropper GIS analysis.Make Every Effort to Establish 
Contiguous ZonesAs mentioned above, all 4 neighborhoods are connected by three roads.Use Major 
Roads and Natural Boundaries Wherever Feasible  To Define Attendance ZonesClarke Creek is a 
natural boundary between the neighborhoods of Cox Mill Elementary and Odell 
Primary/Elementary. Because of this natural boundary, there is no direct connection between any of 
the current Cox Mill neighborhoods and the Odell neighborhoods. For this reason, it makes sense to 
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Steve Larson Nclarsons@gm

ail.com 
The rezoning of Highland Creek Dominion Hills away from Cox Mill while adjacent sections of the 
same and different neighborhoods go unchanged would appear to be poor use of tax payer 
resources through inefficient bus routes and results in social harm as many friends in their 
formative years will be forced to break friendships with those who live in close proximity. 

Jessie Romero jessielromero@
gmail.com 

Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, does not meet many of 
the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its 
treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing efficiency: 
In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right past Elrond 
Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about &#188; of the 
Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 77 when it is 
easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 77 is 
closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill 
under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large wooded 
area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major 
roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf Drive 
(Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and Wilburn 
Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding Walk, 
which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a major 
boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Nancy Leach 
Kuhns 

nancyrleach@g
mail.com 

We have recently been made aware that the current plan is to split our neighborhood, Carriage 
Downs, in half when the new high school on Weddington Road open in 2020 with half of our 
neighborhood going to that school and the other half continuing at the current high school, 
Robinson.  Carriage Downs is not that big of a neighborhood and all of the kids in here know each 
other and are friends.  This plan would be terrible for our neighborhood as it have close friends and 
kids who have been in school together for years broken up into two different high schools.  In 
addition, our kids are currently in the Winkler IB program and it just makes sense for them to 
continue on to a high school with an IB program.  I strongly urge you to not divide this 
neighborhood into two school districts. 
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Mark And 
Jennifer  
Scarrow 

mjscarrow@ms
n.com 

Planning Block 77 separates Highland Creek Dominion Hills homes(Elrond drive and off-shoot 
streets Elvin, Taranasay, and Rivendell) from the rest of Highland Creek. Those streets should be 
included in Planning Block 78 instead of Planning Block 77.I understand that at the last meeting it 
was said Highland Creek children would not be separated, I hope those changes will be made!Some 
of the Highland Creek parent&#39;s have put a lot of work into researching the impact of the 
options under consideration.  These parents have also received support from many of their 
Highland Creek neighbors, regardless of whether or not their children would be impacted.   (I am 
one of them, since my children will not be impacted)  As a resident of Highland Creek, we recognize 
that there is a considerable amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, 
the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, 
and with declining elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at 
Cox Mill (which is actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is 
minimal.Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, does not meet 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.Thank you! 
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Usha Thota usathota@gmail

.com 
My family will be moving to the Allen Mills community by this month end. We are very 
disappointed and concerned to hear the news about ES Option 4 that excludes Allen Mills 
community from Cox Mill ES zone. Please please do not do it!It is very disappointing to see our kids 
are not able to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few feets away from home, rather they need to 
travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen Mills for only reason that it is very 
close proximity to Cox Mill schools.Close Proximity must be the criteria for school zoning so that 
students can attend school within least possible travel distance. Another big concern is that traffic 
will increase significantly as Allen Mills students will be travelling to Odell school while 
neighborhood communities students will be coming to Cox Mill ES. So assigning schools that are 
closest to home community is best way to avoid traffic congestion.Please consider my request to 
drop the ES Option 4 so that keep the Allen Mills community will come under Cox Mill ES zone. 
Thank you for your consideration! 
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Sashi Torri sdtorri@gmail.c

om 
I am future resident of Allen Mills Subdivision. I would like to convey my serious concerns with ES 
Option 4. My desire is that Allen Mills Subdivision should stay with Cox Mill ES. While my family is 
super excited about our upcoming move to Allen Mills Subdivision on Aug-30, we are devastated to 
know about school rezoning proposal (CCS Student Realignment) - ES Option 4. It is disappointing 
to see our kids may not able to have the opportunity to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few blocks 
away from home. Instead they need to travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen 
Mills Subdivision with large investment after thorough research solely for the reason that it is in 
very close proximity to Cox Mill schools and our kids can attend  Cox Mill schools for sure, in spite 
of the fact that it is expensive compared to  other communities in the Concord area. Close Proximity 
should be a key criteria for the school rezoning so that students can attend school within least 
possible travel time. Students going to a school in the same community really improves the social 
bonding and neighborhood responsibility as well as safety. Another concern is potential growing 
traffic congestion on Popular Tent Road as well as Cox Mill Road due to the  ES Option 4. Allen 
Mills Subdivision students travelling to Odell school and other communities students coming to Cox 
Mill ES, will create unwanted increase in traffic. The traffic congestion will drastically reduce the 
transportation efficiency for both school buses and car riders. Therefore I sincerely request to drop 
the ES Option 4 and keep  Allen Mills Subdivision under Cox Mill ES zone. Thank you for your 
consideration! 
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Sashi Torri sdtorri@gmail.c

om 
I am future resident of Allen Mills Subdivision. I would like to convey my serious concerns with ES 
Option 4. My desire is that Allen Mills Subdivision should stay with Cox Mill ES. While my family is 
super excited about our upcoming move to Allen Mills Subdivision on Aug-30, we are devastated to 
know about school rezoning proposal (CCS Student Realignment) - ES Option 4. It is disappointing 
to see our kids may not able to have the opportunity to attend Cox Mill ES, which is just few blocks 
away from home. Instead they need to travel miles for schooling. We have specifically chosen Allen 
Mills Subdivision with large investment after thorough research solely for the reason that it is in 
very close proximity to Cox Mill schools and our kids can attend  Cox Mill schools for sure, in spite 
of the fact that it is expensive compared to  other communities in the Concord area. Close Proximity 
should be a key criteria for the school rezoning so that students can attend school within least 
possible travel time. Students going to a school in the same community really improves the social 
bonding and neighborhood responsibility as well as safety. Another concern is potential growing 
traffic congestion on Popular Tent Road as well as Cox Mill Road due to the  ES Option 4. Allen 
Mills Subdivision students travelling to Odell school and other communities students coming to Cox 
Mill ES, will create unwanted increase in traffic. The traffic congestion will drastically reduce the 
transportation efficiency for both school buses and car riders. Therefore I sincerely request to drop 
the ES Option 4 and keep  Allen Mills Subdivision under Cox Mill ES zone. Thank you for your 
consideration! 

Kindle 
Goodson 

kindlegoodson
@gmail.com 

Support of Option 4 as presented in Realignment mtg on 7/24/18 as it does the following:*Balances 
school facility utilization - Skybrook, Highland Creek, Christenbury, and Winding Walk are all very 
mature neighborhoods w/limited growth*Account for Future Growth - Options 1 &amp; 3 (as of 
7/24/18) bring Odell to capacity immediately.  Option 4 brings Odell to 92% capacity.*Close 
Proximity - Neighborhoods in option 4 are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Pkwy, and 
Christenbury Pkwy*Maximize Busing Efficiency - Option 4 eliminates the Poplar Tent/Harris Rd 
interchange congestion*Establish Clear Feeder Pattern of Continuity - All children in option 4 would 
remain together K-12.*Grandfathering - Option 4 only grandfathers 40 children*Diversity - Option 4 
enables the most diversity for CMES over the other suggested options*Natural Boundaries - Option 
4 keeps the 4 neighborhoods south of Clarke aligned to CMES.  Poplar Tent rd should serve as the 
natural feeder for Odell. 
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Kimberly 
Roberts 

kimmy.roberts
@gmail.com 

When reviewing the proposed options for redistricting, I noticed Option 1 changes our Elementary 
School to Patriots. My concern is that Patriots is over double miles away from where we currently 
attend Harrisburg Elementary. We live off of Stallings and on the other side of the street remains at 
Harrisburg. While I understand changes will have to be made this doesn&#39;t seem to make sense. 
In addition the maps aren&#39;t working correctly and I&#39;m not able to access all the options. 

Nick Goodson nikgoodson@g
mail.com 

Support of Option 4 as presented in Realignment mtg on 7/24/18 as it does the following:*Balances 
school facility utilization - Skybrook, Highland Creek, Christenbury, and Winding Walk are all very 
mature neighborhoods w/limited growth*Account for Future Growth - Options 1 &amp; 3 (as of 
7/24/18) bring Odell to capacity immediately.  Option 4 brings Odell to 92% capacity.*Close 
Proximity - Neighborhoods in option 4 are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Pkwy, and 
Christenbury Pkwy*Maximize Busing Efficiency - Option 4 eliminates the Poplar Tent/Harris Rd 
interchange congestion*Establish Clear Feeder Pattern of Continuity - All children in option 4 would 
remain together K-12.*Grandfathering - Option 4 only grandfathers 40 children*Diversity - Option 4 
enables the most diversity for CMES over the other suggested options*Natural Boundaries - Option 
4 keeps the 4 neighborhoods south of Clarke aligned to CMES.  Poplar Tent rd should serve as the 
natural feeder for Odell. 

Sherry 
Richardson 

sherryarichards
on@gmail.com 

Support of Option 4 as presented in Realignment mtg on 7/24/18 as it does the following:*Balances 
school facility utilization - Skybrook, Highland Creek, Christenbury, and Winding Walk are all very 
mature neighborhoods w/limited growth*Account for Future Growth - Options 1 &amp; 3 (as of 
7/24/18) bring Odell to capacity immediately.  Option 4 brings Odell to 92% capacity.*Close 
Proximity - Neighborhoods in option 4 are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Pkwy, and 
Christenbury Pkwy*Maximize Busing Efficiency - Option 4 eliminates the Poplar Tent/Harris Rd 
interchange congestion*Establish Clear Feeder Pattern of Continuity - All children in option 4 would 
remain together K-12.*Grandfathering - Option 4 only grandfathers 40 children*Diversity - Option 4 
enables the most diversity for CMES over the other suggested options*Natural Boundaries - Option 
4 keeps the 4 neighborhoods south of Clarke aligned to CMES.  Poplar Tent rd should serve as the 
natural feeder for Odell. 
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Ronald 
Richardson 

richardson.rona
ld.e@gmail.com 

Support of Option 4 as presented in Realignment mtg on 7/24/18 as it does the following:*Balances 
school facility utilization - Skybrook, Highland Creek, Christenbury, and Winding Walk are all very 
mature neighborhoods w/limited growth*Account for Future Growth - Options 1 &amp; 3 (as of 
7/24/18) bring Odell to capacity immediately.  Option 4 brings Odell to 92% capacity.*Close 
Proximity - Neighborhoods in option 4 are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Pkwy, and 
Christenbury Pkwy*Maximize Busing Efficiency - Option 4 eliminates the Poplar Tent/Harris Rd 
interchange congestion*Establish Clear Feeder Pattern of Continuity - All children in option 4 would 
remain together K-12.*Grandfathering - Option 4 only grandfathers 40 children*Diversity - Option 4 
enables the most diversity for CMES over the other suggested options*Natural Boundaries - Option 
4 keeps the 4 neighborhoods south of Clarke aligned to CMES.  Poplar Tent rd should serve as the 
natural feeder for Odell. 

Courtney 
Richardson 

courtney28@g
mail.com 

Support of Option 4 as presented in Realignment mtg on 7/24/18 as it does the following:*Balances 
school facility utilization - Skybrook, Highland Creek, Christenbury, and Winding Walk are all very 
mature neighborhoods w/limited growth*Account for Future Growth - Options 1 &amp; 3 (as of 
7/24/18) bring Odell to capacity immediately.  Option 4 brings Odell to 92% capacity.*Close 
Proximity - Neighborhoods in option 4 are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Pkwy, and 
Christenbury Pkwy*Maximize Busing Efficiency - Option 4 eliminates the Poplar Tent/Harris Rd 
interchange congestion*Establish Clear Feeder Pattern of Continuity - All children in option 4 would 
remain together K-12.*Grandfathering - Option 4 only grandfathers 40 children*Diversity - Option 4 
enables the most diversity for CMES over the other suggested options*Natural Boundaries - Option 
4 keeps the 4 neighborhoods south of Clarke aligned to CMES.  Poplar Tent rd should serve as the 
natural feeder for Odell. 
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Nicholas 
Goodson 

n2goodson@icl
oud.com 

Support of Option 4 as presented in Realignment mtg on 7/24/18 as it does the following:*Balances 
school facility utilization - Skybrook, Highland Creek, Christenbury, and Winding Walk are all very 
mature neighborhoods w/limited growth*Account for Future Growth - Options 1 &amp; 3 (as of 
7/24/18) bring Odell to capacity immediately.  Option 4 brings Odell to 92% capacity.*Close 
Proximity - Neighborhoods in option 4 are all connected via Harris Rd, Clarke Creek Pkwy, and 
Christenbury Pkwy*Maximize Busing Efficiency - Option 4 eliminates the Poplar Tent/Harris Rd 
interchange congestion*Establish Clear Feeder Pattern of Continuity - All children in option 4 would 
remain together K-12.*Grandfathering - Option 4 only grandfathers 40 children*Diversity - Option 4 
enables the most diversity for CMES over the other suggested options*Natural Boundaries - Option 
4 keeps the 4 neighborhoods south of Clarke aligned to CMES.  Poplar Tent rd should serve as the 
natural feeder for Odell. 
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Tiffany Flores Tiffany.n.flores

@gmail.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Joe Flores Joe.flores@gmai

l.com 
Option 3 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 3 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons: 1)    Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 3, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
&#188; of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 
77 when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2)    Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option 3. More concerning, Option 3 turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3)    
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option 3 for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4)    Minimize student impact: Option 3 switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and 
PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Many fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were 
allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 
were already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable 
amount of new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 
are well-established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining 
elementary-age populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is 
actually under capacity in Option 3, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by 
the efficiencies referenced above.Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Wasim Anwar wasim.anwar@

gmail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are only 0.3 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 
10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from 
the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major 
roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or 
natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell 
and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Fawzia Anwar Fawzia.anwar@

gmail.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are only 0.3 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 
10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from 
the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major 
roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road 
(Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or 
natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell 
and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed 
to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Wafa Anwar wafa.e.anwar@
gmail.com 

Please do not change the school for the neighborhood of Allen Mills. It wouldn&#39;t make sense 
because it is only 2 minutes away from the school. It would be unfair to make this neighborhood go 
to a different district. Some of the students can walk or bicycle up to the school which would be very 
good because it will be very good for the environment and it also helps promote better health. 
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Douglas 
Cremer 

Dcremer1@yah
oo.com 

WINDING WALK. Please consider moving PB 77 back to the Cox Mill Elementary zone in ES 
Option 3. Zoning PB 77 to Odell splits up the Winding Walk neighborhood. We would like for our 
children to go to school with the children in our neighborhood. It creates an island of PB 77 because 
it will be surrounded by the Cox Mill zone  and farmland. It also forces the Winding Walk 
community to use the already congested Harris Rd and Poplar Tent Rd to travel to Odell 
Elementary making difficult left turns.   If you move PB 77 to Odell,it will impact 199 kids which is 
about 20% of the current Cox Mill Elementary student population.  To offset adding PB 77 back to 
Cox Mill, we propose putting PB 8 at Carl Furr where they are currently zoned, further reducing the 
number of students impacted. We understand that this still has Cox Mill over capacity at first but we 
are a maturing neighborhood and the number of elementary aged students will go down over the 
next 10 years.  Thank you so much the time you have put into this project and thank you for your 
consideration. 

Sara Fink saraffink@gmai
l.com 

As a parent, I've seen my child be in 2 different schools in 2 years.  Our family is very excited about 
Royal Oaks Elementary School and would love to see that all students who currently are in the 
ROES area STAY in that area in the future.  This school was very anticipated for a lot of students.  It 
finally feels like home. We do live in an area just across I-85. We identify with the current 
community we are in for elementary school.   As a family we hope to see a positive outcome for 
those who have put lots of effort into ROES and the students who already attend the school by 
keeping us and the other students in their home. Thanks for your time and your efforts as it does 
look like this had been discussed but I wanted a chance to express this while I had a chance. 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Lindsey Riley uptownandaro
und@gmail.co
m 

Planning Block 77 separates Highland Creek Dominion Hills homes(Elrond drive and off-shoot 
streets Elvin, Taranasay, and Rivendell) from the rest of Highland Creek. Those streets should be 
included in Planning Block 78 instead of Planning Block 77.  HC should not be separated from the 
rest of their community. 

Jane Doub bjdoub@gmail.c
om 

I support option C for Cox School as my first choice.  Option B is my second choice.   Thanks. 
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I encourage Cabarrus County to maintain community and neighborhood boundaries.  I live in 
Skybrook.  My children are older- one is in college and the other is a freshman at Cox Mill High 
School so we will not likely be directly impacted by changes, but I am concerned.  We moved to 
Cabarrus County in 2011 after starting school in Mecklenburg County.  We were in turmoil for 6 
years there with boundary changes and long bus rides.  I would like the children of Skybrook to 
continue to attend school at Cox Mill elementary with their neighbors in Winding Walk and 
Highland Creek.  It is a safe, short and easy bus ride.  My girls were in Girl Scouts and swim teams 
with kids in these neighborhoods.  As I believed when boundary changes were brought up in the 
past, I still believe Poplar Tent Road is the natural boundary line.  It is convenient to car pool and 
there is a sense of community.  Additionally my brother lives in Rocky River Crossing.  His kids just 
left Carolinas International School so they could attend Harrisburg neighborhood schools.  Please 
create an option for Rocky River Crossing to continue to be part of the Harrisburg community.  The 
current options set up Harrisburg to become the next Matthews.  We don&#39;t want towns 
breaking off from Cabarrus County.  I have been so happy with Cabarrus County - both the schools 
and the community.  I know this is a hard process, but please continue to listen to the community as 
you have done in the past.  That is what makes Cabarrus County so special.  Thank you for your 
consideration. 

Melissa 
Orosco 

melissa.orosco
@alumni.duke.
edu 

I support option 4 which will allow Skybrook to remain at Cox Mill. 

Sudhir Kalla contactkallas@g
mail.com 

Attended the Aug 28th public input session. Even though I understand the county has to review and 
realign school distribution as the county grows. After carefully looking at the options it appears 
some options do not makes full sense. For Elementary school PB 77 (Option B) i.e rezoning Winding 
Walk  from CoxMill to Odel. A) It will turn WW into an island and not keep the rezoning 
contiguous B) Rezoning should follow natural boundaries such as roads, or natural boundaries it 
looks like WW is being forced into an option C) Major impacts to elementary children and to adapt 
to a new school D) Maximize bus efficiency - Cox mill busses would bypass PB77 to reach students 
who live beyond WW.  Please reconsider Option B - Elementary PB77 rezoning we think the 
negatives outweigh the positives. Thank you ! 
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Allison Hoke allison_hoke@y

ahoo.com 
This feedback applies to any students transferring into the Odell Primary/Odell Elementary school 
zone. Please consider grandfathering those students who will be in the second grade when the new 
zoning goes into effect. If they are not allowed to remain at their current elementary school for their 
second grade year, they will end up having to go to three schools in three years - current school for 
1st grade, Odell Primary for 2nd grade, and Odell Elementary for 3rd grade. This is exactly the 
situation that the current grandfathering guidelines are designed to avoid for the 5th and 8th 
graders. Odell Primary School and Odell Elementary School are on separate campuses. 

Wes Schultze wesschultze@y
ahoo.com 

Please provide where the proposed site is for the new West Cabarrus High School. 

Sanjeev 
Saxena 

sansaxin@yaho
o.com 

Hi ,We live on 6984 Founders way , Harrisburg , NC and my son goes to Hickory middle school and 
he is 8th Grade. His all classmate will go Hickory ridge High school. I really like and love to have 
Hickory Ridge High for our community.Please let me know where I need to vote for school 
rezoningThanksSanjeev 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

Purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

1) I am going to be the resident of AllenMills subdivision under PB10. AllenMills is &lt; 0.3 miles 
away from CoxMill Elementary2) I recommend to keep AllenMills subdivision along with PB10 
under CoxMill Elementary school zone and hence support the Option A and OptionB3) I strongly 
OPPOSE the Elementary School zoning option C as it has many drawbacks:- Doesn&#39;t improve 
bussing efficiencies- splits the communities- increases the traffic congestion on PoplarTent and 
CoxMill roads- decreases kids safety- Increases the school utilization rates beyond 114%- many 
other negative factors 

Durga 
Jonnalagadda 

Purpleviolin0@
gmail.com 

1) I am going to be the resident of AllenMills subdivision under PB10. AllenMills is &lt; 0.3 miles 
away from CoxMill Elementary2) I recommend to keep AllenMills subdivision along with PB10 
under CoxMill Elementary school zone and hence support the Option A and OptionB3) I strongly 
OPPOSE the Elementary School zoning option C as it has many drawbacks:- Doesn&#39;t improve 
bussing efficiencies- splits the communities- increases the traffic congestion on PoplarTent and 
CoxMill roads- decreases kids safety- Increases the school utilization rates beyond 114%- many 
other negative factors 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Eboni Littlejohn &lt;eboni.a.littlejohn@gmail.com&gt;Wed, Aug 15, 4:44 PMto meOption 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to many of the 
committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its 
treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing efficiency: 
In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick 
up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to 
have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 
when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that road.  2) Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other neighborhoods that 
remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the same road (Cox Mill 
Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major roads or natural 
boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin 
Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or natural 
boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 
from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to 
remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Eboni Littlejohn &lt;eboni.a.littlejohn@gmail.com&gt;Wed, Aug 15, 4:44 PMto meOption 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to many of the 
committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its 
treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing efficiency: 
In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick 
up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to 
have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 
when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that road.  2) Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other neighborhoods that 
remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the same road (Cox Mill 
Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major roads or natural 
boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin 
Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or natural 
boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 
from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to 
remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Eboni Littlejohn &lt;eboni.a.littlejohn@gmail.com&gt;Wed, Aug 15, 4:44 PMto meOption 4 for Cox 
Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to many of the 
committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please revise its 
treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing efficiency: 
In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen Mills) to pick 
up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell school buses to 
have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up students in PB 10 
when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that road.  2) Close 
proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other neighborhoods that 
remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the same road (Cox Mill 
Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns PB 10 into an island, 
isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the 
Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no major roads or natural 
boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an arbitrary road (Benjamin 
Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of major roads or natural 
boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 8 
from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to 
remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly congested 
Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Patrice Dyckes patrice.dyckes@
yahoo.com 

Please support option C as it provides a longer term capacity solution                    for Cox Mill 
Elementary and stability for existing cox millstudents and neighborhoods. 

Jason Dyckes Dyckesj@icloud
.com 

Please support option c as it is the only option that addresses the new construction that will create a 
capacity issue shortly after this plan is implemented it option a or b is selected. 
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Jennifer 
Tarkington 

Jltarkington@g
mail.com 

Please keep skybrook in Cox Mill Elementary by opposing option a.  Please support option b, which 
provides the greatest short term relief or better yet option c which is the only option that provides 
any real long-term relief from the high volume, new construction 

Argun Dukani dukania@iclou
d.com 

Over 500 new construction homes will be built within Cox Mill Elementary district within the next 
two to three years.  Allen Mills- 283 homesEdenton - 103 homesClassics - 60 homesLantana - 66 
homesYet, Cropper forecasts reflect a student decline in the next three years within the district.The 
redistricting options are being evaluated based on flawed forecasting.Instead of neighbors fighting 
each other to make sure they remain within boundary lines, we should all be demanding that more 
accurate analysis is performed and city officials and school system leadership is involved in the 
redistricting process to ensure decisions are being made on actual data as opposed to consultant 
forecasting models. 

Kathleen Ware kathyrn2001@
msn.com 

Understanding that population has increased in the area, people buy homes based on school 
systems and where they want their children go to school.  Once these new communities are built of 
course more children will be in the schools, but since they are new home/communites these are the 
ones that should be rezoned for schools. I know a few people that have upped and moved based on 
the possibility of their children possible having to change schools which I am not willing to do. 
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Angelle 
Griffin 

angriffin77@ya
hoo.com 

Option B for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option B makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option B, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
1/4th of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 77 
when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option B. More concerning, Option B turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option B for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option B switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to 
remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option B, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above. Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Kevin Griffin kevinjgriffin77

@yahoo.com 
Option B for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding planning block 77, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option B makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 77 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option B, Cox Mill buses would exit Wilburn Park Ln (Highland Creek), drive right 
past Elrond Dr. (Highland Creek) and then turn right on Rippling Stream to pick up only about 
1/4th of the Winding Walk neighborhood. It is highly inefficient for Cox Mill buses to bypass PB 77 
when it is easily accessible via Clarke Creek Parkway.2) Close proximity/establish contiguous 
zones: PB 77 is closer to Cox Mill ES (via Clarke Creek Pkwy) than other neighborhoods that remain 
at Cox Mill under option B. More concerning, Option B turns PB 77 into an island, isolated by a large 
wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) from the rest of the Odell community.3) 
Use major roads and natural boundaries: Neither Elrond Drive (Highland Creek) nor Falling Leaf 
Drive (Winding Walk) are major roads. There is no natural boundary between Elrond Drive and 
Wilburn Park as they are part of the same subdivision. The heavily wooded area north of Winding 
Walk, which separates PB 77 from the rest of the Odell community, is completely disregarded as a 
major boundary. In fact, Option B for CMES draws an arbitrary line through two different 
neighborhoods.4) Minimize student impact: Option B switches PB 77 from Cox Mill to Odell and PB 
8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks were allowed to 
remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in PB 8 were 
already rezoned several years ago.In addition, we recognize that there is a considerable amount of 
new development occurring in the Cox Mill area. However, the neighborhoods in PB 77 are well-
established with limited-to-no opportunity for future growth, and with declining elementary-age 
populations. The future impact of allowing PB 77 to remain at Cox Mill (which is actually under 
capacity in Option B, while Odell is over capacity) is minimal, and far outweighed by the efficiencies 
referenced above. Thank you for considering these concerns. 
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Jun Wang jun.wang@nano

diagtech.com 
1. Cox Mill ES 2. Winding Walk 3. Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for 
realignment. It uses natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent 
Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes isolated from those 
around it by children attending multiple elementary schools. All of the area elementary schools 
remain under-capacity with this option (CME 96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 4. Approve 5. N/A 6. 
Option B is a poor solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill Elementaries. In 
regards to PB 77 it violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To align with a majority of the 
Cropper criteria draft option B needs to be amended as follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined 
and remain at Cox Mill, while PB 8 should remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better 
balance facility utilization, account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing 
efficiency, establish clear feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and 
use major roads and natural boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least the 
following criteria in regards to planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school facility utilization as 
Odell becomes overcapacity at 105%, whereas Cox Mill comes under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for 
a clear feeder pattern as Winding Walk Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different 
elementary schools. (3) It does not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, 
surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending 
Cox Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in this 
block are located more than a mile away and off of another major road. (4) It does not use major 
roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does not maximize busing efficiency as it would cause busses for 
PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to make more left turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school 
and onto Highway 73 and into Winding Walk in the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major 
traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already 
and will only grow in congestion with new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does 
not minimize student impact as it moves students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while moving 
students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when students could remain at their current schools. (7) It 
does not allow for close proximity as planning blocks further from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are 
included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded. 7. Oppose 8. Other: Enrollment, neighborhood, and 
transportation concerns 9. Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill 
Elementary. While Odell is under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these 
numbers will level out as numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being 
constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland Creek, 
Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age of the children 
increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would decrease the population at 
Cox Mill and would also cause the least disruption to those students, who have been attending Furr 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10. 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10. 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10. 

Srujana 
Kalagara 

srujanar@yaho
o.com 

Option C accounts for future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While Odell is 
under-capacity at 92% and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will level out as 
numerous new home communities that would attend Odell are being constructed currently. 
Meanwhile, the mature neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland Creek, Winding Walk, and 
Skybrook would allow for future growth to decrease as the age of the children increases. I suggest 
moving PB 8 back to Furr Elementary, as this would decrease the population at Cox Mill and would 
also cause the least disruption to those students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years 
anyway and feed into different middle and high schools than the rest of the Cox Mill population. 
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Satish 
Vankineni 

laksat99@yahoo
.com 

Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses natural boundaries for 
the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg 
County line. No neighborhood becomes isolated from those around it by children attending 
multiple elementary schools. All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this 
option (CME 96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 

Geetha 
Vallabhaneni 

  Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. It uses natural boundaries for 
the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent Rd., Derita Rd., and the Mecklenburg 
County line. No neighborhood becomes isolated from those around it by children attending 
multiple elementary schools. All of the area elementary schools remain under-capacity with this 
option (CME 96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%). 
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Keith Battle keith.battle@g

m.com 
1. Cox Mill ES2. Winding Walk3. Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. 
It uses natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent Rd., Derita 
Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes isolated from those around it by 
children attending multiple elementary schools. All of the area elementary schools remain under-
capacity with this option (CME 96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%).4. Approve5. N/A6. Option B is a poor 
solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it 
violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft 
option B needs to be amended as follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, 
while PB 8 should remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, establish clear 
feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and use major roads and natural 
boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least the following criteria in regards to 
planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 
105%, whereas Cox Mill comes under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as 
Winding Walk Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does 
not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, 
PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent 
to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in this block are located more than a mile 
away and off of another major road. (4) It does not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does 
not maximize busing efficiency as it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to 
make more left turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding 
Walk in the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. 
intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in congestion with 
new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not minimize student impact as it moves 
students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when 
students could remain at their current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning 
blocks further from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded.7. 
Oppose8. Other: Enrollment, neighborhood, and transportation concerns9. Option C accounts for 
future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While Odell is under-capacity at 92% 
and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will level out as numerous new home 
communities that would attend Odell are being constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature 
neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for 
future growth to decrease as the age of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr 
Elementary, as this would decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least 
disruption to those students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed 
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Jennifer 
Archer 

jhennypher@ya
hoo.com 

I am concerned about Option B moving PB77 to Odell ES. First, PB77 and PB72 are in the Winding 
Walk Subdivision. Option B splits Winding Walk Subdivision with PB72 remaining at Cox Mill ES 
and PB77 moving to Odell ES. My other concern is the level of traffic congestion on Harris Rd. 
Currently Winding Walk is able to avoid Harris Rd and take a back way to get to Cox Mill. Zoning 
PB77 to Odell ES would force car riders and buses to use Harris Rd which is already too congested. 
Please consider allowing PB77 to remain at Cox Mill ES. Thank you for taking our comments! 

Bryan 
Strickland 

bryanstrickland
@hotmail.com 

My son lives in the Glen Grove neighborhood (off Roberta Road) in Concord, and all the options for 
our neighborhood have him attending a different school than Hickory Ridge. That would be an 
unfortunate/disappointing decision to him and his family. He&#39;s already invested in the 
positive culture (and of course has built friendships) at Hickory Ridge Middle and is already talking 
about looking forward to high school across the street. If disrupting that isn&#39;t disappointing 
enough, how about the fact that if I understand the timing correctly, he will get to go to HRHS as a 
freshman, only to be reassigned to a different school as a sophomore? High school is hard enough 
for teenagers without such stressors. Thanks for reading. 

Amy Player amyplayer@gm
ail.com 

I feel that Winkler Middle and West Cabarrus High School would be the best fit for the Glen Grove 
neighborhood. 

Srikanth 
Jothimani 

Jothimanisrikan
th@yahoo.com 

I am living in winding walk community and I would like my child to continue with Coxmill 
elementary. He is very much attached to the school and changing schools would impact his 
motivation and Interest. So please retain winding walk community under Coxmill elementary 
boundary.ThanksSrikanth 

Michelle 
Perkins 

Bmischvus@ya
hoo.com 

I moved here specifically for my children to go to Hickory Ridge Middle &amp; High. If they 
can&#39;t, my choice is C. I want them at the newest, best, most challenging schools that will give 
them the best opportunities for growth, scholarships and college entries. 
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Krishna Yadla krishnakyadla@

gmail.com 
1. Cox Mill ES2. Winding Walk3. Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. 
It uses natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent Rd., Derita 
Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes isolated from those around it by 
children attending multiple elementary schools. All of the area elementary schools remain under-
capacity with this option (CME 96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%).4. Approve5. N/A6. Option B is a poor 
solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it 
violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft 
option B needs to be amended as follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, 
while PB 8 should remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, establish clear 
feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and use major roads and natural 
boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least the following criteria in regards to 
planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 
105%, whereas Cox Mill comes under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as 
Winding Walk Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does 
not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, 
PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent 
to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in this block are located more than a mile 
away and off of another major road. (4) It does not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does 
not maximize busing efficiency as it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to 
make more left turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding 
Walk in the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. 
intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in congestion with 
new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not minimize student impact as it moves 
students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when 
students could remain at their current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning 
blocks further from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded.7. 
Oppose8. Other: Enrollment, neighborhood, and transportation concerns9. Option C accounts for 
future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While Odell is under-capacity at 92% 
and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will level out as numerous new home 
communities that would attend Odell are being constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature 
neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for 
future growth to decrease as the age of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr 
Elementary, as this would decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least 
disruption to those students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed 
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Naveena 
Uppala 

naveenau@gma
il.com 

1. Cox Mill ES2. Winding Walk3. Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. 
It uses natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent Rd., Derita 
Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes isolated from those around it by 
children attending multiple elementary schools. All of the area elementary schools remain under-
capacity with this option (CME 96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%).4. Approve5. N/A6. Option B is a poor 
solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it 
violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft 
option B needs to be amended as follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, 
while PB 8 should remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, establish clear 
feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and use major roads and natural 
boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least the following criteria in regards to 
planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 
105%, whereas Cox Mill comes under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as 
Winding Walk Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does 
not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, 
PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent 
to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in this block are located more than a mile 
away and off of another major road. (4) It does not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does 
not maximize busing efficiency as it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to 
make more left turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding 
Walk in the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. 
intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in congestion with 
new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not minimize student impact as it moves 
students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when 
students could remain at their current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning 
blocks further from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded.7. 
Oppose8. Other: Enrollment, neighborhood, and transportation concerns9. Option C accounts for 
future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While Odell is under-capacity at 92% 
and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will level out as numerous new home 
communities that would attend Odell are being constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature 
neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for 
future growth to decrease as the age of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr 
Elementary, as this would decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least 
disruption to those students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed 
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Sarah Foster imsarahkate@h

otmail.com 
I live off of Derita Road in Twin Creeks (Altacrest/Sundance). I was shocked to see that several of 
the options have us going over to Odell/Winkler/JM Robinson, and would like to express my 
extreme displeasure. We are so close to Cox Mill ES and HS we can hear the commentary on the 
football games.  Our neighborhood and Misty Wood are the only two off of Derita and there 
can&#39;t be more than 10 kids if that, in both neighborhoods combined (I know of only 5 in Twin 
Creeks).  I beg of you to change us back in all Options to stay with Cox Mill HS like you did a few 
years ago when this came up. 

Kimberly 
Seamans 

kimseamans@h
otmail.com 

Many of these options move our students away from the school they are used to, and between Twin 
Creeks and Misty Wood neighborhoods, I would guess there are less than a dozen elementary 
school kids in total. It would be very detrimental to move the students to a new school vs the 
insignificant benefit of only reducing Cox Mill and Harris Road student population by what is very 
likely single digits. The section of Derita Rd between Rocky River and Poplar Tent could easily be 
scoped into the Cox Mill district rather than the disruption of sending them to a new school, many 
of which are on the other side of the interstate. 

John Hale jhale5@att.net I would be very disappointed to have my child get moved to Patriots ES.  The reason we moved to 
Harrisburg was so she could attend Harrisburg ES.  We live 8/10 of a mile from HES and I 
can&#39;t see any justification to relocate to a school further away.  In the recent realignment 
meeting &quot;imbalance&quot; was mentioned as one of the reasons why we need realignment.  
Why not fix what&#39;s broken first!  I can name two dozen children that attend HES that are in the 
Wolf Meadow school district.  With that said, put those children where they belong and you start to 
fix the root cause of your imbalance.  Secondly, if my child were going to attend an under 
performing school I would want her to attend the best school, fix the under performing schools and 
folks are more likely to stay in the district they live.  I want my child to stay in school (all three 
schools) within a mile of where I live.  I am a Harrisburg resident not Concord.  I also want her to 
have the best education which is why I moved to Harrisburg.  Thank you for your time.John Hale 
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Malcom 
Heard 

malcomheard@
yahoo.com 

We moved 1200 miles to be in this community and are deeply disturbed by the proposed changes to 
the middle and high school that we moved to this community for our children to attend.Changing 
school zones not only affects our family decision to move here, but it also affects our property values 
and our belief that the County School are right for our family.  It&#39;s disheartening that we found 
a community we love and now the schools we planned to send our children to will now be changed 
to one that is far below any paren&#39;ts expectations.  If all Cabarrus county schools were above 
average this would not be a concern. JM Robinson is a 3 out of 10, this is disturbing when Hickory is 
7+.  NO parent would want this for their child.  It&#39;s apparent that our forever home is not a 5yr 
plan and we will have to move again, which is not our desire.If a switch was going to be made, 
parents should get a school with the same school rating and status.  This is a horrible move! 

Mark Sens marksens5@hot
mail.com 

I wanted to provide feedback on the re-districting.  We live in the Waterford neighborhood and are 
concerned about the two options that do not allow our children to go to Cox Mill High School.  We 
moved to the neighborhood for several reasons but the main reason was due to the schools and Cox 
Mill.  Most of the students that our children go to school with will not go to the same High Schools 
which is also very concerning.  Thanks. 

Gary Sibilant Gary.sibilant@y
mail.com 

I live in the Founders Reserve Community. Our family moved to this neighborhood due to the 
original schools attendance zones. We would not have moved our family here if we had known that 
the attendance zones would be changed. 
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Anjaneyulu 
Kakarla 

anjaneyulu.kak
arla@gmail.com 

1. Cox Mill ES2. Winding Walk3. Option A does the best job at satisfying the criteria for realignment. 
It uses natural boundaries for the Cox Mill Elementary district (Harris Rd., Poplar Tent Rd., Derita 
Rd., and the Mecklenburg County line. No neighborhood becomes isolated from those around it by 
children attending multiple elementary schools. All of the area elementary schools remain under-
capacity with this option (CME 96%, Odell 98%, Furr 90%).4. Approve5. N/A6. Option B is a poor 
solution to realigning students between Odell and Cox Mill Elementaries. In regards to PB 77 it 
violates at least 7 of 9 of the Cropper criteria. To align with a majority of the Cropper criteria draft 
option B needs to be amended as follows: PB 77 and 72 should be combined and remain at Cox Mill, 
while PB 8 should remain at Carl Furr. These amendments would better balance facility utilization, 
account for future growth, minimize student impact, maximize busing efficiency, establish clear 
feeder patterns, maintain current diversity, keep contiguous zones, and use major roads and natural 
boundaries. If current draft B remains it will violate at least the following criteria in regards to 
planning block 77: (1) It does not balance school facility utilization as Odell becomes overcapacity at 
105%, whereas Cox Mill comes under at 95%. (2) It does not allow for a clear feeder pattern as 
Winding Walk Subdivision is arbitrarily split between two different elementary schools. (3) It does 
not establish a contiguous zone as it creates an island for PB 77, surrounded by PB 70, PB 71, PB 72, 
PB 78, and PB 10, as well as farmland that would all be attending Cox Mill. While PB 76 is adjacent 
to PB 77, most of this block is farmland; the homes that are in this block are located more than a mile 
away and off of another major road. (4) It does not use major roads as natural boundaries. (5) It does 
not maximize busing efficiency as it would cause busses for PB 77 traveling to Odell Elementary to 
make more left turns onto Poplar Tent Road going to school and onto Highway 73 and into Winding 
Walk in the afternoons. Buses would also encounter major traffic at the Harris Rd./Poplar Tent Rd. 
intersection. This intersection is heavily congested already and will only grow in congestion with 
new medical buildings at the corner adding to it. (6) It does not minimize student impact as it moves 
students from Cox Mill to Odell (PB 77) while moving students from Furr (PB 8) to Cox Mill when 
students could remain at their current schools. (7) It does not allow for close proximity as planning 
blocks further from the school (PB 69, 70, 71) are included at Cox Mill while PB 77 is excluded.7. 
Oppose8. Other: Enrollment, neighborhood, and transportation concerns9. Option C accounts for 
future growth at Odell Elementary and Cox Mill Elementary. While Odell is under-capacity at 92% 
and Cox Mill over-capacity at 114%, these numbers will level out as numerous new home 
communities that would attend Odell are being constructed currently. Meanwhile, the mature 
neighborhoods of Christenbury, Highland Creek, Winding Walk, and Skybrook would allow for 
future growth to decrease as the age of the children increases. I suggest moving PB 8 back to Furr 
Elementary, as this would decrease the population at Cox Mill and would also cause the least 
disruption to those students, who have been attending Furr for the past 3 years anyway and feed 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Faride Dau Faride_dau@ho
tmail.com 

Si not take providence manor out  of the Hickory Ridge middle and high schools. Boundary limits. 
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Andrew 
Foster 

andrwfst8706@
hotmail.com 

I was reviewing the proposed realignments and really don't understand what sense it makes to send 
my kids further away to school.  We live in Twin Creeks and you only have 1 option for each school 
that's keeps them at the closest school to where we live, which would be CMES, CMHS and Harris 
Middle.  We can hear the CMHS football games from our porch and the majority of the  proposals 
won't have my girls going to the school they can see from our development.  At most there are 20 
kids from the couple neighborhoods on Derita, I can't see how that many kids can throw the balance 
off in either of the schools, not enough to send us across  I-85 and all the kids away from everyone 
they have gone to school with.  My only votes if I had one goes for for Option B for ES, and Option 
C for both MS and HS, they only make the most sense for out little swath of land. 

Amy Peters Abarsanti@me.
com 

Hello.  I've tried using multiple browsers to complete the community survey by this evening at 
11:59pm, but the survey didn't submit.  Therefore, my feedback is below.  We oppose all 3 options 
for Timber Forest neighborhood being rezoned from Hickory Ridge High School.Strongly oppose.  
Options A, B, AND C keep our neighborhood in the HRMS zone, but take us out of the HRHS zone.  
It doesn't make sense to us that all 3 options keep us in one middle school, but then all 3 options 
take us out of the high school across the street from it.  There isn't even one option that keeps us in 
the high school.  We bought a home intentionally in the Hickory Ridge district and truly it was the 
only one we could find that was under $200k...literally the only one.  Changing our high school 
means moving those who aren't as wealthy, while those who can afford to buy on the other side of 
the tracks get to stay in the high school.  Please don't move the lower income families like ours from 
the high school.  It will hurt our family as well as our home values.  We can't afford to take both 
punches...a change in high schools for our children and a decrease in our home value which was 
already a stretch for us to buy.  We'd be upside down.  We've sacrificed so much to 'buy into' the 
district, but had to buy on the 'other side of the tracks' because it was all we could afford.  Please 
don't hurt families like ours who couldn't afford the 300k+ homes.  Our children have friends in the 
school, are active in the school, and are doing so well academically.Thank you. 

Deana Ladd deanaladd@gm
ail.com 

I would love to see my neighborhood, The Woodlands, make the move to West Cabarrus High 
school when it opens. Change is good! 
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Daniel Brunk docbrunk@gma

il.com 
My daughter is in 3rd grade at Furr.  She has epilepsy and cerebral palsy.  We would like her to go 
to the new high school on Weddington Rd. as it is closer to our home in The Woodlands, and in the 
event of a seizure my wife will be able to get there much more quickly than Robinson. 

David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Ramesh 
Baniya 

ramesh.baniya3
7@gmail.com 

Greetings, I am one of the residents of Founders Reserve Community in Harrisburg residing with 
my family. Before we&#39;ve decided to be part of this community, we've considered our options 
just for our child education and current schools zones. It came to know from our HOA about 
Harrisburg School District realignment in near future affecting school zoning for our community. 
Since we've missed the survey window but still would like to express our sincere feedback on 
options arranged. We as family would be glad to have an option 'A' among all options which has 
following schools. ‚Ä¢ Harrisburg Elementary‚Ä¢ Hickory Ridge Middle ‚Ä¢ Hickory Ridge 
HighThank you 

Wendy Brunk wendybrunk@g
mail.com 

We live in the Woodlands neighborhood off Weddington Rd. Our daughter attends Carl A. Furr 
Elementary School, which is only 5 mins. from our house. The new high school, West Cabarrus 
High, would be 4 mins. from our house. She has epilepsy and in case she has a seizure at school, I 
would be able to get to the new high school quicker than having to go to JM Robinson. It would 
make since to have the folks living closer to the new high school to attend West Cabarrus High 
instead of JM Robinson. 

Thomas 
Boshears 

shaneboshears
@yahoo.com 

I do NOT want my child changing from Hickory Ridge High to any other school. High school 
students should be able to finish where they started. He is a student athlete and that would mess up 
alot of things. No, Just No 

Denise 
Schoener 

Deniseschoener
3971@gmail.co
m 

I would like Castlebrooke Subdivision to be considered to stay in Cox Mill high school in the 
realignment. My son as well as others in this neighborhood have spent their entire school career in 
Odell, Harris Road and are now part of Cox Mill. I don&#39;t want the most important years and 
final years to be disrupted by you moving him from a 23rd ranked school to a 127th ranked school 
in the state. I moved to this subdivision specifically to keep him within the Cox Mill high school 
district. He has plans to join track and the swim team. If you move him i will pull him out of public 
schooling and find another option to complete his high school. You are impacting young lives at 
important milestones please reconsider your boundaries. 
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Fred Apel fred.apel@gmai

l.com 
The Castlebrooke Subdivision is being impacted by all 3 high school proposals however middle and 
elementary have no change. Extending the HS zoning to include Jim Johnson Rd will have minimal 
impact on student numbers.  Many residents specifically picked this subdivision because it fed into 
Cox Mill which is one of the best high schools in Cabarrus County.  My step-son has attended Odell, 
Harris Rd, and is now attending Cox Mill.  The impact of a child having to move in the middle of 
high school can be very detrimental to his education.  Please consider more than a map line when 
making these decisions. 

Ricky Foltz Rfoltz@carolina
.rr.com 

Please reconsider the Castlebrooke Subdivision to remain as part of Cox Mill High School and not 
move the very few kids in here to Northwest. My son has attended this school district since 
kindergarten with all the same kids and friends you would be impacting him in his most important 
years of school and detriment to his learning. He would only have 2 years remaining in High School 
when you move him that is awful to do to a child. Plus he is at a top rated school you are impacting 
his education by pulling him away from his classes and structure and sports teams. Other 
neighborhoods on 73 and on Jim Johnson road less than a mile away are being included and the 
middle and elementary boundaries are not moving so why move the high school that is why we 
choose this neighborhood and we can&#39;t absorb the financial impact to move to keep our son at 
the school he deserves to be within.  if anything don&#39;t allow new enrollment for new people 
moving to the area put those students at the new or under utilized schools.  I appreciate you 
consideration of all aspects of what is important to kids at this important time of their school career. 

Jaime 
Critchelow 

little3fan@aol.c
om 

The Northchase subdivision is very small with few children enrolled in Cox Mill Elementary school.  
Even if new families were to move into the neighborhood the enrollment would be very small and 
impact minimal to helping minimize overcrowding, etc.  Given that as well as the fact as Northchase 
is one of the oldest communities having always gone to Cox Mill since it opened it doesn&#39;t 
make sense to move us out of the Cox Mill ES zone.  There are also safety concerns as we only have 
one entrance/exit and getting out toward Harris Road to go to Odell can be very dangerous during 
busy school times.  It is much safer to exit out towards Cox Mill and head that direction. 
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Eboni 
Littlejohn 

eboni.a.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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David 
Littlejohn 

gerard.littlejoh
n@gmail.com 

Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 
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Valerie Hunt spirit2468@netz

ero.com 
Option 4 for Cox Mill Elementary, specifically regarding Planning Block 10, fails with respect to 
many of the committee's planning criteria. If Option 4 makes sense for the rest of the county, please 
revise its treatment of PB 10 at the elementary level for the following reasons:1) Maximize busing 
efficiency: In Option 4, Cox Mill buses would exit Cox Mill Elementary and bypass PB 10 (Allen 
Mills) to pick up students in neighborhoods that are further away.  It is highly inefficient for Odell 
school buses to have to come on the highly congested Poplar Tent and Cox Mill Rd to only pick up 
students in PB 10 when there are buses from Cox Mill Elementary already in the vicinity and on that 
road.  2) Close proximity/establish contiguous zones: PB 10 is closer to Cox Mill ES than other 
neighborhoods that remain at Cox Mill under option 4. Cox Mill Elementary and  PB 10 are on the 
same road (Cox Mill Rd) and are less than 1 mile from each other.  More concerning Option 4 turns 
PB 10 into an island, isolated by a large wooded area and a heavily trafficked road (Poplar Tent) 
from the rest of the Odell community.3) Use major roads and natural boundaries: There are no 
major roads or natural boundaries that separate PB 10 from CMES.  In fact, Option 4 uses an 
arbitrary road (Benjamin Walker Ln) to separate PB 10 from Cox Mill and disregards the use of 
major roads or natural boundaries.    4) Minimize student impact: Option 4 switches PB 10 from Cox 
Mill to Odell and PB 8 from Carl Furr to Cox Mill. Fewer students would be impacted if both blocks 
were allowed to remain with their current schools, particularly in light of the fact that the children in 
PB 8 were already rezoned several years ago.5)Traffic Flow:  PB 10 would have to use the highly 
congested Poplar Tent and Harris Rd if zoned for Odell adding to the current overcrowding at those 
intersections.  Also making left hand turns onto Cox Mill Rd to access Poplar Tent Rd poses a safety 
risk and traffic build up due to not having a light coming out of PB 10.Thanks for considering these 
concerns! 

Farrah Milby farrah.milby@g
mail.com 

Hickory Ridge High School is a shorter drive for residents in southern portions of Midland.  High 
School Option B makes sense for those students. 

Keith Lazarus jlazarus00@gm
ail.com 

Still not happy that our neighborhood is split off from the neighborhoods across the street to not 
attend the new high school.  Doesn&#39;t make any sense. Carriage Downs and even most of 
Freedom Acres are drafted in most scenarios to go to the new school, but the Woodlands, just across 
the street, is not.  We should be going to West Cabarrus. Please maintain some fairness. 
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